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 Abstract 
 

For many years, commercial 9Cr-1Mo steels have been used for components in the UK 

advanced gas cooled reactors operated by EDF Energy. The selection of 9Cr-1Mo steel for 

power plant applications is based on its relatively low cost, resistance to high temperature 

oxidation and excellent high temperature creep strength. However, degradation occurs in 

service due to thermal aging and exposure to the CO2-based coolant gas. Under some 

circumstances, rapid oxidation can occur, known as “breakaway oxidation”. The degradation 

of the mechanical and corrosion properties has prompted study of the mechanisms of 

concurrent oxidation and carburisation in a high-temperature CO2-based atmosphere. Here, 

experimental finned tube samples with ferritic and martensitic microstructures exposed to 

simulated in-service environments have been analysed using several techniques to understand 

the triggers of breakaway oxidation. 

Samples were taken of ferritic and martensitic 9Cr-1Mo steels that had been aged in a 

CO2-based environment at high temperature, 580-640 C, in autoclaves and within the simulant 

AGR environment for various times. Optical and electron microscopy were used to study the 

form and thickness of the oxide. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDS) analysis was used to determine 

the distribution of elements and Raman spectroscopy provided oxide type and distribution, as 

well as strain and the presence of carbon (graphite) within the oxide. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

was used to detect the presence of carbides within the metal. Focused ion beam (FIB), in 

conjunction with XeF2 gas, was used to image and identify the carbides, including their spatial 

distribution and area fraction. High-speed atomic force microscopy (HS-AFM) produced 

high-resolution images of the carbide precipitates. (Scanning) transmission electron 

microscopy (STEM) was used to identify the carbides and to determine their growth direction 

with respect to the matrix, as well as the chromium content of the matrix. 

Initially a duplex oxide is formed comprising an outer magnetite and inner spinel layer, and the 

growth of the duplex oxide follows sub-parabolic kinetics in this work. At this stage, an internal 

oxidation zone (IOZ) is also present between the spinel and the original metal. Raman 

spectroscopy showed the presence of Cr2O3 within the IOZ, and nanocrystalline graphite within 

the spinel. Attempts were made to measure strain within the oxide and IOZ, although this is 

difficult due to variations in composition. Carbide precipitates were observed using FIB/XeF2 

imaging and (S)TEM analysis showed these to be M23C6 (coarse and cored coarse carbides), 

MC (large needles) and M2C (fined needles), where M can be Fe and/or Cr. Formation of the 

spinel layer within the oxide and the distribution of carbide precipitates within the metal 

reduced the Cr content of the ferritic matrix. 

After extended exposure at high temperatures, multiple layers of oxide are formed. These 

multiple layers form when Cr in the matrix falls to approximately 5 wt. %. The IOZ layer 

disappears, oxidation become more rapid and eventually “laminated” oxide growth occurs. At 

this stage, oxide forms a fan shape at the fin tips and edges. It is at this stage that the kinetics 
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of weight gain against time become linear. During this process, the quantity of fine needles 

M2C precipitates decreases while large needles increase. Furthermore, coarse carbides M23C6 

become “cored” with varying composition between core and shell.  

The geometry of the samples is important for achieving breakaway oxidation, since the more 

complex diffusion paths cause more rapid oxidation at corners and edges compared with planar 

surfaces. The ferritic and martensitic 9Cr-1Mo steels behave in a similar way, although the lath 

boundaries in the martensitic material modify the carbide distribution. The moisture content of 

the gas was found to have little effect below 1200 vppm, but it appeared to accelerate oxidation 

at this level and above. Observations of oxide thickness at breakaway initiation reveal that 

breakaway occurs when the Cr level in the metal matrix reduced to a critical level, rather than 

when the oxide reaches a certain thickness. 

Overall, the mechanism of oxidation is acknowledged to be complex, with oxidation and 

carburisation being interdependent. However, a simple qualitative model is presented showing 

the progression of oxidation to the stage of breakaway. The data gathered here will be useful 

for input to and validation of the mathematical models proposed by other workers. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Nuclear reactor evolution 

Nuclear energy is considered to be a large scale carbon-free source [1]. To achieve electrical 

power generation from this energy source, six key factors have to be addressed: safety, security 

and non-proliferation, cost-effectiveness, grid appropriateness, efficiency and the fuel cycle [2]. 

Nuclear reactors have been categorised into five “generations” based on this: Generation (Gen) 

I, II, III, III+ and IV, as shown in Figure 1-1 [3].  

 

Figure 1-1: Evolution of nuclear power [3]. 

Gen I reactors refer to the non-commercial power producing reactors in the 1950s and 1960s, 

which were built as early prototypes for research purposes. Four representative reactors are 

Shippingport [4], UNGG [5], Fermi 1 [6] and Dresden [7][8]. However, none of these reactors 

is still operating nowadays [9]. Natural uranium was used as fuel and graphite as moderator for 

most of these reactors [10][11]. Magnox in the UK [12], which is not a prototype reactor, is 

also a Gen I reactor. 

Gen II refers to early commercial reactors. Five representative reactors established between the 

mid-1960s and the mid-1990s belonging to Gen II are the Westinghouse designed AP1000 

pressurised water reactors (PWR) [13], Canada deuterium uranium reactor (CANDU), boiling 

water reactors (BWR), Vodo-Vodyanoi energetichesky reactors (VVER) and advanced gas-
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cooled reactors (AGR) [2][14]. Furthermore, most present working reactors are Gen II and 

considered to be safe, reliable and available. In this PhD project, materials used in AGRs in 

United Kingdom operated by EDF Energy are of concern. The relevant analyses were carried 

out to investigate materials degradation behaviour caused by oxidation and carburisation 

processes and are discussed in the following chapters. 

Compared with Gen II, the improvement of Gen III reactors focuses on four aspects: fuel 

technology, thermal efficiency, passive nuclear safety systems and standardised design. Most 

of them were established during the mid-1990s and 2010 [2]. The existing Gen III reactors 

include the advanced boiling water reactors (ABWR) [15], and the European pressurised 

reactors (EPR) which is the third generation of PWR in Europe [16].  

Gen III+ reactors have significant improvements in safety and economic considerations 

compared with Gen III. A few forms of reactors included are: Advanced CANDU Reactor [17], 

AP1000 [18], Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (ESBWR) [19], APR-1400 [20], 

VVER-1200 [21], EU-ABWR [22]. Gen III+ reactors perform with higher availability, longer 

operating time and standardised design [2]. 

Gen IV currently refers to conceptual reactors under consideration for future use, but not 

expected to be available until the 2020s or 2030s [23]. There are three thermal reactors using 

slow or thermal neutrons, and three fast reactors using fast neutrons, with significant advances 

in sustainability, safety and reliability, economics, proliferation resistance and physical 

protection [24]. The three thermal reactors are: very-high-temperature reactor (VHTR) [25], 

molten-salt reactor (MSR) [26] and supercritical-water-cooled reactor (SCWR) [27]. The three 

fast reactors are: gas-cooled fast reactor (GFR), sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR), and 

lead-cooled fast reactor (LFR) [24].  

In addition, small modular reactors (SMRs), while outside the traditional nuclear reactor 

strategy, could offer a more flexible commercial technology, particularly for smaller countries 

with limited electrical capacity [28][29]. SMRs are considered to be simpler, safer and cheaper 

compared with traditional power reactors. SMRs are transportable, providing the possibility of 

use in isolated areas with no infrastructure or power grid facilities [30]. 

1.2 Advanced gas-cooled reactor 

The advanced gas-cooled reactor (AGR) belongs to the Gen II category and continues to 

operate in the UK [31]. Carbon dioxide gas is used as the main coolant, graphite as the 

moderator and uranium oxide pellets in stainless steel tubes as the fuel [32]. Figure 1-2 depicts 

cross-sections of components in the AGR system. The typical reactor shown on the left part of 
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Figure 1-2a is composed of a reactor core, boilers and gas circulators which are shown in 

Figure 1-2b [33]. The CO2 coolant gas is pumped through the reactor channels by gas 

circulators to reach the top of the pressure vessel, removing the heat produced and reducing the 

temperature of the core. The gas then flows into the boiler to transfer the heat to water and 

produce steam via the heat-exchanger tubes in the boiler, and the gas is then cooled when it 

reaches the bottom of boiler where it is ready for the new cycle. During this process, the cold 

water at the bottom of boiler eventually turns into steam when it reaches the top of the boiler 

due to the heat transferred from the coolant gas. The main path of circulation of coolant gas is 

illustrated in Figure 1-3 [31]. 

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 1-2: (a) cross section of an AGR and (b) details of heat exchanger [33]. 
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Figure 1-3: Gas flow distribution in the core and vessel [31]. 

1.3 The selected material for heat-exchangers in AGR 

Given the corrosion environment within the primary and secondary water/steam environments 

in AGRs, material selection is of unique importance. The temperature in AGR boilers ranges 

from 150 C at the feed water inlet to above 600 C on the hot gas inlet. Low carbon steel is 

used for components in the AGR boiler. 9Cr-1Mo steel, however, for the intermediate 

temperature region, was selected as the material in the intermediate temperature evaporation 

zones [1][34]. 316 steel was selected for the superheater and reheater zone with higher 

temperature [35], as shown in Figure 1-4. 9Cr-1Mo steel has been used for heat exchanger 

tubing for many years in AGRs [9][36], operated by EDF Energy and its predecessor 

companies in the UK [31]. The selection of 9Cr-1Mo steel for power plant applications is based 

on the low cost, low thermal expansion coefficient, excellent resistance to high temperature 

oxidation, excellent high temperature creep strength and weldability [37][38]. However, 

changes in the mechanical and corrosion properties occur as a result of thermal aging and 

exposure to the gas coolant, CO2 with controlled low levels of CO, H2, H2O and CH4, 

prompting study of the mechanisms of concurrent oxidation and carburisation in a high-

temperature CO2 atmosphere. 
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Figure 1-4: Schematic representation of the heat exchanger in an AGR [1]. Finned tube samples were analysed in 

this thesis. 

Recently, consideration of extending the operating life of AGR nuclear plant has revived 

interest in the durability of 9Cr-1Mo steel [39]. However, the properties of this steel will have 

changed as a result of thermal aging and exposure to the AGR coolant gas. The overall reaction 

on outside diameter (OD) of a boiler tube between coolant gas and 9Cr-1Mo steel can be 

described in two stages: 

 3𝑀 + 4𝐶𝑂2 → 𝑀3𝑂4 + 4𝐶𝑂 1.1 

 4𝐶𝑂 → 2𝐶𝑂2 + 2𝐶 ↓ 1.2 

where M represents Fe and Cr. Iron diffuses outward resulting in oxidation while C diffuses 

inward into the metal leading to carburisation, the nature of which may vary from (Fe,Cr)3C to 

(Fe,Cr)7C3 and (Fe,Cr)23C6 [40]. An outer layer of magnetite grows at the gas/oxide interface 

following the outward diffusion of Fe across the oxide, whilst an inner spinel layer at the 

oxide/metal interface replaces the space of original metal by the access of molecular oxidant 

species [40], e.g. CO2.  In most cases, 9Cr-1Mo steel oxidises to form a duplex scale containing 

magnetite and spinel layers, but a laminated morphology might also be found in some areas of 

the component, especially where cracks occur. The cracks create paths for CO2 to gain access 

to the metal underneath the oxide scale, accelerating oxidation and carburisation. Carbon 

dioxide reacts with outward diffusing Fe cations; consequently, a new magnetite layer forms.  
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Chapter 2: Literature review 

This chapter introduces the 9Cr-1Mo steel finned tube material studied here. Research has been 

undertaken on oxidation and carburisation in different environments, studying in particular the 

microstructure, chemical composition and diffraction patterns obtained from different carbide 

precipitates. Many of the investigations have sought to understand the trigger of breakaway 

oxidation. The studies focus on ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steel with relevant mechanics of oxidation 

and carburisation.  

2.1 Background 

2.1.1 The microstructure of 9Cr-1Mo steels 

As discussed in Chapter 1, 9Cr-1Mo steel was selected for power plant applications based on 

its many benefits, e.g. low cost, low thermal expansion coefficient, excellent oxidation and 

corrosion resistance, and excellent high temperature creep strength. Normalising consists of 

austenitising by annealing above A3 as shown in Figure 2-1, the equilibrium temperature where 

α-ferrite (BCC) transforms to γ-austenite (FCC), after which it is air cooled. For 9 % Cr steels, 

martensite (body-centred-tetragonal structure) is produced by rapid cooling [41] while ferrite 

with fine grains can be produced by sub-critical annealing [42]. 

 

Figure 2-1:  Portion of the phase diagram Fe-C, metastable γ-range and system Fe-Fe3C shown by dashed lines. 

Curie temperature dotted [43]. 
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a 

 

b 

 

c 

 
Figure 2-2: Micrographs of cold rolled 9Cr-1Mo steel, recrystallised-annealed at 825 C for 20 h, furnace cooled 

(a) 40 %; (b) 80 % cold rolled conditions; and (c) 80 % cold rolled, water quenched [44]. 

Mungole et al. discussed the recrystalised grain morphology in 9Cr-1Mo steel [44]. The type 

of microstructure obtained has a direct relationship with the heat treatment. In this case, ferrite 

formed after being recrystallised-annealed at 825 C for 20 h followed by furnace cooling 

exhibited single phase polycrystalline α-ferrite matrix with precipitates embedded in it, as 

shown in Figure 2-2 [44]. The grain size of steel after annealing ranges from 4 to 6.5 µm, much 

smaller than that of the virgin sample 15 µm, as discussed in ref [44]. Ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steels 

have advanced creep resistance and have been used for thick-section components for steam 

generators operating at temperatures ranging from 550 to 650 C [45]. 

Ennis et al [46] showed that ferritic/martensitic 9Cr steels can be hardened by the presence of 

precipitates embedded in the matrix, which will be discussed later. However, the mean particle 

diameter increased with the increase of duration time when exposed at 600 and 650 C in 

advanced steam power plants.  

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 2-3: Micrographs of G91 showing (a) prior austenitic grains and (b) prior austenitic grain boundaries and 

lath boundaries [47]. 

Martensite was formed after normalisation at 1050 C for 30 min, then air quenching, and 

tempering for 1 h at 780 C, as shown in Figure 2-3 where we see prior austenitic grains after 

heat treatment as well as grain boundaries and lath boundaries formed within grains in a 

martensitic steel [47]. Martensitic G91 (modified 9Cr-1Mo ASTM Grade 91 [48]) steel has 

been widely used for conventional energy production industry due to its main advantages 

compared to austenitic stainless steels: (1) lower thermal expansion, (2) better thermal 

conductivity, (3) lower material cost and (4) good resistance to stress corrosion [47]. 
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2.1.2 The aging of 9Cr steels and their microstructure 

Previous researchers reported that P91 a modified 9Cr-1Mo steel, shows tensile and creep 

strength properties superior to other ferritic steels [49]. Standard normalising and tempering 

heat treatments benefit the microstructural stability of 9Cr-1Mo steel. The density of 

dislocations and the carbide distribution of tempered martensite remain essentially unchanged 

during subsequent aging at 538 C for 976 h. However, growth of precipitate and dislocation 

annihilation occurred under creep conditions at 649 C, leading to breakaway of the martensite 

laths and equiaxed substructure [49]. 

Paul et al. [50] studied the stability of modified 9Cr-1Mo steel aged at high temperatures. They 

found that the lath structure is retained at certain areas even after long-term aging. However, 

the growth of coarse precipitates (M23C6, which will be discussed later) and coarsening 

occurred during aging. Abe et al. found microstructural instability during creep, such as 

dislocation recovery, carbide agglomeration and the growth of martensite lath sub-grains, 

resulting in the softening of the examined 9Cr-2W steel [51]. 

The tungsten alloyed P92 steel (9Cr0.5Mo-1.8W-V-Nb) [52] working at 600 and 650 C with 

an initial stress of 120 MPa has been studied by Czyrska-Filemonowicz to underpin the changes 

of microstructure parameters with respect to exposure time, as shown in Figure 2-4 [52]. It 

shows that creep was accelerated in the first 1000 h before entering a stable stage, indicating 

an instability of microstructure in the early stage of creep, and its stability in the following 

stage. 

 

Figure 2-4: Change of subgrain width of martensite laths and dislocation density as a function of exposure time 

in P92 steel (9Cr0.5Mo-1.8W-V-Nb) creep test at 600 and 650 C [52].   
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2.1.3 Role of important alloying elements in 9Cr-1Mo steels 

The addition of various alloying elements in steels can be beneficial to physical properties and 

improve corrosion resistance [53]. Hashimoto et al. have proposed that P, Si, Cr, C, Cu, Ni, Sn, 

and Mo are beneficial to corrosion resistance while S shows a reverse effect [54]. In this study, 

Cr, Mo, and Si are the three most important alloying elements and will be discussed separately 

as follows. 

1. Cr: Oxidation resistant alloys usually contain one or more alloying elements to form a 

stable, slow growing protective oxide on the surface of the metal [55]. The formation of a 

stable protective oxide layer is the most effective way of controlling oxidation of steel. It 

hinders the diffusion of iron and reduces the oxidation rate [56]. Chromium is one of the 

most effective alloying elements to form a stable protective oxide layer [56]. It provides 

not only oxidation resistance but also affects the hardenability of Fe-Cr steels [57]. 

Chromium can provide solid solution strengthening, leading to an increase of hardenability 

of the steel [58]. In ferritic steels which contain Fe, Cr, Mo and C, the Cr is added to provide 

oxidation resistance [57]. The oxidation behaviour of 9Cr steels depends on the formation 

of iron and chromium oxides and their mixture due to the insufficiency of Cr for protective 

chromia (Cr2O3) formation [56]. The increase of Cr in the steel to a critical amount of 13 

wt. % makes it “stainless”, and below this threshold the steel behaves much like iron [59].  

2. Mo: In ferritic steels containing Fe, Cr, Mo and C, elevated-temperature strength is 

provided by a dispersion of Mo2C. Molybdenum also provides solid-solution strengthening 

[57]. In steels such as G91, which has a martensitic microstructure containing alloying 

elements C, N, Nb, V, Cr and Mo, the formation of Cr, Fe, Mo-rich precipitates is promoted, 

such as Cr2C and M23C6, in which M contains Fe, Cr and Mo [49]. However, strong 

carbide-forming elements (e.g. Mo) can also act as a deterrent to particle growth which 

hinders the coarsening of carbides and improves stability of the microstructure [49].  

3. Si: Raman et al. studied the effect of Si on the oxidation of 9Cr-1Mo steel [60]. They found 

a higher oxidation rate when Si-rich ridges were formed at the grain boundaries and Si 

depletion occurred in the neighbouring areas, causing lateral growth stresses for spallation 

at the interface of grain boundary ridges and the adjacent oxide scales. In this study, it was 

found that fewer Si-rich ridges were formed in the steel with higher Si content at high 

temperatures, e.g. 500 and 700 C, giving superior resistance to spallation in the long term. 

Therefore, a higher Si content gives better oxidation resistance in 9Cr-1Mo steels.  

2.2 Oxidation of Fe-Cr steels 

The oxidation of steel is a chemical reaction between metal M and oxidant, such as O2, CO2, 

CO, etc. [61]. As discussed in chapter 1, Equations 1.1 and 1.2 represent the processes of 

oxidation and carburisation of Fe-Cr steel respectively. Under certain conditions, oxidation can 

proceed rapidly, resulting in a thick oxide composed of multi-layered spinel and magnetite [62].  
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According to Liu et al. [63], breakaway oxidation of Fe-Cr steel is influenced by sample 

geometry and commonly occurs at sharp corners or edges. In addition, oxide cracking 

frequently accompanies breakaway oxidation, but it is unclear whether this is a cause of the 

breakaway, for example allowing ingress of gas to the oxide/metal interface, or whether it 

occurs after breakaway initiation due to rapid oxide growth. Figure 2-5a shows a schematic 

diagram of the oxidation process, while Figure 2-5b shows the stages of oxide growth, 

including breakaway during exposure at high temperature [40][64]. The curve demonstrates 

that it follows a parabolic law at the beginning of oxidation, which changes to linear kinetics 

during the post-breakaway oxidation process. These two processes can be expressed as 

Equations 2.1 and 2.2 [65]:  

 𝑥2 = 𝑘𝑟 ∙ 𝑡 2.1 

 𝑥 = 𝑘𝑙 ∙ 𝑡 2.2 

where 𝑥 is the thickness of oxide; 𝑘𝑟 the parabolic rate constant; 𝑡 the exposure time; and 𝑘𝑙 

the linear rate constant. 

 

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 2-5: (a) Schematic of oxidation process. (b) Weight gain against exposure time for both protective and 

breakaway oxidation [1]. TTB: time to breakaway [63]. (© Materials at High Temperatures) 

2.2.1  Non-breakaway oxidation of Fe-Cr steels 

According to Olszewski’s study [65], the addition of only 1 wt. % Cr to iron results in a 

significant increase of oxidation resistance. Ferritic or martensitic steels with 9-12 wt. % Cr, 

as well as austenitic steel with more than 13 wt. % Cr, show good oxidation resistance when 

exposed to air at 550-650 C. The protective oxide scale formed during oxidation has been 

proved to be Cr-rich spinel with the formula Fe3-xCrxO4.  

Though FeO is found at the steam side in some steels containing Cr and Mo, e.g. 1.25Cr0.5Mo 

steel at 585 C and 2.25Cr1Mo steel at 615 C, it is hardly to be found in 9Cr-1Mo steel [66]. 

The protective oxide is mainly composed of two layers: magnetite (Fe3O4) and spinel 
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Fe3-xCrxO4 [67][68][69] which is also described as M3O4 in some cases (M represents Fe and 

Cr). Obviously, magnetite is a special form of spinel when x = 0. 

The addition of Cr is beneficial to the oxidation resistance of Fe-based alloys. When oxidised 

at 567 C in pure oxygen, magnetite (Fe3O4) and spinel (Fe3-xCrxO4) form as the principal 

oxides in steels with Cr content in the range of 2-15 wt. % and the oxidation rates decrease 

with the increase of Cr content [70]. However, the sesquioxides (Fe,Cr)2O3 form as the 

principal oxide when the Cr content is above 15 wt. % in Fe-Cr alloys, which are more 

protective than Fe3-xCrxO4 spinel and magnetite [71][72]. Newcomb et al. [73] proposed that 

in low oxygen partial pressures, the dominant diffusion mechanism changes from the vacancy 

mechanism to interstitial ion diffusion, encouraging the formation of M3O4.  

From a thermodynamic aspect, the free energy change is the driving energy of the reaction 

between metal and oxide. The oxide is formed only when the free energy change is less than 

zero [61]. Standard free energies can be obtained following Equation 2.3. 

 𝐺𝑇 = 𝐻 + 𝑇𝑆 2.3 

As discussed by Newcomb et al. [73], H, S and T (temperature) for the formation of 

magnetite at the temperature range of 298-700 K can be obtained from the data in Table 2-1. 

Therefore, the free energy change of the first reaction in Table 2-1 ranges from 13953 to 28023 

J/K, -445083 to -179763 J/K for the second reaction and -209572 to -85354 J/mol for the third, 

at the temperature ranging from 298 to 700 K. The results indicate that the oxide should not be 

formed following the first reaction while the oxide Fe3O4 can be formed following latter two 

reactions. 

Table 2-1: Standard free energies change of reaction GT = H + TS [73].  

Reaction H (J/K) S (J/K) Temperature range (K) 

3𝐹𝑒 + 4𝐶𝑂2 = 𝐹𝑒3𝑂4 + 4𝐶𝑂 38453 -35 

298-700 3𝐹𝑒 + 4𝐶𝑂 = 𝐹𝑒3𝑂4 + 4𝐶 -641763 660 

3𝐹𝑒 + 2𝐶𝑂2 = 𝐹𝑒3𝑂4 + 2𝐶 -301654 309 
H and S represent the change of enthalpy and entropy, respectively. 

The less-protective oxidation is comprised of an outward growth magnetite scale as well as an 

inward growth spinel scale relative to the original metal surface of ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steel [74]. 

Figure 2-6 shows two micrographs of oxide formed after 1000 h oxidation in air and 1 % 

CO-CO2. A more protective outward growth oxide was formed in the location shown by the 

arrow in the former micrograph, as well as the less-protective duplex oxide adjacent to it when 

oxidised in air. When oxidised in 1 % CO-CO2, an obvious duplex oxide containing an outward 

growth magnetite (Fe3O4) and inward growth spinel (M3O4 or Fe3-xCrxO4) was formed in which 

the original metal surface converted to magnetite/spinel interface during oxidation. The growth 
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of protective oxide is limited by the diffusion rate of Fe and Cr cations, giving a parabolic 

kinetic [40]. In these two cases, the outward growing columnar Fe3O4 was found to be 

non-porous while the fine grained M3O4 was demonstrated to be porous. In the formation of 

non-breakaway oxidation, no carbon or carbides were observed in either outward growth scale 

Fe3O4 nor inward growth oxide M3O4. However, carbon was present in the breakaway oxide, 

as discussed in Newcomb’s work published in 1985 [75]. 

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 2-6: The oxide formed in 9Cr-1Mo steel after 1000 h oxidation at 600 C in (a) air; (b) 1 % CO-CO2 [74]. 

 

Figure 2-7: SEM images of the cross section (upper image) and corresponding X-ray element mapping from the 

marked area (lower images) of P92 steel after 1000 h oxidation in Ar/CO2 at 700 C [65]. 

The microstructure and chemical composition of protective oxide from P92 steel is shown in 

Figure 2-7 [65]. The sample was oxidised in Ar/CO2 at 700 C for 1000 hours. It was found 

that a Fe2O3 layer was formed above a magnetite layer, beneath which was a spinel layer. 

According to x-ray element mapping, Cr-rich spinel exhibits a stringer morphology, with Cr/Si-

rich and Cr/Si-depleted bands formed alternately. It illustrates that the composition of spinel is 

not stable. Zurek et al. also studied the formation of spinel in 9-12% Cr steels [76]. They 

proposed that the stringer morphology of spinel demonstrates rapid Cr diffusion from the bulk 

metal in the direction of the oxide scale.  
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Olszewski demonstrated that the formation of Cr-rich spinel relates to the Si content, which is 

easily reduced to “zero” level, hence inhibiting the presence of a Cr/Si-rich layer [65]. This 

leads to a Cr-depleted layer beneath. This process is repeated as long as there is sufficient Cr 

and Si provided from the bulk metal. However, Zurek has a different explanation for the 

formation of stringer spinel [76]. He proposed that the preferential oxidation of Cr leads to Cr 

depletion beneath the Cr-rich layer. With continued Cr depletion during oxidation, Cr-rich 

spinel could not remain stable. An Fe-rich layer is subsequently formed. The repetition of this 

process results in the formation of a stringer microstructure of spinel, with Cr-rich and 

Cr-depleted spinel formed alternately. It can be inferred that the formation of spinel is a 

repeated process of Cr-rich and Cr-depleted band formation. Therefore, the oxidation rate is 

strongly influenced by the composition of steels, specifically the Cr concentration, which plays 

a vital role in the formation of protective oxide. 

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

d 

 

 
Figure 2-8: Mechanism of oxide growth from Gibbs and Hales: (a) and (b) nano-channel opens up by anisotropic 

dissociation; (c) and (d) channel heals to equilibrium size. Dashed lines and arrows represent oxygen equipotential 

and outward diffusion cations respectively [69][77]. 

Martinelli et al. investigated the oxidation mechanism of 9Cr-1Mo steel by liquid Pb-Bi 

eutectic alloy [69]. They introduced the concept of nano-channels into the mechanism of oxide 

formation, according to the concept of micro-channels, to illustrate the mechanism of oxidation 

proposed by Gibbs and Hales, as shown in Figure 2-8 [77]. The oxygen can be transported in 

several ways: diffusion via oxide lattice, by grain boundaries, and through nano-channels in 

the form of oxygen molecules. The latter is the most cited in the literatures [77][78][79]. 

According to these authors, the oxidant is considered to be transported via nano-channels inside 
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the scale to the oxide/metal interface. Figure 2-8 illustrates the formation of a nano-channel: 

the driving force of channel formation is the difference between oxygen pressure in the void 

formed in oxide scale and the external gas pressure. The continued outward solid-state 

diffusion of metallic cations, e.g. Fe, leads to a void belt beneath the oxide scale and the porous 

inner oxide scale, which is the freshly forming oxide formed at the void belt, as shown in Figure 

2-8. The diffusion of cations in different directions results in the formation of the nano-channel, 

which gives external gas access to the metal beneath [77]. 

It is now seen that fresh Fe3O4 is formed at the gas/oxide interface by the outward flux of Fe 

cations in a duplex oxide scale [1][80]. The inward diffusion of oxygen reacts with Fe and Cr 

to form Fe3-xCrxO4 at the oxide/metal interface. This is consistent with the original gas/metal 

interface before exposure being the magnetite/spinel interface after exposure [69][80][81].  

Gibbs and Hales proposed that the process of oxidation is controlled by defect diffusion, e.g. 

vacancies [77]. Muller et al. also found that a pore belt is present beneath the oxide scale and 

above the bulk metal, as shown in Figure 2-9 [82]. Martinelli et al. proposed that nano-cavities 

are formed during the diffusion of cations at the oxide/metal interface. Considering that 

nano-cavities are formed by vacancy segregation, this provides spaces for oxidation. The 

oxidant diffusing through the nano-channels connects with surfaces formed by vacancy clusters. 

It oxidises the metal inside the space made by vacancy cluster accumulation, i.e. nano-cavities. 

Therefore, fresh porous spinel is formed at the location of the cavities, which is controlled by 

metallic vacancies [77]. This is named the “available space model”, as shown in Figure 

2-10 [80]. As a consequence, it is proposed that outer layer oxide growth, which is magnetite 

in duplex oxide scale, provides the driving force for outward iron diffusion which makes 

metallic vacancies, further influencing the formation of nano-cavities [80][81].  

 

Figure 2-9: Steel oxidation mechanism in liquid lead proposed by Muller et al. [69][82].  
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Figure 2-10: Schematic drawings of “available space model”: (a) metal before exposure; (b) diffusion of cation 

leading to metal consumption zone in the form of nano-cavities and molecular oxygen diffusing through 

nano-channels; (c) oxidation inside nano-cavities to form fresh spinel by vacancy accumulation [80]. 

2.2.2 Breakaway oxidation of Fe-Cr steels 

“Breakaway” oxidation is defined as a rapid acceleration of the reaction rate, which occurs in 

Fe-Cr steels [83]. It relates to the rapid growth of oxide after the formation of protective Cr-

rich oxide in the early stage of oxidation process. It is found that the increase of Cr content in 

the Fe-Cr steels hinders the breakaway oxidation by forming Cr-rich oxide scale [84]. However, 

the increase of water vapour accelerates the onset of breakaway oxidation by accelerating 

nucleation of oxide nodules on the steel surface [83]. 

Gong et al. has studied breakaway oxidation in ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steel [85]. The assessment 

was applied at the fin centre 0.5 mm from the fin tip. The scalebar of carbon in at. % shows 

that carbon (mainly from carbides) is mainly distributed beneath the oxide scale and decreases 

with increase of depth. Their experimental results include plots of weight gain as a function of 

exposure time at different temperatures, as shown in Figure 2-11 [85]. It can be seen that 

samples exposed at 580 C with 300 vppm H2O, are still in parabolic kinetics even after 80 kh 

of exposure. Thus, it is impossible to estimate the time to breakaway in this case. The weight 

gain plot shows that samples exposed at 600, 620 and 640 C transfer from parabolic kinetics 

to linear at approximately 20, 3 and 2 kh of exposure, respectively, which are also the time to 

breakaway (TTB) at these temperatures. The authors proposed that the carbon deposition is a 

trigger of breakaway oxidation which relates to the saturation of carbon in the metal. This will 

be discussed later. 

a b c 
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Figure 2-11: Weight gain changes of experimental ferritic 9Cr-1Mo samples exposed at 580 (black), 600 (red), 

620 (blue) and 640 C (green) with gas composition of 100 vppm H2, 300 vppm CH4, 1 vol % CO, 300 vppm H2O 

and balance CO2 at gas pressure of 600 psi [85].  

Elemental distribution was mapped in the internal oxidation zone (IOZ) layer and adjacent 

oxide in a non-breakaway location from a breakaway initiation sample exposed at 600 C for 

19924 h, as shown in Figure 2-12 [85]. A duplex oxide was formed in the location examined 

as well as the IOZ layer. As discussed previously in section 2.1.2, the spinel was formed at the 

oxide/metal interface in the duplex model. Hence, the IOZ layer and the adjacent oxide were 

examined in ref [85]. 

The IOZ layer is mainly comprised of O and Cr, and is Fe-depleted compared with oxide and 

metal. There are some small dark features in the oxide and IOZ layer which were shown to be 

Si-rich particles according to EDS. The map of Cr shows the Cr-rich locations to correspond 

to Fe-depleted dark spots in the oxide layer and O-rich locations in the IOZ layer. The 

distribution of Mo is consistent with Cr. The Cr, Mo-rich locations are consistent with residual 

precipitates in the oxide and IOZ layers and carbides in the metal. The big block of dark features 

in the oxide correspond to C-rich locations, indicating the presence of deposited carbon in the 

oxide layer. These features are highlighted in Figure 2-13 [85]. 
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a 

 

b 

 

Figure 2-12: (a) Backscattered SEM image from a non-breakaway location containing the IOZ in an experimental 

9Cr-1Mo sample exposed at 600 C for 19924 h and (b) corresponding EDS maps showing elemental distributions 

[85].  

 
Figure 2-13: Corresponding map with the identified phases present in Figure 2-12 [85]. 
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a 

 

b 

 
Figure 2-14: (a) TEM dark field image from an area in the IOZ and selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern from 

the core and the shell; (b) elemental profiles following the red arrow shown in the TEM image [85]. 

Carbide precipitates present in the IOZ layer surrounded with oxide were identified using TEM 

as shown in Figure 2-14. The selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns show that the core is 

M23C6 while the surrounding shell is FeCr2O4, which is considered as the most stable 

composition of spinel [85][68]. The elemental profiles following a path across both core and 

shell, as shown by the red arrow in Figure 2-14a, are consistent with results from TEM 

diffraction patterns. The work is also indicative of the presence of Mo-rich precipitate in the 

M23C6 carbide. 
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Figure 2-15: (a) TEM dark field image and (b) EDS carbon mapping from the IOZ; (c) EDS spectrum taken from 

carbon-rich locations; (d) high resolution TEM image of oxide/graphite interface with selected diffraction pattern 

from the graphite region [85]. 

Figure 2-15 shows a TEM image of the IOZ layer and adjacent oxide and an EDS map of the 

corresponding area. Blocky dark features in the oxide show high carbon concentration, 

indicating the presence of deposited carbon in the oxide during oxidation in CO2-based gas. 

Diffraction patterns show that the lattice parameter of this deposited graphite is 3.37 Å with a 

face-centred cubic structure [85]. 

 

Three simple models were established by Robertson to illustrate the changes from protective 

single layer scale in the very beginning stage of oxidation to the less protective duplex scale 
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and then the non-protective breakaway scale, as shown in Figure 2-16 [40]. The growth of 

single layer scale and duplex scale has been discussed in section 2.1.2. Here, a breakaway scale 

with a laminated morphology from 9Cr steel will be discussed, as shown in Figure 2-17. This 

type of oxide was formed following linear kinetics (Equation 2.2) after time to breakaway, as 

seen in Figure 2-5b. The fresh oxide is formed at the oxide/metal interface.  

 

 
Figure 2-16: Model with the growth sites of (a) single layer; (b) duplex layer and (c) breakaway scales [40]. 

 
Figure 2-17: A breakaway scale in 9Cr steel [40]. 

Robertson, Rowlands et al. and Gibbs proposed that breakaway is caused by the deposition of 

carbon in the oxide scale, which leads to a porous and loose freshly formed oxide which allows 

continuous access of the oxidant gas, e.g. CO2, to the metal surface beneath [40][32][78]. 

Breakaway occurs when continuous percolation paths form across the oxide scale with increase 

of porosity. In this case, the oxidation rate is limited by the interfacial reaction rate, which then 

gives linear kinetics.  

During the formation of duplex oxide, the inner layer oxide is formed according to the reaction 

described by the reaction 3Fe + 4CO = Fe3O4 + 4C, as shown in Table 2-1, which produces 

deposited carbon when the steel is oxidised by CO2 [40][32]. The deposited carbon, which is 
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in the form of graphite, is insoluble in the oxide and tends to coat the oxide grains and prevent 

the formation of boundaries between them.  

Olszewski mentioned that commercial alloys are usually exposed under non-isothermal 

conditions, which causes scale cracking, delamination or spalling in the process of oxidation 

[65]. The oxide may break down locally due to the oxide growth or thermally induced stress. 

Some of the oxidation behaviours during exposure at high temperatures are depicted 

schematically in Figure 2-18. It shows that non-protective and breakaway oxidation exhibit 

linear kinetics in the plot of weight gain as a function of exposure time, a similar trend to the 

post-breakaway plot of oxide thickness versus exposure time shown in Figure 2-5b. 

Olszewski’s investigation also show that a chromium content of 9-12% is insufficient to form 

a protective chromia scale when exposed to a water vapour containing gas. Fast growing 

Fe-based oxides are formed after the protective oxidation stage due to the absence of the 

protective chromia scale. 

 

 
Figure 2-18: Different oxidation kinetics encountered in real metal and alloy systems, especially occurring during 

long term, discontinuous oxidation [65][86]. 

A laminated scale was formed by the fast-growing oxide in the breakaway oxidation when 

continuous percolation paths were formed. In this oxidation stage, oxide formed throughout 

the oxide scales as well as at the metal surface exposed to oxidant. The Cr-rich and Fe-rich 

oxide layers formed alternately [74]. 

Roberson suggested that the Boudouard reaction is the dominant carbon deposition reaction 

occurring at the pore bases [40]. The deposition of carbon in the oxide initiates breakaway 

oxidation. It is found that the hydrogen produced from water vapour in the CO2-based gas 

accelerates breakaway oxidation by the reverse water gas reaction shown in Equation 2.4 [40]. 

As proposed by Gong et al., the deposited carbon is a trigger for breakaway oxidation [85]. 
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Thus, samples are more susceptible to enter breakaway oxidation when exposed to wet CO2 

gas than to dry CO2 gas, which is consistent with the studies in ref [87] and [88]. 

 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 = 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐶 2.4 

Olszewski compared the results obtained from different materials after exposure to H2O- and/or 

CO2-containing gases. Two mechanisms were used to explain the conversion from protective 

into non-protective oxide. A mechanism proposed that hydrogen dissolved in the steel 

promotes the internal oxidation of the Cr-rich protective oxide formation in a H2O-containing 

atmosphere. The second mechanism proposed that the reduction of Cr flux toward the surface 

impedes the formation of a protective Cr-rich oxide in a dry CO2-containing atmosphere. 

Therefore, a wider internal oxidation zone was found in a H2O-containing gas [65]. 

Rahmel and Tobolski proposed that voids formed at the oxide/metal interface and within the 

oxide scale are due to vacancy condensation bridged by mixtures of H2-H2O or CO-CO2 in 

breakaway oxidation [89], which explains the mechanism for suppression of the formation of 

chromia-based scale. The oxygen partial pressure in a void near the oxide/metal interface is 

very low when exposed to dry gas or air. The rate of oxygen transfer to the inner surface of 

voids is extremely small. Hence, there is sufficient time for Cr to diffuse from the matrix to the 

void/metal interface to form the protective Cr-rich oxide. In this way, formation of Cr-rich 

oxide leads to void healing. However, in CO2- and/or H2O-rich gases, oxygen transfer in the 

void is orders of magnitude higher than that in dry gas due to the CO2 and H2O molecules, 

which leads to the suppression of void healing and the growth of non-protective Fe-rich oxides 

due to the insufficient time for Cr diffusion to the oxide/metal interface [65]. 

It was proposed by Essuman et al. that hydrogen dissolved in the metal promoted the oxidation 

of Cr, which is essential for protective oxide (Cr2O3) formation [90][91]. This effect can be 

explained by considering the H-O-H2O equilibrium at the metal surface, i.e. when the hydrogen 

concentration is reduced by rapid inward diffusion the oxygen concentration dissolved in the 

metal will be increased eventually, resulting in a higher inward flux of oxygen to form the 

internal Cr oxide embedded on the metal (IOZ). Thus the Cr is tied up in the IOZ, leading to a 

reduction of the outward diffusion Cr cations, and an Fe-rich oxide scale is formed because of 

the Cr-depleted steel matrix. This is demonstrated in Figure 2-19, where it is seen that P92 steel 

has much thicker IOZ after exposure to the gas with H2O than without H2O [65]. This could be 

explained by enhanced oxygen diffusion in the alloy due to hydrogen uptake. However, this 

lock-up of Cr in the IOZ scale results in a reduction of Cr diffusing to the oxide scale, 

exacerbating the formation of Fe-rich spinel which is usually present in multi-layered and 

laminated oxide in the breakaway initiation and post-breakaway samples. 
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Figure 2-19: SEM images of the cross sections showing the IOZ formed in martensitic P92 during 1000 h exposure 

to Ar/CO2 (left) and CO2/H2O (right) at 550 C [65].  

Another mechanism that impedes the formation of protective Cr-rich oxide is the Cr activity in 

CO2-containing atmospheres. The carburisation of martensite steel would decrease the activity 

of Cr in the matrix by the formation of internal Cr-rich carbides and consequently decrease the 

driving force for Cr diffusing outward to the surface. Thus, Fe-rich oxide forms due to the 

suppression of protective Cr-rich oxide formation. The internal carbides may eventually be 

converted into internal oxide as the local oxygen potential increases after longer exposure times 

[92][93].    

2.2.3 Phase identification 

The oxides formed in 9Cr-1Mo steel after exposure to CO2-based gas are mainly comprised of 

three types: Cr2O3 in the IOZ scale, spinel and magnetite in oxide scale. Carbon is also 

deposited during oxidation based on the previous discussion. McCarty has investigated spinel 

of different compositions with Raman spectroscopy, as shown in Figure 2-20 [94]. The results 

are summarised in Table 2-2. Magnetite Fe3O4 is a special type of spinel when x equals zero in 

the formula Fe3-xCrxO4. Its spectrum has a weak peak at 543 cm-1. The substitution of Cr for 

Fe causes a reduction in the intensity of this band when x is no more than 0.8, e.g. this peak is 

not detectable for Fe2.2Cr0.8O4. However, when more Cr is introduced, the band reappears and 

becomes broad and relatively intense as seen from the spectrum of Fe1.4Cr1.6O4 in Figure 2-20. 

The A1g mode main peak of spinel ranges from 671 to 686 cm-1, which can be observed in 

spectra from all six types of spinel oxide.  

Gheno et al. made a plot of Raman shift as a function of x in Fe3-xCrxO4, as shown in Figure 

2-21 [83] and Table 2-2 [94]. The two peaks at around 550 and 675 cm-1 are assigned to the 

T2g and A1g modes respectively while FeCr2O4 has a peak at 1265 cm-1 and a broader peak at 

1357 cm-1, which are a combination of different symmetries [94]. The spinel Fe1.4Cr1.6O4 also 

has a weak broad peak at 1335 cm-1. Therefore, it is possible to obtain the composition of spinel 

from the Raman shift of the A1g mode, indicating Raman to be a useful method in oxide type 

(composition) identification. 
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Figure 2-20: Raman spectra of spinel: Fe3-xCrxO4 with x = 0.0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0 using a 514.5 nm laser. 

Peak at 1558 cm-1 is from atmosphere O2 [94].  

Table 2-2: Observed Raman bands and lattice parameter for each type of spinel [94]. 

Spinel type and lattice parameter (Å) 
Raman shift of peak position (cm-1) 

T2g Eg A1g / / 

Fe3O4, a = 8.398 542 / 671 / / 

Fe2.6Cr0.4, a = 8.396 562 / 682 / / 

Fe2.2Cr0.8O4, a = 8.398 / / 681 / / 

Fe1.8Cr1.2O4, a = 8.408 548 636 674 / / 

Fe1.4Cr1.6O4, a = 8.398 550 636 679 / 1335 

FeCr2O4, a = 8.381 / / 686 1265 1357 

A nonpolarized Raman spectrum was obtained from Fe3O4 under ambient conditions, as shown 

in Figure 2-22 [95]. Four peaks present at 193, 306, 538 and 668 cm-1 were assigned to T2g(1), 

Eg, T2g(2) and A1g symmetry, respectively. However, the weak peak at 193 cm-1, and another 

at 420 cm-1 which was absent in this reference, was not often reported [96][97]. It was proposed 

by Dunnwald and Otto [98] that the presence of a peak at 298 cm-1 suggests the beginning of 

oxidation, because this belongs to the characteristic signature of haematite rather than 

magnetite [94][99][100][101]. 
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Figure 2-21: Raman shift of the A1g mode of Fe-Cr spinel oxide versus composition [83]. 

 

Figure 2-22: Raman spectrum of Fe3O4 with the symmetry assignment [95]. 

The Raman peak at the IOZ location from the previous discussion has two peaks at 550 and 

610 cm-1 respectively, as shown in Figure 2-23, which is consistent with the two peaks 

indicative of the presence of chromia (Cr2O3).  
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a 

 
b 

 
Figure 2-23: (a) SEM image of 9Cr-1Mo sample exposed to flowing CO2 at 550 C and 1 atm for 1000 h with 

different locations examined by Raman spectroscopy; (b) Raman spectra of different locations of the scale marked 

in (a) [68].  

 

Figure 2-24: Wavelength dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDS) elemental profiles of the oxide layer formed on 

T91 steel after 1000 h at 550 C and 1 atm of pressure [68]. 

Raman spectra of different phases formed in the oxide of 9Cr-1Mo steel after exposure for 

1000 h in CO2 are presented in Figure 2-23. It illustrates that the upper bright phase formed at 

the gas/oxide interface (spot 1) was haematite, followed by the magnetite phase. The Raman 
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spectrum from spot 3 in Figure 2-23 contains three peaks close to magnetite but differing by 

small Raman frequency shifts. Figure 2-24 shows that the elements present in the oxide scale 

were almost only iron, chromium and oxygen, showing that the inner oxide layer was an 

Fe,Cr-rich spinel with a formula Fe3-xCrxO4, where x can be estimated to be approximately 

0.6-0.7 based on the atomic fractions of Cr and Fe obtained by WDS. Raman analysis of spot 

4 in Figure 2-23 in the IOZ revealed the presence of two peaks characteristic of spinel. It 

indicates the presence of spinel instead of magnetite. Here in this study, the IOZ was more 

likely than the T91 matrix to contain small spinel oxide Fe3-xCrxO4 precipitates. Figure 2-24 

shows that the Fe atomic concentration in the IOZ only reached 65 at. % compared with 90 at. % 

in the bulk indicating a depletion of Fe in IOZ and the injection of Fe vacancies into the IOZ. 

Raman analysis of spot 5 near the dark feature at the IOZ/metal interface shows that the feature 

was of the same nature as the IOZ however slightly richer in chromium. It appears that the 

stoichiometry of the precipitates in the IOZ tends to have a composition of FeCr2O4 which is 

the most stable Fe–Cr rich spinel oxide. 

It should be mentioned that an IOZ is often formed beneath a protective oxide, consisting of 

Cr, Fe and O. Figure 2-24 shows elemental profiles of the oxide scale shown in Figure 2-23a, 

including the outer layer of magnetite, inner layer of spinel, IOZ and bulk metal beneath [68]. 

The O fraction remains constant from magnetite to spinel. However, Fe and Cr change in 

opposition to each other. The Fe fraction decreases with the increase of Cr fraction. The Mo 

fraction changes in a similar way to Cr. It can be observed that Fe increases to above 65 % in 

the IOZ while the Cr fraction reduces to approximately 25 %. The Ni fraction reaches a peak 

in the IOZ compared with other locations, as shown in Figure 2-24.  

Birnie et al. has examined Cr2O3 with Raman spectroscopy and the spectrum is shown in Figure 

2-25 [102]. There are five peaks characteristic of Cr2O3 at 290, 352, 528, 547 and 617 cm-1. 

The peak at 547 cm-1 is the A1g mode while all the others are Eg mode. Raman spectra of Cr2O3 

annealed at different temperatures are shown in Figure 2-26 [103]. The A1g peak ranges from 

534 to 551 cm-1 while Eg peaks disappear in some cases.  
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Figure 2-25: Raman spectra of Cr2O3 powder [102]. 

 

Figure 2-26: Raman spectra of nanometer scale Cr2O3 powder annealed in air at different temperatures [103]. 
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Figure 2-27: Raman shift of the A1g mode peak obtained from single crystal Cr2O3 as a function of applied pressure 

[102]. 

From the A1g mode peak positions, the corresponding stress can be identified. Compressive 

stress is present when the peak position is greater than 552 cm-1; a peak position less than 

552 cm-1 is indicative of tensile stress based on Figure 2-27, where we assume there is no 

residual stress in the sample. 

Raman spectroscopy is also a standard method for characterising crystalline, nanocrystalline 

and amorphous carbons. Here we focus on the D and G peaks present in Raman spectra of 

graphite, which are at around 1350 and 1580-1600 cm-1, respectively. The G mode of graphite 

has E2g symmetry while the D peak is indicative of A1g symmetry, as shown in Figure 2-28a 

and b, respectively [104].  

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 2-28: Carbon motions in (a) G mode and (b) D mode [104]. 
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Figure 2-29: Schematic of factors influencing the Raman spectra; a dotted arrow indicates the indirect influence 

the sp3 content on the G position of graphite [104].  

The schematic in Figure 2-29 shows the factors influencing Raman peak positions of graphite 

[104]:  

1. clustering of the sp2 phase, 

2. bond disorder, 

3. presence of sp2 rings or chains, and 

4. the sp2/sp3 ratio. 

 

Figure 2-30: Amorphisation trajectory, showing variation of the G position and peak height ratio I(D)/I(G) 

[104][105]. 
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Ferrari proposed that there are three stages in amorphisation from graphite to diamond-like 

carbon, as shown in Figure 2-30 [104][105]: 

1. Stage 1: from graphite to nanocrystalline graphite, in which the G peak increases from 1580 

to 1600 cm-1, and the height ratio I(G)/I(D) increases as well. No dispersion of the G peak 

is present in this stage. 

2. Stage 2: from nanocrystalline graphite to a-C (amorphous carbon), in which the G peak 

decreases from 1600 to approximately 1510 cm-1 and I(G)/I(D) → 0. The G peak dispersion 

increases. 

3. Stage 3: from a-C to defect diamond-like carbon. In this stage, the G peak increase from 

about 1510 to 1750 cm-1 while I(G)/I(D) is very low and reduces to almost 0 and G peak 

dispersion occurs.  

Raman spectra of single crystal graphite give only one band at 1575 cm-1 (G), which is assigned 

to the E2g species of the infinite crystal, as shown in Figure 2-31a. The spectrum is not changed 

by different orientation of the sample with respect to the incident beam. The Raman spectrum 

from polycrystalline graphite, however, shows a second peak at around 1355 cm-1 (D), as 

shown in Figure 2-31b. The intensity of the D peak is inversely proportional to the effective 

crystallite size, La. The increase of the D peak intensity corresponds to an increase in 

unorganised carbon and a decrease in the graphite crystal size. The two plots in Figure 2-32 

can be used to determine La in the thin surface layer of graphite [104][106][107]. 

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 2-31: Raman spectrum of (a) a single crystal of graphite and (b) activated charcoal [106]. 
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a 

 

b 

 
Figure 2-32: (a) Variation of the I(D)/I(G) ratio with La [104]. (b) Calibration of Raman intensities versus x-ray 

data of La. La represents crystallite size [106]. 

2.2.4 Modelling work on oxidation 

Modelling and simulation is a methodology providing support for the design and evaluation of 

dynamic systems [108]. The present experimental and theoretical work is possible to provide 

a frame to fitting the complicated phenomena and providing a guide for the future work.  

 

Figure 2-33: Thicknesses of the individual oxide phases as a function of time calculated for various contributions 

from grain boundary diffusion [85]. 

Larsson et al. have simulated the growth rate of three types of oxide: wustite, magnetite and 

haematite, as shown in Figure 2-33, using the Calphad method, which consists of modelling 

the thermodynamics and kinetics of each phase [85].  
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Rouillard and Martinelli [109] proposed that when oxidising in CO2 environment at 550 C, a 

duplex oxide layer were formed with an outer magnetite scale and an inner Fe,Cr-rich spinel 

scale. Their modelling work is based on the void-induced mechanism of oxidation using 

thermodynamic calculation. The experimental results of oxidation thickness were obtained 

from samples exposed to flowing CO2 at 1 atm pressure after different exposure times. It can 

be observed from Figure 2-34, which shows oxide thicknesses from experimental and 

modelling work, that the simulated oxide thickness underestimated the real oxide thickness 

[109].  

 

Figure 2-34: Comparison between experimental and simulated oxide thickness on T91 steel after exposure at 

1 atm and 250 bar [109]. 

Evans et al. [110] studied the influence of diffusion by modelling work. They believed that 

diffusion of cations and anions must be involved in the thermally-activated processes of matter 

transport and change of defect shape. This process is determined by the slower-moving ion 

which diffused by vacancy exchange. The ion gradient is strongly influenced by the stress 

difference between vacancy sources and sinks. Figure 2-35 shows the diffusion fluxes involved 

during stress-free periods at high temperatures. A lenticular defect tends to a spherical shape 

due to the diffusion fluxes driven by the differences in surface curvature. The main diffusion 

path is along the defect surface. This change of shape of the defect by diffusion can reduce the 

surface energy and inhibit the propagation of fracture [110]. 
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Figure 2-35: Diffusion fluxes involved in the spheroidisation of a lenticular defect [110]. 

An “available space model” was proposed by Martinelli et al. [81] with the introduction of 

nano-channels as the diffusion path for oxidising medium. This model can be also used to 

understand the mechanism of oxide formation, as shown in Figure 2-36. 

 

Figure 2-36: “Available space model” illustrating the mechanism of oxide formation [81]. 

Therefore, different models and simulation work were used to understand the mechanism of 

oxidation. The experimental results validate the results from modelling work. The 

experimentation, in turn, will provide information for further improvement of modelling work. 

2.3 Carburisation of Fe-Cr steels 

2.3.1 The evolution of carbides and their identification 

Modelling work on three power plant steels was undertaken to obtain the predicted evolution 

of precipitates, using MTDATA software based on the experimental results from these three 

steels: 2.25Cr1Mo, 3Cr1.5Mo and 10CrMoV [111]. Iron carbide cementite (Fe3C) is reported 

to be an equilibrium phase (metastable phase) and becomes unstable and decomposes when the 
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carbon activity aC decreases [64]. M23C6 Carbides were observed in the form of coarse 

precipitates in experiments [50][112]. However, the delay of its formation would stabilise the 

finer carbides or nitrides M2X and MX (X represents C and N) [111]. The precipitates formed 

in three power plant materials and their predicated evolution are shown in Figure 2-37 [111]. 

This gives the evolution of carbide and nitride precipitates. The Fe3C carbides disappear 

quickly to a low level after a short time of exposure while M2X precipitates are formed during 

this process. However, the M2C volume fraction in 3Cr1.5Mo is much lower than for the other 

two steels. M7C3 carbides are formed in 2.25Cr1Mo and 3Cr1.5Mo steels and it appears that 

higher Cr content decreases the time for M7C3 formation and its quantity. M7C3 is absent in 

10CrMoV. M23C6 forms earlier with increase of Cr content. The three evolution processes 

suggest that Cr and/or V impede the formation of M7C3 and accelerate the formation of MX. It 

also illustrates that M23C6 is the dominant precipitate in these Fe-based steels after a long period 

of exposure at 600 C. 

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

  

Figure 2-37: The predicted evolution of the precipitates volume fraction as a function of exposure time (in hours) 

at 600 C from (a) 2.25Cr1Mo; (b) 3Cr1.5Mo and (c) 10CrMoV [111]. 

In T91 (9Cr–Mo–Nb–V–N) steel [113], obtained by being austenitised for 30 min at 1050C, 

air cooled and then tempered for 1 h at 750 C,  which contains a lath martensite microstructure, 
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Cr23C6 precipitates along the lath and the prior austenite grain boundaries [37]. Gheno et al. 

studied precipitates deposited in the IOZ and the internal carburisation zone in martensitic Fe-

9Cr steel [114]. The sample was exposed to Ar-20 % CO2 gas at 800 C for 20 h. The 

distribution of elements O, Cr and Fe are shown in Figure 2-38a and b. The Cr-rich locations 

correspond to carbide precipitates in the internal carburisation zone and Cr oxide forms in the 

internal oxidation zone. A depletion of Fe is observed in the Cr-rich locations. This is 

demonstrated by the EDS line scans and maps. Cr is enhanced at the locations containing 

carbides and in the Cr oxide particles, whilst the Fe concentration is reduced. It is also observed 

that Cr concentration in the metal is close to 9 wt.%. However, a depletion of Cr occurs in the 

IOZ. Figure 2-38c and d are the selected area diffraction patterns from α-(Fe,Cr) in the [011] 

zone axis and Cr23C6 in the [001] zone axis, respectively. However, there is a debate arising 

from this investigation about the carbide composition formed in Fe-9Cr steel. The Fe in the 

carbide is not reduced to 0, as shown in Figure 2-38b, indicating that the carbide is comprised 

of both Cr and Fe, which can be formulated as M23C6 or (Fe,Cr)23C6, where M represents Fe 

and Cr. Moreover, it appears that the internal carburisation zone is mainly comprised of 

carbides deposited on ferrite rather than martensite. 
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Figure 2-38: TEM analysis at the interface between internal oxidation and carburisation zones in Fe–9Cr after 

exposure to Ar-20CO2 at 800 C for 20 h. (a) Bright field image and corresponding EDS elemental maps; (b) EDS 

linescan; (c) and (d) selected area diffraction pattern of the α-(Fe,Cr) matrix ([011] zone axis) and of a (Cr,Fe)23C6 

carbide ([001] zone axis), respectively. The arrow and star in (a) indicate the location of the linescan in (b) and 

the pattern in (d), respectively [114]. 

The T91 steel has also been imaged with transmission electron microscopy, showing the 

microstructure and dominant carbide precipitates formed, as shown in Figure 2-39. The M23C6 

carbides observed were formed along both lath and prior austenite grain boundaries [115].  
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Figure 2-39: TEM observation of T91 (9Cr–Mo–Nb–V–N) microstructure [115]. 

M23C6 deposited in commercial LDX2101® stainless steel with composition 

Fe-21.5Cr-5Mn-1.6Ni-0.22N-0.02C (developed by Outokumpu), has been analysed with TEM. 

A TEM micrograph and diffraction pattern of M23C6 are shown in Figure 2-40 [116]. These 

illustrate that M23C6 has a face-centred cubic (FCC) structure with a lattice parameter 

a = 10.65 Å. These crystallographic structures are consistent with data reported elsewhere: 

10.66 Å [117], 10.65Å [118], 10.60-10.68 Å [119]. 

 

Figure 2-40: A dark field TEM image and corresponding selected area diffraction pattern of the γ austenite and 

M23C6 carbides in orientation (𝑍 = [011]‖[011]𝑀23𝐶6
) [116]. 

Fe carbides tend not to form in Fe-Cr steels due to their low stability. Therefore, M23C6, rather 

than Fe23C6, carbides can be formed even at low carbon activity (aC) [85]. Fe and Cr react with 

the carbon produced in the reactions, as shown in Table 2-1, to form (Fe,Cr)23C6 during the 

process of oxidation and carburisation, maintaining aC < 1 to inhibit carbon deposition in the 

oxide in protective oxidation. A sample that had entered a breakaway oxidation regime was 

analysed using TEM. The blocky precipitates present in the sample were identified as M23C6. 
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Selected area diffraction patterns showed that the examined needle-shaped precipitates were 

M2(C,N) with a hexagonal structure, as shown in Figure 2-41 [85].  

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 2-41: (a) Backscatter SEM image of the fin centre after exposure at 600 C for 19924 h, including blocky 

M23C6 and needle shape M2(C,N); (b) selected diffraction patterns of M2(C,N) phase [85]. 

In the past, Fe2C has been studied and the results show that this type of carbide has a hexagonal 

(HCP) structure. The lattice parameters were obtained and a and c were proximately 2.75 and 

3.88 Å, respectively [120]. A study by Dirand and Afqir showed a and c to be 2.754 and 

4.349 Å, respectively [121]. Theoretical investigations show that the lattice constants a and c 

are expected to be 2.888-2.993 and 4.524-4.627 Å, respectively [122]. 

In the Cr-C system, there are three stable carbide phases: Cr23C6, Cr7C3 and Cr3C2, and at least 

two metastable carbides: Cr2C and Cr3C [123][124]. Here we only discuss the formation of 

Cr2C. When annealed at different temperatures, this fine-grained metastable carbide is first 

formed at approximately 500 C, and then converted to other types of carbide at about 650 C. 

Figure 2-42 shows three high-resolution images of a cross-section of an a-C/Cr/a-C trilayer 

film annealed at 300, 400 and 500 C, respectively, for 30 min, showing the amorphous Cr 

layer transform to a nano-crystalline phase which has extremely fine-grained Cr2C with a grain 

size of approximately 1-2 nm [123]. Zaslavskaya et al. proposed that the alloying element Mo 

is of benefit to the stabilising of metastable chromium carbide Cr2C in steel containing 12 wt. % 

Cr [124]. The chemical composition of M2C is analogous to Mo2C, W2C and the nitrides Cr2N, 
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Nb2N which all have a hexagonal structure. Here the X-ray diffraction pattern result shows the 

lattice constants of Cr2C with its hexagonal structure to be a = 2.86 Å, c= 4.47 Å [124].  

 

Figure 2-42: Cross-sectional high-resolution images of an a-C/Cr/a-C trilayer film annealed in situ at(a) 300 C, 

(b) 400 C, and (c) 500 C for 30 min, showing the Cr layer transformation to extremely fine-grained Cr2C [123]. 

Table 2-3: Chemical composition (wt. %) of the steels [124]. 

Steel 

No. 
C Mn Si Cr Ni W Mo V Ti B 

Quench 

temp. (C) 

1 0.15 0.50 0.50 13.60 3.05 1.66 / 0.20 0.043 0.005 1050 (oil) 

2 0.24 0.30 0.46 12.70 1.70 1.77 1.70 0.24 / / 1050 (oil) 

 

Zaslavskaya et al. [124] also compared the elemental concentration of M2C and M23C6 in two 

different steels. The composition of these two steels and the corresponding elemental 

concentrations of two types of carbides were shown in Table 2-3 and Table 2-4, respectively. 

Table 2-4 shows the elemental concentrations of M2X and M23C6 precipitates from the two 

steels exposed at different temperatures and times. It is seen that the amount of M2X decreases 

with the increase of temperature when exposed for 4 h, while the amount of M23C6 shows an 
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inverse tendency in steel 1. In steel 2, it appears that the sample exposed at a lower temperature 

(400 C) but for a longer time (100 h) gives a similar carbide content to that exposed at a higher 

temperature (680 C) but for a shorter time (4 h). When two samples from steel 1 exposed for 

3 h at 560 and 600 C, respectively, the Cr concentration in M23C6 is similar while Cr 

concentration in M2C decreases with the increase of temperature. The difference in elemental 

concentration of the two types of carbides between the two samples steel 1 and 2 is not obvious 

when exposed at different temperatures but for the same time.   

Table 2-4: Results of chemical analysis of the M2X and M23C6 precipitates deposited in 12Cr steels 1 and 2 [124]. 

Steel 

No. 

Temp. 

(C) 

Time 

(h) 

M2X M23C6 

Amount 

of phase 

(%) 

Cr 

(wt. 

%) 

Fe 

(wt. 

%) 

W 

(wt. 

%) 

Mo 

(wt. 

%) 

V 

(wt. 

%) 

Amount 

of phase 

(%) 

Cr 

(wt. 

%) 

Fe 

(wt. 

%) 

W 

(wt. 

%) 

Mo 

(wt. 

%) 

V 

(wt. 

%) 

1 

540 3 1.6 74.4 10.6 11.2 / 3.7 / / / / / / 

560 3 0.94 73.4 12.7 11.7 / 2.1 0.54 64.8 18.5 9.3 / 7.4 

600 3 0.31 67.7 16.1 9.6 / 6.4 1.81 64.6 21.5 12.1 / 1.7 

2 

680 4 1.97 60.0 11.6 10.1 14.7 3.0 1.65 58.4 22.3 7.2 9.0 3.0 

400 100 2.47 64.0 10.9 9.3 11.9 2.6 0.65 56.7 30.0 4.6 7.6 1.0 

680 4 2.51 63.8 13.9 9.2 11.1 2.0 1.57 58.8 23.1 5.4 10.1 1.25 

Runiewicz et al. analysed the microstructure and type of precipitates M2X (Cr2N) deposited in 

X30CrMoN15-1 steel using TEM and the results are shown in Figure 2-43 [125]. The chemical 

composition of the steel is given in Table 2-5. It shows that the precipitates deposited in the 

matrix have a hexagonal structure with lattice parameters a = 4.760 Å and c = 4.438 Å. The 

precipitates M7C3 were also analysed and the results are shown in Figure 2-44 [125]. These 

have a hexagonal crystal structure with lattice parameters a = 6.979 Å and c = 4.495 Å. 

Table 2-5: Chemical composition of X30CrMoN15-1 steel [125] 

Steel No. C Si  Mn Cr Mo  Ni V Al Ti Cu N 

X30CrMoN15-1 0.30 0.64 0.49 15.56 1.02 0.16 0.42 0.003 0.003 0.03 0.42 

Shen et al. observed and analysed Nb-rich and Cr-rich nitride phases in the 9Cr steel, which 

have similar hexagonal crystal structures, but different lattice parameters [126]: Nb-rich M2N 

nitrides, a = 2.80 Å, c = 4.45Å, as shown in Figure 2-45 and Cr-rich M2N nitrides, a = 7.76 Å, 

c = 4.438 Å, as shown in Figure 2-46. The difference may due to the different tempering 

temperatures, which is 650 C for the former and 750 C for the latter. 

Maetz et al. observed nitride Cr2N in austeno-ferritic duplex stainless steels. Transmission 

electron microscopy analysis was applied to obtain the microstructures and diffraction patterns 

of the precipitates, and the results are shown in Figure 2-47. Cr2N was found to have a trigonal 

crystal structure in the  [1̅21̅6] zone axis. The lattice parameters a and c were both 4.78 Å, 

corresponding to 2.58 Å and 4.45 Å in the hexagonal cell, respectively [116]. 
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a 

 

b 

 

c 

 
Figure 2-43: (a) TEM image of metal bulk martensite and precipitate M2C marked with arrow; (b) diffraction 

pattern of M2C; (c) interpretation of diffraction pattern [125]. 
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a 

 

b 

 

c 

 
Figure 2-44: (a) TEM image of metal bulk martensite and precipitate M7C3 marked with arrow; (b) diffraction 

pattern of M7C3; (c) interpretation of diffraction pattern [125].  
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Figure 2-45: TEM micrograph of chromium-rich nitrides, M2N with lattice parameters a = 2.80 Å, c = 4.45 Å, 

taken from extraction carbon replica from sample tempered at 650 C and electron micro-diffraction patterns 

recorded from the particle C(I)1 in the [223] zone axis [126]. 

 

Figure 2-46: TEM micrograph of chromium-rich nitrides, M2N with lattice parameters a=7.76Å, c = 4.438 Å, 

taken from extraction carbon replica from sample tempered at 750 C and electron micro-diffraction patterns 

recorded from the particle C(II)1 in the [010] zone axis [126]. 
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Figure 2-47: TEM analyses after 10 h of ageing at 690 C: (a) bright-field (BF) image (b) dark-field (DF) image 

(c) corresponding SAD pattern, respectively, of the Cr2N nitrides along the zone axis z =  [1̅21̅6] [116]. 

TEM analysis of the Cr2N and the matrix show that Cr2N phases are aligned with one of the 

two δ ferrite grains [116], as shown in Figure 2-48. Based on the orientation usually reported 

in the literature [127][128], the orientation in this case is: 

(0001)𝐶𝑟2𝑁‖(110)𝛿 and [1̅100]𝐶𝑟2𝑁‖[1̅11]𝛿 

 
Figure 2-48: Dark field TEM image of the layer of Cr2N along the δ/δ interface after 120 h of ageing at 690 C 

and the corresponding diffraction pattern (z =   [11̅00]𝐶𝑟2𝑁‖[001]𝛿) [116]. 

Luan et al. investigated a high speed steel (Fe-1.8 %C-4.2 %Cr-5.8 %Mo-6 %V in weight 

percent), in which MC carbide was present after melting at around 1600 C, being poured into 

an iron mould at around 1450 C and solidifying [129]. Mostly MC carbides were in the form 

of rods and spheres in 2D, and branch and chrysanthemum structures in 3D.  Figure 2-49a and 

b show the TEM image of a segregated spherical MC carbide and the corresponding diffraction 
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pattern, respectively. The diffraction pattern shows that MC has a face-centred cubic (FCC) 

crystal structure.    

Figure 2-50 shows the results of X-ray diffraction, including peaks and corresponding 

d-spacings. The lattice parameter of MC was calculated to be a = 4.144 Å, which is a bit smaller 

than the experimental result a = 4.170 Å, as shown in ref [129].  

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 2-49: (a) TEM micrograph of MC and (b) diffraction pattern of the segregative MC carbide [129]. 

 
Figure 2-50: X-ray diffraction profile of the MC carbide [129]. 

Shen studied the precipitate phases in 9Cr steels used for nuclear power reactors [126]. Figure 

2-51 shows two precipitates deposited in the matrix from 9Cr steel, the diffraction pattern and 

the interpretation. The analysis demonstrates that the precipitates are nitrides MN in the [001] 

zone axis for V(I)1 and [011] zone axis for V(I)3. The lattice parameters were calculated for 

both of these: a = 4.070 Å and a = 4.232 Å, respectively [126][130]. 
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a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

d 

 
Figure 2-51: TEM micrographs of precipitates MX marked with circle named as V(I)1 and V(I)3 shown in (a) and 

(c), and the corresponding diffraction patterns in (b) in the [001] zone axis and (d) in the [011] zone axis, 

respectively [126]. 

2.3.2 Modelling work on carburisation 

Several modelling investigations on the process of carburisation have been proposed by 

previous researchers. Gong et al. measured carbide volume fractions across a tube fin, as shown 

in Figure 2-52, and compared them with the predicted carbide volume fractions from modelling 

and simulation work obtained using Thermo-Calc [85], as introduced in ref [131].  
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Figure 2-52: Predicted profiles of carbide volume fraction for a fin 1 mm in width exposed to experimental gas 

conditions at 600 C for 0, 500 , 3835 and 19924 h, in comparison with experimental measurements [85]. 

 

Figure 2-53: Comparison between measured and calculated values of carbide surface fraction as a function of total 

carbon content in Fe-13Cr-5Co-3Ni-2Mo-0.07C steel at 955 °C [132]. 

The results from another modelling work on carbide area fractions in Fe-Cr steel is shown in 

Figure 2-53 [132]. The Fe-13Cr-5Co-3Ni-2Mo-0.07C steel, carburised at 955 and 980 C in a 

N2-CH4 gas at atmospheric pressure, was analysed using diffusion-controlled transformations 

(DICTRA) software to predict the carbide area fractions. The calculated results of carbide 
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volume fractions were consistent with the experimental results, indicating the reliability of the 

modelling work using DICTRA software.  

Thermo-Calc is based on a description of the Gibbs energy of the individual phases at the 

equilibrium state. It can predict the equilibrium amount and composition of the stable phases 

as a function of different parameters, e.g. carbon content, temperature, or chemical composition 

of the analysed sample [131]. The future development of Thermo-Calc is required for 

experimental data, phase diagram and kinetic process assessment, as well as parameter 

optimisation for Thermo-Calc models and databases [133]. 

2.4 Remaining challenges 

From the literature review, the following have been identified as challenges:  

1. Comparative experiments between ferritic and martensitic steels exposed to simulant 

coolant gas need to be made to understand the influence of microstructure on oxidation and 

carburisation. 

2. The evolution of oxide during the process of oxidation needs to be understood, e.g. the 

morphology and composition of oxide formed at different stages as a function of exposure 

time. The type of oxide needs to be identified as well as the carbon deposited in the oxide. 

This will give an understanding of the diffusion paths of carbon at different stages of 

oxidation. Mechanisms of oxidation and carburisation should be established for protective 

oxidation, breakaway initiation and post-breakaway oxidation.  

3. The evolution of carbides in the process of carburisation with regard to their composition, 

morphology, crystal structure and lattice parameters need to be further understood.  

4. Exposure conditions, e.g. temperature, time and moisture, need further consideration to 

identify their influence on oxidation and carburisation. 

5. The definition of the time to initiate breakaway oxidation is important. Breakaway initiation 

needs to be analysed to establish its links to the types of oxide and carbide formed. 

6. Carbide area fractions should also be investigated for carbide quantification. The area 

fraction needs to be plotted as a function of position and sample topography in order to 

understand the diffusion paths of carbon from gas to matrix. 

7. There is a need to compare the behaviour of samples oxidised at high temperature for short 

time (HRA autoclave samples) with those oxidised at lower temperature for longer time 

(OMS) to see whether their mechanisms of oxidation and carburisation are the same. 

2.5 Aims of the work 

The primary objective of the research undertaken for this thesis is to gain a clear understanding 

of how the CO2 coolant gas in AGRs oxidises the 9Cr-1Mo steel currently used as a component 
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in the reactors. The main areas of this research are geared toward achieving the following goals: 

(1) Identification of the influence of main environmental parameters which have either positive 

or negative correlation with oxidation and carburisation of steels. (2) Evaluation of the 

influence of the microstructure on the steel oxidation behaviour. (3) Identification of the 

chemical mechanisms and possible triggers which control the onset and subsequent 

propagation of breakaway oxidation. (4) The determination of accelerated ageing during high 

temperature short time exposure as a useful insight into the behaviour of lower temperature 

longer time exposure. 

The detailed aims of this thesis are to: 

1. Understand the influence of exposure conditions on the process of oxidation by measuring 

the oxide thickness and observing the morphologies of oxide formed at the different stages 

of oxidation.  

2. Understand the process of oxidation by identifying the type of oxide and deposited carbon 

in the oxide with SEM-EDS and scanning laser Raman spectroscopy from samples selected 

from different oxidation regimes, as well as the distribution of key elements, oxide types 

and carbon deposits. 

3. Identify precipitates embedded in the matrix by analysing the elemental distribution, crystal 

structure and lattice parameters of the precipitates from selected samples at different stage 

of oxidation and carburisation.  

4. Establish the link between oxide thickness and the carburised layer. The process of 

carburisation can be investigated by calculating the carbide area fractions across the fin of 

finned samples. Understand the influence of exposure conditions on the process of 

carburisation by the depth of carburisation and the value of carbide area fractions in the 

same location from different samples.  

5. Understand the mechanisms of oxidation and carburisation and oxide growth models. 

Understand the evolution of oxide and carbide based on investigation of experimental 

autoclaved ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steels. 

6. Understand whether the basic mechanisms of samples oxidised at lower temperature with 

longer duration are the same as those oxidised at higher temperature but shorter duration. 

Ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steels exposed within AGR were compared with experimental autoclave 

samples oxidised in simulant coolant gas with regards to oxide morphology, elemental 

distribution and type, carbide morphology and type, and phases present.  

7. Understand the influence of microstructure on the process of oxidation and carburisation. 

A comparison was made of experimental ferritic and martensitic samples, both of which 

were oxidised in simulant coolant gas. The oxide morphologies, elemental distributions and 

types, carbide morphologies and types, and phases present in the examined samples were 

analysed with several techniques to evaluate if the mechanisms of oxidation and 

carburisation of samples with martensitic microstructure are similar or the same as those 

with ferritic microstructure. The influence of exposure conditions was also taken into 

consideration in this investigation.  
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2.6 Contents of thesis 

According to the aims of this investigation discussed above, this thesis constitutes nine chapters, 

including introduction and literature review chapters which has been discussed, as follows:  

Chapter 1: an introduction to the evolution of reactors, AGR reactor structure and the reason 

9Cr-1Mo steels were selected as a component material in AGR. Chapter 2: literature review 

discussing previous work from many researchers on Fe-Cr steels, including mechanisms of 

oxidation, oxide identification and carbide evolution and corresponding modelling work. The 

remaining challenges are also discussed together with the aims of this work and the contents 

of the thesis. Chapter 3: an introduction to the selected samples and techniques used for analysis, 

specifically the functions used in this thesis. Chapter 4: oxidation and carburisation behaviours 

are investigated with experimental ferritic 9Cr-1Mo samples under different exposure 

conditions oxidised in autoclaves in a simulant coolant gas. Several novel technologies are used 

to establish the mechanisms of oxidation and carburisation. Oxides and carbides formed during 

exposure were analysed and the data may be useful for future modelling work. Chapter 5: 

investigations of ferritic experimental 9Cr-1Mo samples oxidised within an AGR environment 

to compare with those studied in Chapter 4. Oxide close to the oxide/metal interface and 

internal oxidation zone were identified for a comparison with samples discussed in Chapter 4. 

Carbide morphologies and types are analysed to confirm if the basic mechanisms of oxidation 

and carburisation are similar to those oxidised in autoclaves. Chapter 6: investigations of the 

behaviour of martensitic experimental 9Cr-1Mo samples oxidised in simulant coolant gas to 

compare with those discussed in Chapter 4, providing information on the influence of 

microstructure. Morphologies and types of oxide and carbides were analysed to understand the 

mechanisms of oxidation and carburisation, which will help to confirm the reliability of the 

established models for oxide and carbide growth discussed in Chapter 4. Comparison of the 

results from Chapters 6 and 4 helps understanding of the corrosion resistance of steels with 

different microstructures. A general discussion is provided in Chapter 7, followed by 

conclusions in Chapter 8 and suggested future work in Chapter 9.  
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Chapter 3: Materials and analytical techniques 

The introduction of SEM-EDS and scanning laser Raman spectroscopy in this chapter is based 

on my first author paper published in “A study of breakaway oxidation of 9Cr–1Mo steel in a 

Hot CO2 atmosphere using Raman spectroscopy” Mater. High Temp. 35 (2018) 50–55. © 

Materials at High Temperatures 

In this chapter, we will discuss material selection, including chemical composition before 

exposure, exposure conditions, sample preparation and analytical techniques adopted. 

3.1 Sample characterisation  

3.1.1 Materials 

The microstructure of experimental 9Cr-1Mo steel samples denoted “HRA” and “DNB” are 

ferrite and martensite respectively, and these were provided with different heat treatments. (1) 

Experimental 9Cr-1Mo DNB steels were normalised and tempered to produce martensitic 

microstructure. (2) The experimental 9Cr-1Mo HRA steels were given an anneal heat treatment 

to produce a ferritic microstructure [134]. Virgin DNB samples were cut from DNB 

experimental Cast 1543 finned tube while virgin HRA samples were cut from HRA 

experimental X375424C finned tube. 

3.1.2 Exposure to CO2-based gas 

Experimental ferritic finned 9Cr-1Mo steels provided by Wood PLC were exposed to two 

different types of atmosphere: (1) experimental HRA samples were exposed to a simulant 

CO2-based coolant gas in a laboratory autoclave. The samples will be described as 

A-temperature-time for moisture that is 400 vppm, otherwise as A-temperature-time (moisture) 

in this investigation; (2) experimental HRA ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steels oxidised within AGR 

coolant gas known as oxidation monitoring scheme (OMS) samples will be described as sample 

ID-temperature-time.  

Experimental DNB finned 9Cr-1Mo steels provided by Wood PLC were all exposed to a 

simulant CO2-based coolant gas in a laboratory autoclave. These samples will be described as 

B-temperature-time for moisture that is 400 vppm, otherwise as B-temperature-time (moisture).  

Chemical compositions of HRA and DNB experimental samples before and after exposure 

within AGR with different types of cast are shown in Table 3-1. Related information on OMS 
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samples, autoclave samples and analytical techniques used are detailed in Table 3-2, Table 3-3 

and Table 3-4, respectively. 

Table 3-1: Chemical composition (in wt. %) for HRA and DNB tubes and within AGR samples with different cast.  

AGR C S Si Mn P Cr Mo Ni Co Cu Fe 

Autoclave Samples 
HRA 0.093 0.008 0.67 0.47 0.011 9.2 1.04 0.21 0.02 0.16 Balance 

DNB 0.083 0.007 0.42 0.43 0.010 8.6 0.99 0.21 0.02 0.09 Balance 

HRA OMS samples 
Cast 756 0.11 0.08 0.53 0.57 0.001 8.9 1.00 0.29 0.02 0.01 Balance 

Cast FA171 0.12 0.008 0.62 0.48 0.010 9.1 0.94 0.18 0.02 0.14 Balance 

Table 3-2: Information and exposure conditions of HRA OMS samples  

AC/carriers 
Sample 

ID 

Indicative 

temperature (C) 

Duration 

(kh) 
Moisture Description BA 

Lo9Cr T01M26 495 ~172 Variable 9% Cr Tube Type 1 Cast 756 N 

AC5 M92M02 580 ~147 Variable 
HYA T6M Spares: Finned 9% 

Cr Tube Type A Cast FA171 
Y 

AC5 M96M01 580 ~147 Variable 
HYA T14M Spares: Finned 9% 

Cr Tube Type B Cast FA171 
Y-initiating 

AC indicates that sample was oxidised in the autoclave, but with the coolant gas from the reactor; Lo9Cr indicates that the 

sample was oxidised within the reactor [135]. BA: breakaway; kh: one thousand hours. 

 

Table 3-3: Information and exposure condition of autoclave samples 

Category 

Sample ID 

Wood 

Gas condition 

(vppm) 

Temperature 

(C) 

Duration 

(hrs) Weight gain (mg∙cm-2) BA 

HRA Virgin / / / / / 

HRA 8133 400 580 2542 8.9 N 

HRA 8525 400 600 1510 17.1 N 

HRA 8734 1200 600 1520 13.7 N 

HRA 8525 400 600 3835 18.4 N 

HRA 8726 1200 600 17065 93.1 Y 

HRA 8195 400 640 245 10.0 N 

HRA 8147 400 to 800 @ 245 640 1495 25.0 Y 

HRA 8187 400 640 2526 30.6 N 

HRA 8179 400 640 3074 56.5 Y 

HRA 8203 400 640 3334 69.7 Y 

HRA 8204 400 640 3639 90.8 Y 

HRA 8211 400 640 3883 54.3 Y 

DNB Virgin / / / / / 

DNB 8104 400 580 5000 13.0 N 

DNB 8666 1200 600 3020 30.4 Y 

DNB 8418 400 600 3835 23.8 N 

DNB 8667 400 620 3736 23.3 Y 

DNB 8273 400 640 245 10.1 N 

DNB 8295 400 640 4887 / Y 

vppm: volume parts per million; hrs: hours; 400 to 800 @ 245: moisture gas changes from 400 to 800 vppm after 245 hours; BA: 

breakaway. 

Three constant gas conditions existed in this investigation for samples exposed under simulated 

autoclave conditions: (1) Low moisture gas 400 vppm, (2) High moisture gas 800 vppm and 

(3) Very high moisture gas 1200 vppm. The respective contents of the gases were as follows:  

1. 400 vppm: 300 vppm H2O, 100 vppm H2, 300 vppm CH4, 1 vol % CO, balance CO2.   

2. 800 vppm: 700 vppm H2O, 100 vppm H2, 300 vppm CH4, 1 vol % CO, balance CO2. 

3. 1200 vppm: 1100 vppm H2O, 100 vppm H2, 300 vppm CH4, 1 vol % CO, balance CO2. 
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The main difference between the three was the water vapour content. Therefore, the influence 

of water vapour was taken into consideration as a factor which influences the process of 

oxidation and carburisation together with exposure temperature and time. Moreover, all 

autoclave samples exposed in the simulant coolant gas provided were oxidised under 600 psi 

pressure. 

Table 3-4: Techniques used for all the samples selected (within AGR +Autoclave) 

Station Sample ID 
Oxidation techniques Carburisation techniques 

OM SEM Raman XRD TEM STEM FIB HS-AFM 

HRA-OMS T01M26-495-171888 (Variable)         

HRA-OMS M92M02-580 -146760 (Variable)         

HRA-OMS M96M01-580-146760 (Variable)         

HRA Virgin         

HRA 8133-580-2542         

HRA 8525-600-1510         

HRA 8734-600-1520 (1200)         

HRA 8525-600-3835         

HRA 8726-600-17065 (1200)         

HRA 8195-640-245         

HRA 8147-640-1495 (400-800@245)         

HRA 8187-640-2526         

HRA 8179-640-3074         

HRA 8203-640-3334         

HRA 8204-640-3639         

HRA 8211-640-3883         

DNB Virgin         

DNB 8104-580-5000         

DNB 8666-600-3020 h (1200)         

DNB 8418-600-3835         

DNB 8667-620-3736         

DNB 8273-640-245         

DNB 8295-640-4887         

3.1.3 Sample preparation 

Samples were mounted in cross-section and polished following the same procedure for most 

of the experiments except for the high speed atomic force microscopy (HS-AFM). Specimens 

were polished with silicon carbide paper followed by diamond paste down to 1 µm and finished 

with vibro-polishing with silica colloidal liquid for a few hours, depending on the initial 

condition of samples. The surface of sample, as shown in Figure 3-1, was then ready for most 

of the analyses.  

However, higher quality surfaces were required for HS-AFM examination. Warren et al. [136] 

described a procedure to prepare samples for HS-AFM. The details will not be discussed here. 

The main differences of sample preparation between HS-AFM and other experiments are as 

follows: 

1. Samples for HS-AFM were polished with two new silicon carbide papers with each grit 

number 600, 1200, 2500 and 4000.  
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2. Samples for HS-AFM were subjected to further cleaning steps. They were thoroughly 

rinsed with de-ionised water and detergent. 

3. The length × width × height of the sample (including mounting material) for HS-AFM is 

up to 2 × 2 × 1 cm. 

4. Vibro-polishing of the sample for HS-AFM took three days in general. However, there 

were some exceptions due to the corrosion resistance of particular samples. 

Samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were prepared using an FEI Helios 600i 

dualbeam workstation described later, which provides imaging using both SEM and FIB. The 

samples were milled to less than 100 nm in thickness to ensure electron transparency. The size 

of the thin foils was approximately 15 × 6 × 0.1 µm.  

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 
Figure 3-1: Cross-section overview of (a) within AGR sample, (b) autoclave HRA sample and (c) autoclave DNB 

sample. 

3.2 Optical microscopy 

The optical microscopy (OM) is widely used for surface and structure observation of metallic 

samples. The limit resolution dmin of optical microscopy can be deduced from the following 

Equation 3.1 according to ref [137]:   

 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝐾𝜆

2𝑁𝐴
 3.1 

where K is a constant which has a value of 1.22 when the objective is filled with light from a 

suitable condenser; λ is the wavelength of the monochromatic incident light; and NA is the 

numerical aperture. Microscopes are usually provided with a series of NA ranging from 0.1 to 

1.3. Visible light wavelength ranges from ~650 nm at the red end of the visible spectrum to 

~400 nm at the blue end of the spectrum. Therefore 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 at the blue end provides 1.5 times 

better resolution than at the red end. 
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3.3 Scanning laser Raman spectroscopy 

Infrared absorption and Raman scattering are the main spectroscopies used to observe 

vibrational, rotational, and other low-frequency modes in a system [138]. Therefore, Raman 

spectroscopy is often used to provide structural fingerprints which can identify molecules.  

3.3.1 Background 

Raman spectroscopy relies on inelastic scattering of monochromatic light, which is usually a 

laser. The laser light interacts with molecular vibrations, phonons or other excitations in the 

system, resulting in an energy shift of laser photons which provide information of the 

vibrational modes [139]. The associated energy shifts are those required to cause nuclear 

motion. If only electron cloud distortion is involved in scattering which is elastic, the photons 

will be scattered with very small frequency changes, because the electron has low mass, 

9.1 × 10-31 kg [140]. For molecules it is called Rayleigh scattering. However, if nuclear motion 

is induced during the scattering process, energy will be transferred either from the incident 

photon to the molecule or from the molecule to the scattered photon. Inelastic scattering results 

in the energy of the scattered photon being different from that of the incident photon by one 

vibrational unit. This is Raman scattering, which is inherently a weak process in that only one 

in every 106–108 photons are affected. For some laser Raman spectroscopy instruments, manual 

calibration with silicon with a wavelength peak at 520.5 cm-1 is recommended [141]. 

Figure 3-2 shows the basic process for Raman scattering. At room temperature, most molecules 

tend to be present in the lowest vibration level (m). Rayleigh scattering is the most intense 

process as most photons are scattered in this way. No energy changes are involved in this 

process, leading to the light returning with the same energy. If the Raman scattering process 

starts from the ground vibrational state, m, molecules absorb energy during the process and are 

eventually excited to a higher vibrational state, n. This process is called Stokes scattering. 

Molecules exist in an exited vibration at state, e.g. n. The scattered photon returns at a lower 

energy. Scattering from higher vibrational states to the ground state is called anti-Stokes, 

involving energy transferred to the scattered photon so it returns at a higher energy.  

Raman mapping is used in this investigation. For the previous works, a Raman spectrum is 

acquired from each point in a rectangular area 40 × 40 µm by moving the sample stage, as will 

be discussed in the following section. 
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Figure 3-2: Diagram of the Rayleigh and Raman scattering processes [142]. 

3.3.2 Area mapping 

The advantage of the Raman instrument used in this project is the area Raman mapping, which 

is capable of producing images by rastering the surface of the sample to determine spatially 

resolved chemical composition and classification. Chemical composition is often used to obtain 

contrast for spatial distribution of chemical components. Mapping is used especially when the 

number of pixels is small, i.e. from 100-1000 pixels. The intensity at each pixel is proportional 

to the amount of chemical component at the point corresponding to that pixel. The relative 

composition can also be determined based on the ratio of two components intensity [143].  

An auto-calibration Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer incorporating a Leica optical 

microscope with a Leica N-plan 50× objective lens (NA = 0.75) was used for acquisition of 

Raman spectra and maps in this investigation. The resolution is approximately 0.4 µm 

calculated by Equation 3.1. The instrument uses a 532 nm wavelength Nd: YAG laser. Raman 

maps were obtained by scanning over a 40 × 40 μm region, moving the stage in 1 μm steps and 

acquiring for 40 s per point. 10 % laser power was used to limit sample damage, corresponding 

to 3 mW power at the sample surface. Calibration was performed automatically using a silicon 

sample integral to the instrument. The maps and spectra were processed using Renishaw Wire 

version 4.3 software with peaks fitted and baselines removed. 

3.3.3 Composition and phase identification 

The oxide formed on steels can be identified by laser Raman spectroscopy. Figure 3-3 shows 

Raman spectra recorded from samples exposed in different environments in which different 

oxides were formed [144]. These oxides were identified from Raman shifts of peaks. Peaks at 

295 and 408-414 cm-1 are indicative of the presence of haematite, 547-557 cm-1 for chromia, 

664–685 cm-1 for corundum solid solution and 680-690 cm-1 for spinel phases 

[145][146][147][148]. In this way, the composition of certain oxides can be obtained based on 

the peaks present in Raman spectra. 
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Figure 3-3: Raman spectra of AISI 441 ferritic stainless steel samples oxidised in air: (a) 650 C, 5 min; (b) 850 C, 

5 min; (c) 850 C, 60 min; in water vapour: (d) 650 C, 5 min; (e) 850 C, 5 min; (f) 850 C, 60 min [144]. 

Figure 3-3 shows that the peak at around 295 cm-1 is obvious in spectra (a) and (d), indicating 

the presence of haematite, low intensity in spectrum (e), indicating the reduction of haematite 

and almost none in (c) and (d). It illustrates that Fe2O3 is mainly formed in the samples exposed 

at 650 C and decreases with the increase of exposure temperature and time. The peaks for 

Fe2-xCrxO3 are not clear in the spectra. 

The peak for chromia at 547-557 cm-1 is absent in spectrum (a) and has low intensity in (b) and 

(d) while high intensity of this peak is shown in (c), (e) and (f). It appears that Cr2O3 increases 

with the increase of exposure temperature and time. The stress of the examined sample can be 

obtained from a plot of Raman shift as a function of pressure discussed in ref [102]. It seems 

that Mn3-yCryO4 exhibits a similar tendency with Cr2O3. 

Raman spectra provide information of phases formed in the examined samples as well as 

changes due to the environment by comparing samples exposed to different conditions. 

3.4 Scanning electron microscopy  

Unlike an optical microscope, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) produces images with 

electrons rather than light. Electrons interact with atoms close to the surface to produce various 

signals containing information relating to surface topography and composition. SEM is capable 

of achieving better than 1 nm resolution but this is controlled by the incident beam diameter 

[149]. Therefore, it is very effective for studying crystal morphology on a microscale. 
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3.4.1 Instrument 

In a typical SEM, an electron beam emitted from an electron gun is focused by one or two 

lenses to a spot 0.4-5 nm in diameter. The beam then passes through deflection coils which 

deflect the beam in the x and y axes, as shown in Figure 3-4, resulting in the scanning in a 

raster fashion over a rectangular area of the sample surface. Several types of detectors installed 

in the instrument can be used to collect information from different signals to image the 

examined area. 

The instrument used in this investigation was a Zeiss Sigma VP FEG-SEM, a field emission 

gun SEM, equipped with a silicon drift detector (SDD) converting emitted X-rays into 

electronic signals. The samples were analysed at 15-20 kV. The working distance was around 

8 mm, which is the best distance to obtain high resolution images in this instrument.  

 

Figure 3-4: Schematic diagram of an SEM [150]. 

3.4.2 Electron emission 

The signals used by an SEM to produce images are due to interactions of the electron beam 

with atoms at various depths within the sample. The types of signals used in this investigation 

are produced by secondary electrons (SE), reflected or back-scattered electrons (BSE), and 

characteristic X-rays, absorbed current (sample current) and transmitted electrons. Secondary 
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electron detectors are standard equipment in all SEMs, but it is rare that a single machine would 

have detectors for all other possible signals. 

In secondary electron imaging, the secondary electrons (SE) are emitted from a depth very 

close to the sample surface. Scanning electron microscopy is capable of producing very 

high-resolution images of the surface, revealing details less than 1 nm in size. The emission 

process is shown in Figure 3-5a. The primary electron (PE) ejects an electron from the surface 

of sample which escapes to the detector. That escaping electron is the SE captured by a detector 

to produce a signal and form the image. 

Backscattered electrons (BSE) are produced when the incident beam electrons are reflected 

from the sample surface by elastic scattering, as shown in Figure 3-5b. They emerge from 

deeper locations within the sample than SE as demonstrated by Figure 3-6. Therefore, the 

resolution of BSE images is less than SE images because the interaction volume is larger, as 

explained below. Back-scattered electrons are often used in SEM, along with the characteristic 

X-ray spectra, because the intensity of the BSE signal is strongly related to the atomic number 

(Z) of the sample. It provides information about the elemental distribution in the examined 

sample. Figure 3-5b demonstrates that BSE are produced by the Coulomb repulsion between 

PE and nucleus of sample atom.  

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 
Figure 3-5: Mechanisms of emission of (a) secondary electrons (SE); (b) backscattered electrons (BSE); and (c) 

characteristic X-rays from atoms of the sample. PE represents primary electron [150]. 

A characteristic X-ray is produced when the incident PE removes an inner shell electron from 

a sample atom. A higher-energy electron subsequently fills the inner shell, leading to the energy 

release as shown in Figure 3-5c. These characteristic X-rays are used to identify the 

composition and measure the abundance of elements in the sample. It will be discussed in detail 

later. 

3.4.3 Sample interaction volume 

When the beam collides with the sample surface, several signals are produced to provide 

information from different depth within the sample, as shown in Figure 3-6. The signals used 
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in this thesis are secondary electrons, backscattered electrons and characteristic X-rays which 

will be discussed later in this chapter. Secondary electrons provide most topographic 

information among the four types of signals discussed. The interaction area of BSE is beneath 

the area of SE. It shows the different atomic number and phase with different colours. 

Characteristic X-rays provide signals from an extended area providing information on atomic 

composition. 

 

Figure 3-6: Signals emitted from different depth of sample and corresponding interaction volume [151]. 

3.5 Transmission electron microscopy 

3.5.1 Instrument 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is an imaging technique in which a beam of electrons 

is transmitted through a sample to form an image. An image is formed from interaction of the 

electrons with the thin sample (<100 nm) as the beam is transmitted through the sample. TEM 

is an efficient tool for the characterisation of materials over spatial ranges from the atomic scale, 

through the nanometre regime (from <1 nm to ~100 nm) up to the micrometre level and beyond. 

Signals generated resulting from interactions between a high energy electron beam and a thin 

sample are shown in Figure 3-7. Most of these signals can be detected by different detectors 

within a TEM. They provide images together with crystallographic and chemical information. 

With X-ray spectra from small regions, which exhibit characteristic peaks, it is possible to 
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identify the different elements present in different regions with high spatial resolution, as 

discussed in section 3.6 later.  

 

Figure 3-7: Signals generated when a high-energy beam interacts with a thin sample [152]. 

There are four main components to a TEM: an electron source and electron optical column, a 

vacuum system, the necessary electronics (lens supplies for focusing and deflecting the beam 

and the high voltage generator for the electron source), and control software. A typical modern 

TEM consists of an operating console surmounted by a vertical column, the vacuum system, 

and control panels (Figure 3-8) [152].  

The microscope is often fully enclosed to reduce interference from the environment. In some 

cases, it can even be operated remotely, ensuring the operator is away from the instrument 

environment to benefit both the operator and the instrument. As shown in Figure 3-8, the 

electron column of a TEM includes elements analogous to those of a light microscope. 

According to ref [153], the light source of the light microscope is replaced by an electron gun, 

which is built into the top of the column and connected to a high voltage source (approximately 

100-300 kV). The glass lenses are replaced by electromagnetic lenses. Unlike glass lenses, the 

power (focal length) of magnetic lenses can be changed by changing the current through the 

lens coil. (In the light microscope, variation in magnification is obtained by changing the lens 

or by mechanically moving the lens.) These focus the electron beam to the required size and 

location. The eyepiece or ocular is replaced by a fluorescent screen or a digital camera. The 

electron beam emerges from the electron gun and is condensed into a nearly parallel beam at 

the sample by the condenser lenses. The sample must be thin enough to transmit the electrons, 

typically 0.5 µm or less (less than 0.1 µm in this work). After passing through the sample, 

transmitted electrons are collected and focused by the objective lens and a magnified real image 
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of the sample is projected by the projection lens(es) onto the viewing device at the bottom of 

the column. The entire electron path from gun to camera must be under vacuum to prevent the 

scattering and absorbing of the electrons when colliding with air molecules [154][153]. 

The instrument used for the present work is a Philips EM430 operated at 200 kV to get the 

diffraction patterns of phases examined. 

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 3-8: (a) Cross section of the column of a typical transmission electron microscope [152] and (b) a 

photograph of Philips EM430 TEM instrument used in this work [155]. 

3.5.2 Selected-area diffraction pattern   

The standard way to obtain a diffraction pattern with a parallel beam of electrons is to use a 

selected-area aperture. However, it is impractical to insert an aperture at the sample plane. 

Consequently, an aperture in a plane conjugating with the sample is inserted to create a virtual 

aperture at the plane of the sample. This operation is called selected-area diffraction (SAD). 

As shown in Figure 3-9, the conjugate plane is the image plane of the objective lens. 

Selected-area diffraction patterns were created by inserting an SAD aperture into the image 

plane, leading to the formation of a virtual aperture. This aperture is centred on the optic axis 

in the middle of the viewing screen. Only electrons falling inside the virtual aperture are 
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allowed go through into the imaging system and contribute to the formation of SAD patterns. 

All other electrons (dotted lines) are blocked by the SAD diaphragm. 

 

Figure 3-9: Ray diagram showing SAD pattern formation [152]. BFP represents back-focal plane 

3.5.3 Principle of scanning transmission electron microscopy 

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) is an extension to TEM. The electron 

beam is focused to a fine spot which is scanned over the sample surface in a raster. A typical 

STEM is a conventional TEM equipped with additional scanning coils, detectors and necessary 

circuitry which switch between STEM and TEM modes. High resolution STEM is usually 

established in an exceptionally stable room in order to obtain atomic resolution images 

protected from vibration, temperature fluctuation, electromagnetic waves and acoustic waves 

[156]. The image resolution of a TEM is governed by the ability of the objective lens, while 

STEM image resolution is governed by the incident electron beam size [157]. 

 

Figure 3-10: Schematic of STEM [158]. 
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A schematic of STEM is presented in Figure 3-10. A wide range of signals are available in the 

STEM, but commonly collected signals for characterisation are bright field (BF), annular dark 

field (ADF) and EDS. In BF mode, only those transmitted electrons that leave the sample at 

relatively low angles with respect to the optic axis (smaller than the incident beam convergence 

angle) are collected. However, those electrons that leave the sample at relatively higher angles 

are collected as ADF. Transmitted electrons which lose energy are responsible for X-rays 

generated from the electron excitation and collected for EDS analysis. 

Removing the SAD aperture and focusing the image with the objective lens leads to the 

formation of a BF image which is formed by the direct-beam electrons, as shown in Figure 

3-11a, and a dark-field (DF) image formed by scattered electrons shown in Figure 3-11b. Both 

BF and DF images can be viewed at any magnification simply by adjusting the intermediate 

lenses of the microscopes. The two basic calibrations for TEM are the magnification and the 

fixed camera length when the diffraction pattern is formed. From Figure 3-11c, the electrons 

selected by the aperture travel off the optic axis, because the aperture is placed to select the 

scattered electrons. It is not easy to focus such a displaced-aperture DF image on an older TEM. 

The image moves on the screen when adjusting the objective-lens strength. The backscattered 

electrons need to be back on the optic axis, resulting in the formation of a DF image under this 

condition. This operation is called centred dark-field (CDF) imaging.  

The thin foils in this work were analysed in STEM mode using an Oxford Instruments 

AztecTEM equipped with an advanced EDS system and X-Max 80 detector.  
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Figure 3-11: Ray diagrams showing the way to use the objective lens and aperture in combination to produce (a) 

a bright field image; (b) a displaced-aperture dark field image and (c) a centred dark field image [152]. 

3.6 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy   

Characteristic X-ray analysis is also called energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, EDX, 

EDXS or XEDS) [159]. It is an analytical technique for elemental analysis and chemical 

characterisation. Moreover, EDS is capable of gathering a spectrum of all elements above 

lithium within limits from the examined sample. It is also often used to estimate the relative 

abundance of chemical elements. However, the accuracy of quantitative analysis is affected by 

various factors. For instance, EDS often provides inaccurate results for light element analysis, 

i.e. for elements with atomic number from 4 to 9. The difficulty for analysis is due to the low 

count rates caused by insufficient beam current at low voltage and small spot sizes which make 

it difficult for microanalysis [160].  

The formation of peaks in EDS spectra is explained in Figure 3-12. The ground state (K) is the 

most stable atomic shell which is closest to the nucleus. External stimulation, by a primary 

electron, excites an electron in an inner shell, which consequently leads to an electron in an 

outer higher energy shell filling the hole in the inner lower energy shell. Radiation energy is 

released, as shown in Figure 3-12. Kα represents the energy release when an electron moves 

a b c 
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from the L to K shell. Similarly, Kβ, and Lα represent the energy release when an electron 

changes from M to K shell, and M to L shell, respectively [161].  

 

Figure 3-12: schematic drawing for EDS stimulation [162]. 

A Carl Zeiss Sigma field emission gun scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM) fitted with 

an Octane PlusTM EDS system from EDAXTM was used for SEM-EDS analysis in this 

investigation. High resolution secondary electron (SE) images were obtained. TEAM EDS 

software was used for acquiring spectra and mapping. All EDS analysis was undertaken at 

15 keV primary electron energy. The electron beam interaction volume for this analysis was 

estimated to be approximately 500 nm in diameter. The penetration depth in a bulk sample has 

been discussed in Figure 3-6.  According to previous investigation [163], the spatial resolution 

of microanalysis on thin foils for STEM has been related to the diameter of the electron probe 

at the lower surface of the foil while Doig, Lonsdale and Flewitt’s study shows that the spatial 

resolution is determined by a combination of the incident beam intensity and the elemental 

distribution within the foil. ZAF correction was used to process the obtained data.  

ZAF is an approach used in quantitative electron probe microanalysis to convert the intensity 

ratios into concentration units [164]. It refers to three types of corrections, Z for atomic number 

correction, A for absorption correction and F for fluorescence correction which are calculated 

separately. The Z factor deals with the difference of generated X-rays between specimen and 

standard, the A factor is adopted to calculate the absorption of X-ray generation, and the F 

factor is based on the model of Reed in most correction procedures [165]. 
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3.7 Focused ion beam 

3.7.1 Ion used for milling and imaging 

Focused ion beam (FIB) is a technique used in material science for site-specific analysis, 

deposition and ablation of materials. It is similar to SEM except that the beam rastered over 

the sample is a gallium (Ga) ion rather than an electron beam [166]. In this work, FIB was used 

for milling and imaging. The former was used to prepare thin foil samples for TEM and STEM 

analysis while the latter was used for carbides revealing and carbide area fraction calculation 

by processing FIB images with image processing software ImageJ. Secondary electrons are 

emitted from the sample surface to give high-spatial resolution images.  

3.7.2 Instrument 

A schematic diagram of a typical FIB ion column is shown in Figure 3-13. The structure of the 

column is similar to that of an SEM. As discussed previously, the main difference is the use of 

a gallium ion (Ga+) beam rather than an electron beam. Also, lenses in FIB are electrostatic 

rather than magnetic due to the high mass of gallium ions compared with electrons. Reyntjen 

and Puers proposed that a vacuum of about 1 × 10−7 mbar is maintained inside the column 

[167]. The ion beam is generated from a liquid-metal ion source by the application of a strong 

electric field which causes the emission of positively charged ions from a liquid gallium cone 

formed on the tip of a tungsten needle. After a first refinement through the spray aperture, the 

ion beam is condensed in the first electrostatic lens. The upper octopole adjusts the beam 

stigmatism. The ion beam energy is typically between 10 and 50 keV, with beam currents 

varying between 1 pA and 20 nA. Using the variable aperture mechanism, the beam current 

can be varied over four decades, allowing both a fine beam for high-resolution imaging and a 

heavy beam for fast and rough milling. Blanking of the beam is accomplished by the blanking 

deflector and aperture, while the lower octopole is used for raster scanning in a user-defined 

pattern. The beam is focused to a fine spot by the second electrostatic lens, which enables a 

best resolution in the sub 10 nm range. A continuous dynode electron multiplier (CDEM) is 

used to collect secondary particles for imaging. 
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Figure 3-13: Schematic diagram of FIB ion column [167]. 

3.7.3 Milling, imaging and deposition 

As shown in Figure 3-14a, the FIB is raster scanned over a substrate during FIB imaging. 

Secondary particles, including neutral atoms, ions and electrons, are generated and collected 

on a CDEM. Thus, the contrast shown in FIB images depends on the quantity of secondary 

ions and electrons reflected from different features. In this study, it causes a dark colour of 

carbide precipitates and a light colour of the matrix. The detector bias is a positive or negative 

voltage to collect secondary electrons or secondary ions, respectively. In crystalline materials, 

the ion penetration depth varies due to channelling along open columns in the lattice structure. 

Thus, FIB can be used to image crystal grains, revealing differences in crystal orientation. 

However, imaging with FIB causes some damage to the sample, because Ga+ ions enter the 
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sample surface leading to ion implantation. The interaction volume is determined by the ion 

energy and the angle of incidence of the ion beam. 

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

  

Figure 3-14: Principle of FIB (a) imaging; (b) milling; (c) deposition [167][168]. CDEM represents continuous 

dynode electron multiplier.  

Figure 3-14b illustrates the physical sputtering of the sample schematically. An arbitrary shape 

can be etched by scanning the substrate with a high ion current beam. The introduction of XeF2 

was applied for precipitate observation after communicating with Drs. Geoff West and Peter 

Heard. An etching gas, e.g. XeF2, can be introduced to speed up the etching process for some 

materials. However, it is also found that XeF2 is useful in revealing the distribution of 

precipitates embedded in a matrix. It is believed that the XeF2 gas either adheres to the cleaned 

metal surface or reacts within a very thin layer, e.g. a monolayer, on the sample surface which 

significantly increases the secondary electron yields of these regions and giving a uniform 

'bright' background. The gas doesn't appear to adhere to precipitates and has varying adherence 

to secondary phases.  

Figure 3-15 shows a schematic diagram illustrating how the XeF2 gas reveals carbides from 

the matrix. The critical gas XeF2 adheres to the metal surface changing the work function of 

metal surface. The work function represents the minimum energy required to remove an 

electron from the metal [169][170][171]. The work function has been changed with XeF2 gas, 

which either adheres to the metal surface or reacts with a monolayer of metal to reduce the 

work function of the metal, thus more secondary electrons are yielded by the metal surface and 
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detected by the detector, showing a higher brightness in the corresponding FIB XeF2 image. 

However, it appears that the gas doesn’t tend to adhere to the precipitate surface, thus the work 

function keeps the same which is higher than the metal surface, leading to a dark region of 

these secondary phases in the corresponding FIB XeF2 image. Michaelson’s work has detailed 

the work function of many elements, showing that the work functions of Fe, Cr, Mo and C are 

4.5, 4.5, 4.6 and 5 eV, respectively [170]. Fujii et. al studied the work function of a few types 

of MC carbides and Cr3C2, with the results ranging from 4.8 to 5.2 eV [172]. It appears more 

energy is required to bring free electrons from carbon and carbides than the metal Fe, Cr and 

Mo. Gas XeF2 further reduces the work function of metal surfaces which are mainly comprised 

of elements Fe, Cr and Mo. Thus, more electrons are removed from metal surfaces than carbide 

precipitates after exposing to XeF2. 

 

Figure 3-15: A schematic diagram illustrating the work function of XeF2 in FIB system on the metal surface. 

Focused ion beam technology can also be used for localised deposition of metals and insulators. 

The process of deposition is illustrated in Figure 3-14c. A precursor gas is sprayed onto the 

surface by a fine needle, where it is adsorbed. The incident ion beam then decomposes the 

adsorbed precursor gas. The volatile reaction products desorb from the surface and are removed 

through the vacuum system, while the desired products remained on the surface as a thin film. 

The focused ion beam instrument used for this work was an FEI FIB-201 single gallium ion 

beam instrument, operating at 30 keV beam energy using insulator enhanced etch (IEE) mode, 

which introduces XeF2 gas into the system. FIB images were obtained by initially cleaning 

regions of the sample by sputtering an area of 120 × 100 μm at 11 nA beam current and 30 kV 

for about 10 s to remove surface contamination and oxide. Ion-induced secondary electron 

images were then obtained at 150 or 90 pA beam current showing topographical and ion 

channelling contrast. Following acquisition of the initial image, XeF2 gas was introduced into 

the system for a few seconds to functionalise the surface, and further images were obtained at 
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low and high magnification. The resulting images have reduced ion channelling contrast but 

show carbide precipitates as darker regions. 

3.7.4 The dualbeam instrument 

Dualbeam is a technique that combines SEM and FIB in one system. Nowadays, most modern 

FIB instruments with a FIB column are combined with an additional SEM column to become 

a “dualbeam” platform. It is often applied for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) sample 

preparation and microstructural analysis [166].  

It can be seen from Figure 3-16 that in a dualbeam platform both electron beam and Ga+ ion 

beams interact with the sample at the same location. However, there is an angle between the 

incident electron beam and ion beam. Emitted electrons and sputtered particles are generated 

and collected by the corresponding detector to form SEM and FIB images, respectively. 

 

Figure 3-16: Schematic illustration of dualbeam and expanded view showing electron and ion beam sample 

interaction [166][168]. 

Thin foils of 15 × 6 × 0.1 μm in size were prepared using the ion milling, lift-out method in a 

FEI Helios NanoLab 600i combined FIB/SEM dualbeam system, as described below. 

3.7.5 Preparation of TEM thin foils by dualbeam 

A TEM sample is prepared in the form of a thin foil which is less than 100 nm in thickness, as 

discussed previously, to ensure that the incident electron beam penetrates the foil to obtain the 

corresponding diffraction pattern, which is used for phase identification determined by crystal 

structures and lattice parameter(s) obtained.  
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The dualbeam is used in sample preparation for TEM thin foils due to the ability to add or 

remove materials with high precision. A 52  angle between the SEM and FIB beams makes it 

possible to observe samples in both SEM and corresponding FIB images at different angles, as 

shown in Figure 3-17 [173]. An in-situ lift-out needle was used to pick up thin foil samples for 

further low energy milling after being attached to a copper grid in this work.  

Using low energy Ga+ ions, it is possible to avoid many scanning artefacts and physical effects 

(e.g. ion channelling). Moreover, the thin foil is less damaged by an ion beam with low energy 

milling and thus suitable for further TEM and STEM analysis. The ion energy was reduced to 

5 keV or even lower for low energy milling, in the final polishing step for a TEM thin foil 

preparation, resulting in a higher quality surface for high resolution imaging [173]. 

a 

 

b 

 

Figure 3-17: The thin foil observed from (a) SEM image at a final state and (b) FIB image in the midway through 

the preparation process [173]. 

3.8 High speed atomic force microscopy 

3.8.1 Background 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a technique that allows imaging and measurement of a 

sample surface structure with unprecedented resolution and accuracy [174]. Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) is different from other microscopies, e.g. optical microscopy and SEM, 

which form images with light or electrons, AFM physically contacts a surface of the sample 

with a sharp probe forming maps according to the height of the surface. It often provides higher 

resolution than SEM. As we know, SEM is operated in a vacuum environment. However, AFM 

can be operated in an ambient atmosphere. Atomic force microscopy scanning is generally a 

slower process than SEM imaging. Atomic force microscopy is able to form an image in three 

dimensions (3D) so that the height, length, width or volume of any feature can be obtained.  
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The design of a typical AFM is as shown in Figure 3-18 [174]. The force between the probe 

and sample surface is measured by a force transducer. Feedback control is used to keep the 

force constant by controlling the expansion of a z piezo transducer, which moves up and down 

to follow the sample surface. This distance is measured to give the sample topography. The 

force between the tip and sample is kept at a set value. This also effectively maintains the 

distance between tip and sample at a fixed value. The xy piezo actuator is used to scan the 

probe across the surface. Then, a map of the surface shape is formed by monitoring the voltage 

of the z piezo.   

 

Figure 3-18: Schematic block diagram of AFM operation and functions used during this process [174]. 

3.8.2 Instrument 

A higher quality of sample surface is required for HS-AFM analysis. Thus a special procedure 

is required for sample preparation which has been discussed in section 3.1.2 [136]. To resolve 

the time-consuming disadvantage of AFM, the development of HS-AFM resolved this 

limitation and improved the slow scan speed of AFM. The sample analysed by HS-AFM moves 

in a raster pattern and the surface is scanned with a sharp tip to map the topography with 

nanometre lateral resolution. The HS-AFM used in this investigation has the ability to measure 

not only the height but also the local stiffness, thermal and electrical properties at the same 

time [35]. 

 

Figure 3-19: Schematic diagram showing the experimental arrangement. The arrows show the direction of motion 

of the scan stage [175]. 
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Before using the instrument for an experiment, the accuracy of the laser doppler vibrometer 

detection system, which is used as a non-contact means of vibration measurement [176], is 

calibrated with a 1 µm pitch silicon calibration grid. Then the HS-AFM topographical images 

created from the laser Doppler vibrometer vertical displacement data are compared with 

deflection images collected by a standard optical beam deflection sensor. The laser spot is 

located at the free end of the cantilever shown in Figure 3-19 and periodic line scans are 

performed by the stage as shown in Figure 3-20, in which the data are collected by the vertical 

displacement measurement on the tip of the cantilever. It can be observed that the vertical 

displacement data are overlaid on one another and exhibit the correct horizontal pitch and 

vertical height. 

 

Figure 3-20: Line scan traces over a 1 µm pitch silicon calibration grid. A fast scan frequency of 1 kHz is applied 

on the calibration grid [175].  

The HS-AFM technique images samples by measuring the height of different features. Higher 

features give higher intensity in the HS-AFM image. Figure 3-21 shows an HS-AFM image 

and height profiles following the red line in the image. The features with high intensity are 

deposited TiS2 precipitates while the mica substrate exhibits low intensity indicating the 

precipitates are higher than the substrate [177]. The height of precipitates is approximately 

1 nm, according to the height profile as a function of distance. It also demonstrates that the 

HS-AFM technique is capable of analysing samples at the nanometre scale.  
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Figure 3-21: the upper image is a HS-AFM image of TiS2 on a mica substrate; the lower image shows a height 

profile following the red line in the upper image. The right scale bar shows the corresponding height of feature in 

different intensities [177]. 

Figure 3-22 shows schematic diagrams of carbide precipitates formed in the matrix before and 

after polishing. The observed carbide surface has the same height as the sample surface before 

polishing. However, the height of metal reduces faster than that of the carbide due to the lower 

hardness of the former, making it possible to analyse carbide precipitates with HS-AFM 

technology. 

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 3-22: Schematic diagrams of carbide formed in the sample surface which is prepared for HS-AFM analysis 

(a) before polishing and (b) after polishing. 

High-speed AFM images in this thesis were acquired using a Bristol Nano Dynamics Ltd 

system which is capable of imaging at up to 2 megapixels per second. High-speed AFM is used 

to cover significantly larger areas than can be mapped using a conventional AFM in a fraction 

of the time. Considering the pixel rates, it allows the HS-AFM to image millimetre sized areas 

within a day, which the conventional AFM would take a year of continuous imaging to achieve. 

Custom software is used to extract the precipitate features and characterise them according to 

their area, height and aspect ratio. An extended map from HS-AFM is generated by acquiring 

a series of HS-AFM images of 4.5 × 4.5 μm in size. Several such images are obtained and 

stitched together to provide a large area high resolution image for comparison with FIB results. 

Features with higher intensity indicate greater height than those with lower intensity, as will be 

discussed in chapter 4.  
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3.9 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

X-ray diffraction is a technique which reveals information about the crystal structure, chemical 

composition and physical properties of materials and thin films. It is based on observing the 

scattered intensity of an X-ray beam interacting with a sample as a function of incident and 

scattered angle, polarisation and wavelength or energy.  

3.9.1 Background 

Bragg’s law is a special case of Laue diffraction which provide angles for coherent and 

incoherent scattering from a crystal lattice [178]. Bragg’s law can be described as Equation 3.2 

[179][154]:  

 2𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛 = 𝑛𝜆 3.2 

where d represents the lattice interplanar spacing of the crystal;  is the X-ray incidence angle 

(Bragg angle); n represents a positive integer; λ is the wavelength of the incident wave. Figure 

3-23 shows the interaction between incident beams and a crystalline solid, and the scattered 

atoms from lattice planes. The lower beam travels an extra length of 2dsinθ compared with the 

upper beam [154]. Moving particles, e.g. electrons, photons and neutrons, have the de Broglie 

wavelength, as described by Equation 3.3 [180]. 

 
𝜆 =

ℎ

𝑝
 3.3 

Where h represents Planck constant; p represents the momentum of the particle. 

 

Figure 3-23: schematic of Bragg diffraction [154][181]. 

Electron transitions are not observed between all pairs of energy levels based on the spectral 

phenomena. Some of the diffraction from certain sets of planes are absent in XRD spectra at 

the position predicted by Bragg’s Law because these transmissions are forbidden by a set of 

α β 
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selection rules. The Schrodinger equation is used to explain the absence of the transitions 

governed by selection rules: 

 𝑛 = 𝑎𝑛𝑦𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔  

 𝑙 = 1 (𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜)  

 𝑗 = 0 𝑜𝑟 1 3.4 

where n is the change in the principal quantum number; l is the change in the orbital angular 

momentum quantum number; and j is the change in the total angular-momentum quantum 

number. When the change in l equals zero, the transitions are forbidden, e.g. 2s-1s. Therefore, 

the transition between L1 and K is not allowed, as shown in Figure 3-24. 

 

Figure 3-24: Energy level diagram showing all the allowed transitions in a Mo atom [182]. 

These selection rules determine which reflections are permitted in XRD from the various 

crystal lattice types as shown in Table 3-5. 

Table 3-5: Selection rules for the Miller indices with a few typical Bravais lattices [181]. 

Unit cell type Allowed reflections Forbidden reflections 

Primitive cubic Any h, k, l None 

 BCC h + k + l = 2n (even) h + k + l = 2n+1 (odd) 

 FCC h, k, l all odd or all even h, k, l mixed odd, even 

FCC diamond 
h, k, l all odd; 

h, k, l all even and h + k + l = 4n 

h, k, l mixed odd, even 

h, k, l all even and h + k + l  4n 

HCP l even and h + 2k  3n l odd and h+2k = 3n 

where BCC, FCC and HCP represent body-centred cubic, face-centred cubic and hexagonal 

from Bravais lattices, respectively. h, k and l are the Miller indices which are the three integers 

used to describe a family of lattice planes. 
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3.9.2 Diffractometer recording of polycrystalline patterns 

Polycrystalline samples can be analysed using XRD. A Cu Kα doublet X-ray source is used in 

this work with a wavelength, λ, of 1.5406 Å. For any set of planes d(hkl), there are sufficient 

crystal orientations to make the correct Bragg’s law angle  with respect to the incident beam, 

as shown in Figure 3-23. Considering that the crystals have random orientations, a cone of half 

apex angle 2 is formed. Therefore, for each d(hkl), there is a corresponding 2(hkl). 

Polycrystalline patterns are registered by film recording or diffractometers [181]. The plot of 

peak intensities as a function of 2 was processed using VESTA software and comparing with 

those in the ICSD database to confirm phases present in the examined samples. 

The XRD instrument is calibrated prior to experiment. The angles of the spectrometer arms are 

initially set to zero. Then the X-ray is detected by the counter without interacting with the 

sample to obtain the full intensity of the beam. The height of the sample is then adjusted to 

reduce the detected intensity to half of the full intensity. This half-intensity height is the correct 

height of the sample. 

Figure 3-25 shows a schematic of the X-ray diffractometer used for recording the 

polycrystalline patterns. The sample is placed in the middle of the stage. Monochromatic 

radiation enters from the divergent slits which are adjusted to be line focused on the target. The 

diffracted radiation is then selected by narrow receiving slits equipped with a filter. The 

distance between sample stage and X-ray tube is designed to be equal to the distance between 

sample and the counter. Meanwhile, the sample face is maintained symmetrical with respect to 

the primary and diffracted beams. The radiation passing by the receiving slits is detected by a 

type of counter, e.g. Geiger counter, gas proportional counter or crystal scintillation counter. 

The produced pulses are then amplified and fed to the recorder which records the 2 values for 

each reflection [181]. 

In this work, a Philips Xpert diffractometer with a Cu Kα radiation source was used for XRD 

analysis. The generator voltage used was 40 keV, tube emission current was 30 mA. The XRD 

spectra were acquired between 10  and 120  with a step of 0.02  and 1 s dwell time. The 

monochromator used in this technology is a PW3123/10 graphite monochromator for Cu Kα 

source, as shown in Figure 3-25. 
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Figure 3-25: Schematic of the diffractometer used for recording polycrystalline patterns [181][183]. 

3.9.3 The X-ray penetration depth 

Penetration depth is defined as the depth at which the intensity of the radiation inside the 

material falls to 1 𝑒⁄  (about 37 %) of the original value at the surface, or the depth where the 

intensity is reduced by an arbitrary amount of absorption, e.g. 99 % of the original intensity 

when the X-ray beam exits the sample. Since the information obtained is the average value 

from the interaction volume, the penetration depth becomes an important parameter in XRD 

analysis [184]. 

Equation 3.5 gives the integrated intensity diffracted by an infinitesimally thin layer located at 

a depth of x below the surface of sample [185]: 

 𝑑𝐼𝐷 =
𝐼0𝑎𝑏

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼
𝑒−𝑥(1/ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼+1/ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽)𝑑𝑥 3.5 

where I0 is the incident beam intensity; α is the incident angle; β is the diffracted angle; and  

represents the absorption coefficient. a, b and I0 are unknown constants, which will cancel out 

if we express the intensity diffracted by the layer considered as a fraction of the total integrated 

intensity diffracted by a sample of infinite thickness. This fraction is called Gx. If we assume 

99 % of the total intensity is contributed from this surface layer, the contribution from material 

below this layer can be ignored, and x is the effective depth of penetration. In the case of α = β 
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= ,  the fraction Gx can be described as a function of penetration depth x, as shown in 

Equation 3.6 [185]: 

 𝐺𝑥 = (1 − 𝑒−
2𝑥
𝑠𝑖𝑛 ) 3.6 

Equation 3.6 is described in the following form which is more suitable for penetration depth 

calculation [185]:  

 

2𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛 
= 𝑙𝑛 (

1

1 − 𝐺𝑥
) = 𝐾𝑥 3.7 

 
𝑥 =

𝐾𝑥 𝑠𝑖𝑛 

2
 3.8 

Based on the study from B.D. Cullity, values of Kx corresponding to Gx are given in Table 3-6. 

Table 3-6: The fraction Gx and corresponding Kx [185]. 

Gx 0.50 0.75 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.999 

Kx 0.69 1.39 2.30 3.00 4.61 6.91 

 

In this study, the incident angle  ranges from 5 to 60 . As discussed above, assuming the 

fraction Gx is 0.50, then the corresponding Kx is 0.69. The absorption coefficient  of ferritic 

steel is 100 cm-1 from ref [186], then the penetration depth can be calculated and it ranges from 

3 to 30 µm. The length and depth of the examined area in XRD analysis is 5mm × 5mm, 

indicating an interaction volume ranging from 0.075 to 0.75 mm3. 
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Chapter 4: Studies on ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steel 

exposed to a simulant AGR coolant gas 

Oxidation and carburisation processes within experimental autoclave samples from HRA will 

be discussed in this chapter. The influence of exposure conditions, including temperature, time 

and moisture, will be evaluated in the investigation. Optical microscopy, scanning electron 

microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy were used to observe oxide 

morphologies and elemental distribution. Oxide types were identified using scanning laser 

Raman spectroscopy. Carbides were observed with focused ion beam and high-speed atomic 

force microscopy techniques and identified using X-ray diffraction. Thin foil transmission 

electron microscopy samples were prepared within a dual beam instrument and carbide 

precipitates were observed and identified using (scanning) transmission electron microscopy.  

4.1 Oxide observation and identification 

4.1.1 Samples used for oxidation analysis and techniques used 

Experimental autoclave ferritic HRA samples listed in Table 4-1 were used for oxide 

investigation. Selected autoclave samples in this chapter are marked as A-temperature-time, 

e.g. A-580-2542 represents sample HRA 8133-580 C-2542 h (400 vppm). However, different 

moistures are highlighted in brackets, e.g. A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) represents sample 

HRA 8147-640 C-1495 h (400 to 800 vppm @ 245), indicating that moisture changes from 

400 vppm to 800 vppm after 245 h. Three samples were used for oxide identification: 

A-580-2542, A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and A-640-3883 in non-breakaway, breakaway 

initiation and post breakaway oxidation regimes respectively.  

Table 4-1: Techniques used for all the autoclave HRA samples selected. 

Sample ID 
Oxidation Carburisation 

OM SEM-EDS Raman FIB XRD TEM STEM-EDS HS-AFM 

A-Virgin       
  

A-580-2542         

A-600-1510         

A-600-1520 (1200)         

A-600-3835         

A-600-17065 (1200)         

A-640-245         

A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245)         

A-640-2526         

A-640-3074         

A-640-3334         

A-640-3639         

A-640-3883         
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The techniques used for investigation are shown in Table 4-1. Optical microscopy was adopted 

for morphology observation of the oxide formed on a fin. Scanning electron microscopy was 

applied to samples which were also analysed with scanning laser Raman spectroscopy for 

comparison.  

4.1.2 Oxide observation and thickness measurement from optical microscopy 

Figure 4-1 shows examples of the optical images recorded from cross-sections prepared from 

an HRA virgin sample and a sample subject to breakaway oxidation. The samples from HRA 

were approximately 3 mm thick at the base and 3 mm long for the fins. They were all exposed 

in a flowing CO2-based coolant gas.  Figure 4-1a shows that there is a sharp edge at the fin tip 

corner where oxide grows faster than the other locations, e.g. fin side, during exposure to the 

CO2-based gas. Figure 4-1b shows a non-breakaway sample with a duplex oxide formed during 

oxidation. Eventually, breakaway occurs and a “fan-shaped” oxide was formed, as shown in 

Figure 4-1c. Due to the influence of geometry, the oxide at fin tip corner and fin side were 

measured to make a comparison.  

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 
Figure 4-1: Cross-sections of experimental sample (a) A-virgin and (b) A-640-2526 (breakaway initiation) and (c) 

A-640-3639 (post-breakaway). 

 

Figure 4-2: An optical micrograph recorded from the fin side of sample A-600-1510 showing the microstructure 

of a duplex oxide. 

Considering the reality that fins of the components made of 9Cr-1Mo steels serviced in the 

reactor were oxidised in CO2-based coolant gas and the crack were first present at the fin tip 
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corners. The investigation were therefore focused on the fins to understand the process of 

oxidation and carburisation. 

An optical image at high magnification Figure 4-2, shows the microstructure of the duplex 

oxide formed at the fin side of sample A-600-1510, which is comprised of magnetite, spinel 

and internal oxidation zone (IOZ) layers. The IOZ layer appears to be oxide embedded in the 

matrix, which will be examined later.  

A schematic drawing of finned experimental samples, with the marked locations analysed using 

optical microscopy and SEM-EDS, is shown in Figure 4-3. The optical micrographs, from 

which the oxide thickness can be measured, were obtained from fin tip corner and fin side while 

SEM-EDS was applied to the fin tip of the examined fin. Optical micrographs recorded from 

fin tip and fin side of samples listed in Table 4-1 are shown in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5. 

 

Figure 4-3: Schematic drawing of finned samples, directions of coolant gas diffusion (blue solid lines) and 

locations for optical micrographs (red circles). 
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a 

  

b 

  

c 

  

d 

  
Figure 4-4: Optical micrographs at the fin tip (left) and fin side (right) of samples exposed at 580 and 600 C: (a) 

A-580-2542; (b) A-600-1510; (c) A-600-1520 (1200); (d) A-600-17065 (1200). 

a 

  

b 
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c 

  

d 

  

e 

  

f 

  

g 

  
Figure 4-5: Optical micrographs at the fin tip (left) and fin side (right) of samples exposed at 640 C: (a) 

A-640-245; (b) A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245); (c) A-640-2526; (d) A-640-3074; (e) A-640-3334; (f) 

A-640-3639 and (g) A-640-3883. 
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Table 4-2: Oxide morphology and oxidation regime of each HRA sample. 

Sample ID Oxide morphology at fin tip corner Oxidation regime 

A-580-2542 Duplex  Non-breakaway 

A-600-1510 Duplex  Non-breakaway 

A-600-1520 (1200) Multi-layered Breakaway initiation 

A-600-17065 (1200) Laminated fan-shaped Post-breakaway 

A-640-245 Duplex Non-breakaway 

A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) Multi-layered Breakaway initiation 

A-640-2526 Multi-layered Breakaway initiation 

A-640-3074 Laminated fan-shaped Post-breakaway 

A-640-3334 Laminated fan-shaped Post-breakaway 

A-640-3639 Laminated fan-shaped Post-breakaway 

A-640-3883 Laminated fan-shaped Post-breakaway 

 

Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 show optical micrographs of samples listed in Table 4-1 from fin 

side and fin tip. The oxide from the fin side of all examined samples exhibited a duplex layer 

in which the thicknesses of outer magnetite and inner spinel layers were roughly equal. Oxide 

at the fin tip corner was more complicated, as shown in Table 4-2 and described as follows: 

1. Duplex oxide, in which the thicknesses of spinel and magnetite are roughly the same, was 

formed on A-580-2542, A-600-1510 and A-640-245. The absence of cracks indicates 

non-breakaway oxidation had occurred in these samples. It seems that duplex oxide was 

mainly found in samples exposed at low temperature or with short time, which means that 

these samples were in a protective oxidation regime following parabolic kinetics. 

2. Multi-layered oxide, in which magnetite bands were present in the spinel layer, was formed 

on samples A-600-1520 (1200), A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and A-640-2526. Cracks 

were also observed in the oxide at the fin tip corner in these samples, indicating the 

initiation of breakaway oxidation. However, A-600-1520 (1200) and A-640-2526 were 

marked as non-breakaway as received. Therefore, they are in a stage close to breakaway 

initiation. Moreover, sample A-600-1520 (1200) was exposed at lower temperature and 

shorter time but higher moisture than A-640-2526. However, multi-layered oxide was 

formed in both samples, illustrating the accelerating effect of moisture in the process of 

oxidation.   

3. A laminated oxide, which is often present in a fan shape beneath a multi-layered oxide, was 

observed on samples A-600-17065 (1200), A-640-3074, A-640-3334, A-640-3639 and 

A-640-3883. Compared to those with duplex and multi-layered oxide, these samples were 

exposed at higher temperature for longer time, or in high moisture. Cracks were formed in 

the oxide, allowing gas to access the metal directly through, giving a higher rate of 

oxidation in these samples which were in post-breakaway oxidation and following linear 

kinetics. 
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Table 4-3: Average thickness (in µm) of oxide scales in ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steel samples. 

Table 4-4: Thickness of magnetite, spinel and the continuous IOZ layer in µm. 

Beneath the oxide at the fin tip corner, an IOZ layer was formed in some samples. A continuous 

IOZ layer was formed in non-breakaway samples A-580-2542, A-600-1510 and A-600-1520 

(1200) while a discontinuous IOZ was formed in samples A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and 

A-640-2526.  

It was found that the sample exposed at 580 C for 2542 h was in non-breakaway oxidation 

with a duplex oxide formed at the fin tip corner while the sample exposed at 640 C for 2526 h 

exhibited a multi-layered oxide with a small crack present in the oxide at the fin tip corner, 

indicating breakaway initiation in this sample. This comparison demonstrates that temperature 

is the dominant parameter influencing oxidation.  

Cracks were observed at the fin tip corner in samples entering breakaway, indicating that 

geometry affects the process of oxidation. As shown in Figure 4-6, the growth of oxide at the 

fin tip corner resulted from the two dimensional (2D) diffusion of cations (Equation 4.1) [187]. 

 

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷(

𝜕2𝐶

𝜕𝑥2
+

𝜕2𝐶

𝜕𝑦2
) 4.1 

Samples A-Virgin 
A-580-

2542 

A-600-

1510 

A-600-1520 

(1200) 

A-600-17065 

(1200) 
A-640-245 

Fin tip / 71 120 136 / 93 

Fin side / 45 ± 2 91 ± 5 82 ± 4 184 ± 5 55 ± 4 

Samples 
A-640-1495 (400 to 

800 @ 245) 

A-640-

2526 

A-640-

3074 
A-640-3334 A-640-3639 A-640-3883 

Fin tip 244 310 / / / 282 

Fin side 189 ± 5 145 ± 8 153 ± 5 156 ± 6 168 ± 4 187 ± 6 

Samples A-Virgin A-580-2542 A-600-1510 A-600-1520 (1200) 

Oxide 

type 
/ Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ 

Fin tip / 40  31  
5.8 ± 

0.8 
60 60 

2.4 ± 

0.4 
/ / 

4.6 ± 

0.6 

Fin side / 
33 ± 

2 

22 ± 

3 

4.7 ± 

0.4 
46 ± 2 45 ± 3 

3.0 ± 

0.7 

43 ± 

3 
39 ± 2 

3.8 ± 

0.9 

Samples A-600-17065 (1200) A-640-245 
A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 

245) 
A-640-2526 

Oxide 

type 
Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ 

Fin tip    41 52 / / / / / / / 

Fin side 
85 ± 

4 

99 ± 

5 
/ 

30 ± 

2 

25 ± 

2 
/ 90 ± 6  99 ± 4 

5.8 ± 

1.0 

75 ± 

6 
70 ± 2 / 

Samples A-640-3074 A-640-3334 A-640-3639 A-640-3883 

Oxide 

type 
Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ 

Fin tip / / / / / / / / / / / / 

Fin side 
70 ± 

4 

83 ± 

9 
/ 

63 ± 

4 

82 ± 

4 
/ 80 ± 1 88 ± 3 / 

77 ± 

3 

110 ± 

5 
/ 
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where 𝐶 = 𝐶(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡), t represents time, x and y are the distance following the horizontal and 

vertical directions, as shown by blue arrows in Figure 4-6a, D represents the diffusion 

coefficient which is constant. At the fin tip corner, CO2 diffuses in from both the vertical and 

horizontal directions, increasing the oxidation rate at this location. The metal is gradually 

converted into oxide during oxidation when exposed to the coolant gas. However, it appears 

that the oxide tended to keep the original shape of the fin during the oxidation process. 

Therefore, the spinel layer gradually became thicker than the magnetite at the fin tip corner 

before it reached post-breakaway oxidation, during which fan shape oxide was formed. Figure 

4-6b shows contours of streamlines in the two-dimensional corner flow. The velocity potential 

(x, y) = u0(y2 + x2)/2 [188]. Therefore, the diffusion of CO2 at the fin tip corner diffuses 

faster compared with the fin side. 

a 

 

b 

 

Figure 4-6: (a) A schematic drawing illustrating the oxide formed on the fin tip and diffusion directions of CO2-

based coolant gas and (b) Contours of streamlines in the 2D corner flow with u0 = 1, where x and y are Cartesian 

coordinates. u0 is the coordinates of the original location (fin tip corner in this work). The stream function (x,y) 

= -u0xy [188]. 

The average oxide thickness at these two locations of samples were measured in each case as 

shown in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 and the results are given in Table 4-3. The thickness of the 

oxide scale at the locations examined for each sample was measured at twelve positions and 

mean values were calculated together with the associated standard deviation ±1σ. It is worth 

noting that the oxide at the fin tip centre has grown separately from other fan-shaped oxide in 

breakaway samples. Oxide thickness from virgin sample and fan-shaped oxide was not 

recorded because there was no oxide in the former and the definition of the fan-shaped oxide 

thickness was ill-defined in the latter. 

The results shown in Table 4-3 indicate that the oxide scale at the fin tip is thicker than that at 

the fin side, and thicker oxide is obtained in the samples exposed at higher temperature and for 

longer exposure time. The thicknesses of magnetite, spinel and continuous IOZ layer were 
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measured and the results were shown in Table 4-4. At the location of fin tip corner, the 

continuous IOZ is only present beneath duplex oxide. At the fin side, a continuous IOZ layer 

is present beneath duplex and multi-layered oxide, however, it became discontinuous or 

disappeared beneath laminated oxide which is usually present in post-breakaway oxidation. 

Furthermore, there is an unclear difference in oxide thickness resulting from moisture. The 

mean value of oxide thickness obtained from non-breakaway location at the fin side should 

follow parabolic kinetics with respect to exposure time, as shown in Figure 4-7a which is 

plotted for the samples exposed at 640 ºC and 400 vppm moisture. However, the influence 

from geometry is not taken into consideration in this case due to the difficulty in defining the 

oxide thickness at the fin tip corner in post-breakaway samples (fan-shaped oxide). Figure 4-7b 

shows a plot of weight gain against exposure time with the data provided by Wood PLC, in 

which the influence from geometry is taken into account. It consists of a curve exhibiting 

sub-parabolic kinetics (power 0.4262 rather than 0.5) followed by a plot exhibiting linear 

kinetics after 1900 h. The time of the change from sub-parabolic kinetics to the linear kinetics 

is defined as the time to breakaway (TTB). The oxidation occuring at the TTB is defined as 

breakaway initiation oxidation. 

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 4-7: Fitted curve of oxide thickness vs exposure time for the samples exposed at 640 ºC with 400 vppm 

moisture: (a) oxide thickness vs exposure time from non-breakaway location fin side using the data provided by 

Table 4-3; (b) weight gain vs exposure time using the data provided by Wood PLC. 

According to Figure 4-7, it appears that samples exposed up to 2000 h follow sub-parabolic 

kinetics while those after 2000 h follow linear kinetics. A power fitting was adopted for the 

two sub-parabolic plots. In Figure 4-7a, the curve was separated into two parts: (1) the 

sub-parabolic curve with a fitting equation 𝑦 = 5.94𝑥0.40 and (2) the curve following linear 

kinetics: 𝑦 = 0.078𝑥 − 115.36. The fitting equation of the plot of weight gain versus time 

before 2000 h in Figure 4-7b is 𝑦 = 𝑥0.43 , which is also sub-parabolic. The linear fitting 

equation for the plot in Figure 4-7 after 2000 h is 𝑦 = 0.028𝑥 − 27. Gong et al. plotted weight 

gain as a function of exposure time, shown in Figure 2-11 in Chapter 2. The plot in Figure 4-7b 

from our results is the plot of 640 C in the publication [85]. 

Optical micrographs show that oxide in different morphologies, including duplex, 

multi-layered and laminated forms, need to be investigated to elucidate the mechanism of 

oxidation. Duplex oxide is present in samples following sub-parabolic kinetics, as shown in 
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Figure 4-7. It is also present in the non-breakaway locations, e.g. fin side, in samples entering 

the breakaway regime. Multi-layered oxide is observed at fin tip of samples experiencing 

breakaway corresponding to the samples close to TTB. Laminated oxide is present at the fin 

tip corner in post breakaway samples which is normally in a fan-shaped morphology. Optical 

micrographs in Figure 4-5 show that duplex, multi-layered and laminated oxides were present 

in samples A-580-2542, A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and A-640-3883 respectively.  

4.1.3 Oxide observation and elemental distribution from SEM-EDS 

According to the discussion on Figure 2-10 in Chapter 2, fresh spinel is formed at the 

oxide/metal interface. A line scan using EDS was applied at the fin side of sample A-580-2542 

and fin tip corner of the sample, together with an area 40 × 40 µm in size including oxide/metal 

interface analysed with EDS mapping in each case. Figure 4-8 shows a SEM image and EDS 

line scan of the oxide formed on the fin side of sample A-580-2542 which is comprised of 

magnetite and spinel, as well as a thin layer of IOZ, which penetrates the matrix [189]. 

According to the EDS line scan results, Cr concentration in the spinel ranges from 9 to 25 wt. %, 

indicating the composition of spinel ranges from Fe2.60Cr0.40O4 to Fe1.91Cr1.09O4. The red line 

(without arrow) illustrates the line scan trace and the results are shown in Figure 4-8b. The 

magnetite is mainly comprised of Fe and O. However, Si-rich oxide particles were formed 

occasionally in the IOZ and magnetite/spinel interface. The Cr concentration increases 

immediately from < 1 wt. % in magnetite to 9-25 wt. % in the spinel layer. It appears that a 

few narrow Cr-rich bands (> 20 wt. %) were formed in the spinel layer. The Cr concentration 

drops in the IOZ layer. However, it shows a high level in the residual carbide precipitates. The 

alloying element Mo exhibits a similar tendency to Cr in the oxide scale. The Cr-rich locations 

in the metal correspond to the carbides formed in the matrix.  

The corresponding EDS elemental maps are shown in Figure 4-9 and are consistent with the 

line scan results. It seems that the Cr distribution in the location close to the oxide/metal 

interface follows the grain boundaries in the metal. The Cr is mainly distributed at the grain 

boundaries in the metal, consistent with the Fe-depleted locations. The maps of Fe and Cr 

indicate that the IOZ layer is comprised of oxide embedded in the matrix. The filamentary 

structure of Mo exhibits a similar distribution with Cr-rich locations. It can be seen that Si is 

mainly distributed at the magnetite/spinel and oxide/metal interfaces.  
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a 

 

b 

 
Figure 4-8: (a) SEM image on the fin side and line scan trace; (b) concentration of elements as a function of 

distance from gas/oxide interface from EDS line scan from sample A-580-2542. 

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

d 

 

e 

 

f 

 
Figure 4-9: (a) SEM image on the fin side and marked area for EDS mapping; EDS maps of (b) O; (c) Fe; (d) Cr; 

(e) Mo; (f) Si from sample A-580-2542. 

A duplex oxide at the fin tip corner of sample A-580-2542, which is in a non-breakaway 

oxidation regime, was analysed with EDS line scanning and mapping and the results are shown 

in Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11, respectively. The concentration profiles show that the levels 

of Cr and O are indicative of the presence of magnetite about 30 µm thick as the outer layer 

oxide and spinel about 40 µm thick as an inner oxide layer. The chemical formulae for 

magnetite and spinel are Fe3O4 and Fe3-xCrxO4, respectively, inferred from the weight 

percentage in these two oxide layers. The composition of spinel changes with the Fe/Cr ratio. 

The evaluated area using EDS mapping includes spinel, a small area from magnetite and matrix, 

as shown with the outlined region in Figure 4-11. According to the EDS line scan results, Cr 

concentration in the spinel ranges from 6 to 25 wt. %, indicating the composition of spinel 

range from Fe2.73Cr0.27O4 to Fe1.91Cr1.09O4. Figure 4-11b shows an oxygen map which is used 

to distinguish oxide from matrix. Maps of Mo and Si show a similar distribution to that of Cr, 

while opposite to that of Fe. Silicon is mainly distributed in spinel and at the IOZ/metal 

interface. Elemental distribution is indicative of the presence of Cr, Mo-rich particles in the 

analysed oxide scale.   
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Figure 4-10: (a) SEM image on the fin tip and line scan trace; (b) concentration of elements as a function of 

distance from gas/oxide interface from EDS line scan from sample A-580-2542. 
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Figure 4-11: (a) SEM image on the fin tip and marked area for EDS mapping; EDS maps of (b) O; (c) Fe; (d) Cr; 

(e) Mo; (f) Si from sample A-580-2542. 

Multi-layered oxide present in sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245), which is in breakaway 

oxidation initiation, was evaluated using EDS line scanning and mapping, as shown in Figure 

4-12 and Figure 4-13, respectively. The concentration profiles indicate that the oxide is 

composed of a thin layer of magnetite about 25 µm thick and a layer of spinel about 220 µm 

thick in which Cr-rich and Cr-depleted bands are present alternately. According to the EDS 

line scan results, the Cr concentration in the Cr-rich layers in the spinel ranges from 5 to 25 

wt. %, indicating that the composition of the spinel ranges from Fe2.78Cr0.22O4 to Fe1.91Cr1.09O4. 

Cr-depleted thin layers are Fe3O4, inferred from the very low Cr concentration. The small Cr 

signal was possibly obtained from the spinel beneath due to the interaction volume, as 

described in Figure 3-6 in Chapter 3. Spinel and matrix close to the oxide/metal interface were 

examined with EDS mapping to evaluate the freshly formed spinel. EDS maps show that Cr is 

present in filamentary structures in the examined oxide. It appears that the distribution of 
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Cr-rich areas in the oxide corresponds to grain boundary and carbide precipitates in this area 

which had been oxidised. Filamentary Cr in the matrix corresponds to carbide precipitates. 

 

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 4-12: SEM image on the fin tip and line scan trace; (b) concentration of elements as a function of distance 

from gas/oxide interface from EDS line scan from sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245). 
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Figure 4-13: (a) SEM image on the fin tip and marked area for EDS mapping; EDS maps of (b) O; (c) Fe; (d) Cr; 

(e) Mo; (f) Si from sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) 

The presence of cracks and fan shape oxide which is defined as laminated oxide, are evidence 

that sample A-640-3883 has entered a post-breakaway oxidation regime. It appears that the 

outer layer of magnetite has peeled off during storage or mounting. Therefore, only laminated 

oxide was analysed using EDS line scanning and mapping, and the results are shown in Figure 

4-14 and Figure 4-15, respectively. The concentration profiles show that Cr-rich and 

Cr-depleted oxide are present alternately, and it appears that the level of Mo changes in a 

positive correlation with Cr in the oxide layer. According to the EDS line scan results, the Cr 

concentration in the Cr-rich layers in the spinel ranges from 8 to 26 wt. %, indicating the 
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composition to range from Fe2.65Cr0.35O4 to Fe1.86Cr1.14O4. The Cr-depleted oxide corresponds 

to Fe3O4, as will be confirmed by Raman spectroscopy in the following section. 

The EDS map of Cr from the outlined area in Figure 4-15a indicates that the distribution of Mo 

has some similarities with Cr and is opposite to Fe, consistent with concentration profiles. 

However, it appears that the Si distribution has little relationship with other examined elements 

in the oxide and there are some Si-rich particles present in the matrix in this post-breakaway 

sample. 
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b 

 
Figure 4-14: SEM image on the fin tip and line scan trace; (b) concentration of elements as a function of distance 

from gas/oxide interface from EDS line scan from sample A-640-3883. 
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Figure 4-15: (a) SEM image on the fin tip and marked area for EDS mapping; EDS maps of (b) O; (c) Fe; (d) Cr; 

(e) Mo; (f) Si from sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) 

The line scan results show clearly that more Cr-depleted spinel or magnetite was formed in 

multi-layered and laminated oxide. A few Cr-depleted Cr bands (3-5 wt. %) were present in 

the multi-layered oxide, while in the laminated oxide Cr-rich (10-20 wt. %) and Cr-depleted 

(1-2 wt. %) bands were present, alternately. The oxide thickness increases from duplex to 

multi-layered and then laminated morphology, which suggests that residual stress should be 
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developing in the oxide scale, potentially leading to the generation of cracks. Therefore, 

scanning laser Raman spectroscopy was used for oxide identification as well as possible stress 

distribution measurement. 

4.1.4 Oxide identification using scanning laser Raman spectroscopy 

The oxide elemental concentration and distribution were evaluated in the above discussion. To 

elucidate the mechanism of oxidation, it is necessary to identify the types of oxide present. 

Areas close to the oxide/metal interface from samples in the non-breakaway, breakaway 

initiation and post-breakaway oxidation regimes were evaluated using scanning LRS to obtain 

Raman spectra and specific peak intensity maps.   

A white light illuminated optical micrograph of sample A-580-2542 and Raman spectra from 

two positions A in IOZ and B from a dark spot marked in the optical micrograph are shown in 

Figure 4-16. The spectra obtained in this work were fitted using Wire 4.3 software. The outlined 

area was selected for analysis. Several peaks were present in the spectra from the two examined 

locations, A and B. The peaks from spectrum in Figure 4-16b were present at 554, 609, 682, 

1352 and 1598 cm-1 while the peaks in Figure 4-16c were present at 307, 550, 668, 1353 and 

1584 cm-1. These peaks can be used to identify the types of oxide and other features present in 

the oxide scale by comparing with reference Raman spectra. 

a 
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Figure 4-16: (a) White light optical micrograph of sample A-580-2542 showing region mapped by Raman 

spectroscopy; Raman spectra from (b) point A and (c) point B. 
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Figure 4-17: Raman spectra from (a) Cr2O3 and (b) FeCr2O4 from the RRUFF database [190]. Raman shift of peak 

in A1g mode is 553 cm-1 in (a) [102] while peaks in T2g and A1g mode at 554 and 688 cm-1, respectively, in (b) [95] 

(© Materials at High Temperatures). 
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Figure 4-18: Raman spectra from (a) perfect graphite/single crystal graphite [191] and (b) graphite from the 

RRUFF database [192]. Raman shift of peak in E2g mode in (a) is at 1582 cm-1 while the two peaks in A1g and E2g 

mode in (b) are at 1360 and 1585 cm-1, respectively [104]. 

 

Figure 4-19:  Raman spectra from Fe3O4 from the RRUFF database [193]. Raman shift of peaks in Eg, T2g and A1g 

mode are 295, 540 and 667 cm-1, respectively [95]. 

A Raman spectrum was obtained from a pure sample of chromium (III) oxide (chromia, Cr2O3), 

obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce to compare with experimental results from 

sample A-580-2542. According to Birnie et al., a main A1g mode peak at 547 cm-1 and four 

small Eg mode peaks at 390, 352, 528 and 617 cm-1 were identified from Cr2O3, as shown in 

Figure 4-17a. Figure 4-17b shows a reference Raman spectrum obtained from the spinel 
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chromite (FeCr2O4), taken from the Raman database RRUFF [190], which is comprised of two 

peaks A1g and T2g, at 554 and 688 cm-1, respectively. 

Two small peaks at 554 cm-1 and 609 cm-1 from point A of sample A-580-2542 in the IOZ are 

indicative of the presence of Cr2O3 by comparing with the reference spectra from Figure 4-17a. 

Both Cr2O3 and FeCr2O4 contain peaks at about 541 cm-1 (A1g mode for the former and T2g 

mode for the latter) but the later contains a further peak at around 667 cm-1, which is indicative 

of the presence of spinel at this location. Additionally, D and G peaks from graphite are present 

at 1352 and 1589 cm-1, respectively, as shown in Figure 4-18 [104]. Peaks at 307, 550 and 

668 cm-1 from the spectrum of point B indicate the presence of magnetite, by comparison with 

the reference spectrum from Fe3O4 shown in Figure 4-19, or a mixture of magnetite and spinel. 

The spectrum also contains a D peak at 1353 cm-1 and a G peak at 1584 cm-1 from graphite. 

The presence of D and G peaks indicates that the carbon was deposited in the oxide in the form 

of graphite.  

Peak intensity maps at 541 cm-1 and 667 cm-1, as shown in Figure 4-20a and b, indicate that 

Cr2O3 is mainly distributed at the IOZ/metal interface and is comprised of a mixture of spinel 

and Cr2O3. However, it can be seen from Figure 4-17 that the peak at 541 cm-1 is broad for the 

spinel and narrow for chromia. Oxide from the outlined area is mainly comprised of spinel with 

deposited carbon of a low-degree of order inferred from the similar intensity distributions in 

the maps at 1353 and 1590cm-1, as shown in Figure 4-20c and d. Comparing the intensity maps 

at 667 cm-1 and 1590 cm-1, it is found that the carbon is not distributed at the top right corner 

in the map, which is magnetite. 
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Figure 4-20: Raman peak intensity maps of A-580-2542 for peaks at (a) 541 cm-1; (b) 667 cm-1; (c) 1353 cm-1; 

and (d) 1590 cm-1. The intensity scale markers in counts per pixel are shown for each map. 

d 
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The intensities of D and G peaks of graphite present in the spectrum of spot A are 120 and 

298 counts, respectively, while in spot B they are 956 and 853 counts, respectively. As 

discussed in Chapter 2, the crystallite size can be derived from the I(D)/I(G) ratio [106], which 

can be obtained by curve fitting with Wire 4.3 software. These ratios of spots A and B in sample 

A-580-2542 are 0.40 and 1.12 respectively, suggesting the crystallite sizes to be 10 and 4 nm, 

respectively. 

Sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) has entered breakaway initiation and was evaluated 

following the same method adopted for sample A-580-2542. A white light optical micrograph 

and the Raman spectra of two positions, A close to the oxide/metal interface and B in the band 

with dark colour, are shown in Figure 4-21. The outlined area was examined with Raman 

mapping and the results are shown in Figure 4-22. The absence of the small peak at 610 cm-1 

in Figure 4-21b indicates that the oxide in position A is spinel, as confirmed by the peaks 

present at 548 and 669 cm-1. The absence of a D peak and the presence of a G peak at around 

1568 cm-1 in spot A indicates that the deposited carbon is in the form of highly ordered or 

single crystal graphite. The spectrum from Position B in Figure 4-21c shows that the dark band 

in the optical micrograph is composed of carbon with a low-degree of order due to the presence 

of a D peak at 1352 cm-1 and a G peak at 1575 cm-1, as well as spinel, inferred from the peak 

present at 676cm-1.  

The Raman intensity maps of sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) were extracted from the 

peaks at 671 cm-1 and 1575 cm-1, which are the main peaks of spinel and carbon, respectively, 

and the results are shown in Figure 4-22. The intensity map at 671 cm-1 indicates that the spinel 

is distributed in the evaluated outlined area while graphite is mainly distributed in the dark 

band discussed previously, which is consistent with the results from the spectra. 

The intensities of the D and G peaks present in the spectrum of spot A shown in Figure 4-16a 

are 0 and 383, respectively, while in spot B they are 446 and 2200, respectively. The crystallite 

size is determined by the I(D)/I(G) ratio [106]. The ratios of spots A and B in sample 

A-580-2542 are 0 and 0.2, respectively, indicating the corresponding crystallite sizes are 0 

(signal crystal) and 20 nm, respectively. 

As observed in Figure 4-5g, sample A-640-3883 has entered the post-breakaway regime. The 

outlined area in the white light optical micrograph was analysed using scanning LRS. Spectra 

from two locations, spots A and B, marked in the optical micrograph were extracted from the 

results, as shown in Figure 4-23. The presence of a peak at 675 cm-1 and absence of peaks at 

around 540 and 610 cm-1 are indicative of the presence of spinel and absence of Cr2O3. Two 

additional peaks are present at 1349 cm-1 and 1585 cm-1, indicating the presence of low-degree 

order carbon. As for the spectrum from spot B, which corresponds to the Cr-depleted location, 

three peaks are present at 309, 548 cm-1 and 671 cm-1, indicative of the presence of magnetite 
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[95]. Therefore, spot B is comprised of magnetite or a mixture of magnetite and spinel, because 

peaks at 548 and 671 cm-1 are also present in spinel. Moreover, D and G peaks from carbon are 

present at 1351 and 1592 cm-1, respectively. 
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Figure 4-21: (a) White light optical micrograph of sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) showing region 

mapped by Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra from (b) point A and (c) point B [95][104]. 
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Figure 4-22: Raman peak intensity maps of sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) for peaks at (a) 671 cm-1; (b) 

1575 cm-1. The intensity scale markers in counts per pixel are shown for each map. 

The intensities of the D and G peaks of spot A are 2347 and 2343 respectively while for spot 

B they are 1140 and 821, respectively. Therefore, the I(D)/I(G) ratios of spot A and B are 1 

and 1.39, respectively. According to the I(D)/I(G) ratio and the G peak Raman shift, the 

graphite formed in this sample is in transition from graphite to nanocrystalline graphite. The 

crystallite sizes obtained from spot A and B are 4.5 and 3 nm, respectively [106][104]. 
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Figure 4-23: (a) White light optical micrograph of sample A-640-3883 showing region mapped by Raman 

spectroscopy. Raman spectra from (b) point A and (c) point B [95][104]. 
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Figure 4-24: Raman peak intensity maps of sample A-640-3883 for peaks at (a) 308 cm-1; (b) 669 cm-1; (c) 

1351 cm-1 and (d) 1589 cm-1. The intensity scale markers in counts per pixel are shown for each map. 

Raman intensity distribution maps of sample A-640-3883 were obtained from the 308, 669, 

1351 and 1589 cm-1 peaks. The peak intensity map at 308 cm-1 is indicative of the presence of 

magnetite. Both magnetite and spinel include the peak at 546 cm-1. Therefore, the 

representative map from the peak at 308 cm-1 is shown in Figure 4-24a instead of that from the 

546 cm-1 peak. Magnetite is obviously present in the oxide. The low intensity locations 

correspond to spinel in the oxide. The intensity maps at 308 and 669 cm-1 indicate the 
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distribution of magnetite and spinel. The intensity maps from the D and G peaks at 1351 and 

1589 cm-1, respectively, show that carbon with a low-degree of order is present in most of areas 

in the examined oxide. 

Table 4-5 presents the Raman shifts of peaks from spectra for the two locations in three 

examined experimental HRA samples, A-580-2542, A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and 

A-640-3883. The obtained D and G peak intensities and their ratios are given in Table 4-6. 

Chromia is only present in the IOZ layer from sample A-580-2542. Magnetite was present in 

the examined oxide from samples A-580-2542 and A-640-3883. However, it is only found 

occasionally in A-580-2542 while it is present within the spinel from spectra of sample 

A-640-3883. 

Table 4-5: The Raman peak positions for each location examined in three selected experimental HRA samples: A-580-2542, 

A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and A-640-3883. 

Sample ID and examined locations 
(Fe3O4) Eg 

(cm-1) 

T2g (spinel)/A1g 

(Cr2O3) (cm-1) 

(Cr2O3) Eg 

(cm-1) 

A1g 

(cm-1) 

A1g D 

(cm-1) 

E2g G 

(cm-1) 

A-580-2542 
Spot A / 554 609 682 1352 1598 

Spot B 307 550 / 668 1353 1584 

A-640-1495 (400 to 800 

@ 245) 

Spot A / 548 / 669 / 1568 

Spot B / / / 676 1352 1573 

A-640-3883 
Spot A / / / 675 1349 1585 

Spot B 309 548 / 671 1351 1592 

Table 4-6: The D and G peak intensity, their ratio and crystallite size of graphite for each location examined in three selected 

experimental HRA samples: A-580-2542, A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and A-640-3883. 

Sample ID Location 
Intensity 

I(D)/I(G) ratio Graphite crystallite size (nm) 
D G 

A-580-2542 
Spot A 120 298 0.40 10 

Spot B 956 853 1.12 4 

A-640 -1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) 
Spot A / 383 0 / 

Spot B 446 2200 0.20 20 

A-640-3883 
Spot A 2347 2343 1 4.5 

Spot B 1140 821 1.39 3 
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Figure 4-25: Raman peak position maps at around 675 cm-1 from sample (a) A-580-2542; (b) A-640-1495 (400 

to 800 @ 245) and (c) A-640-3883. 

The peak shift may be caused by a change in composition, stress or a combination of both. 

According to ref [194], the positive shift of peak indicates a compressive stress while tensile 
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stress produces a negative shift. Assuming there are no composition changes in the examined 

regions, Figure 4-25a, b and c show the peak position maps of the outlined region marked in 

Figure 4-16a, Figure 4-21a and Figure 4-23a, respectively. The peak shifts from 665 to 

688 cm-1, as shown in the intensity scale bar. The high intensity in the areas corresponding to 

the matrix are due to the effects of signal noise and should be ignored. It can be seen that the 

peaks of sample A-580-2542 have high intensity in the IOZ layer and a relatively lower 

intensity in the spinel, suggesting a relative compressive stress in the IOZ layer, as the arrow 

shows in Figure 4-25a. The peak position map from sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) 

shows about 8 cm-1 higher intensity in the discontinuous IOZ (as the arrow shows in Figure 

4-25b) than the adjacent oxide. Some high intensity spots (as arrow shows in Figure 4-25c) are 

present in the peak position map of sample A-640-3883, indicating higher Raman shift and, 

hence, relative compressive stress in these spots.  

4.2 Carbide observation and carburisation characterisation 

During exposure to the CO2-based simulant coolant gas, oxidation and carburisation occurred 

simultaneously. The diffusing carbon reacts with Fe and some alloying element, e.g. Cr, Mo, 

etc., leading to the formation of carbides and possibly other precipitates embedded in the matrix. 

Precipitates of different types and morphologies, which were formed in different stages of 

oxidation, were identified and analysed. Precipitates may be linked to the mechanisms of 

oxidation and carburisation, and the triggers of breakaway oxidation. The carbide area fractions 

were examined to understand the influence of exposure conditions on the overall carburisation 

process. 

4.2.1 Samples used for carburisation analysis 

Four samples, including A-virgin, A-580-2542, A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and 

A-640-3883, were selected for XRD, TEM, and STEM analysis to identify the types of carbides 

with different morphologies observed from FIB XeF2 images. Experimental autoclave HRA 

samples listed in Table 4-1 were analysed using FIB, following the three paths shown in Figure 

4-26, and the FIB XeF2 images were processed with ImageJ software to obtain plots of carbide 

area fraction against distance to the oxide/metal interface. 
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Figure 4-26: Schematic drawing of finned samples, directions of coolant gas diffusion (blue solid lines), and three 

paths for FIB milling (red dashed lines). The experiment following three paths should be on the same fin. 

Comparison experiments between FIB and HS-AFM were applied to non-breakaway sample 

A-580-2542 and post-breakaway sample A-640-3883. X-ray diffraction was used for phase 

identification. Transmission electron microscopy was used to identify the precipitates of 

different morphologies, including crystal structure, lattice parameter, etc. Scanning 

transmission electron microscopy was then used for elemental distribution evaluation to obtain 

the weight percentage of elements in the precipitates as well as their surrounding matrices. 

Finally, high-speed atomic force microscopy was used to obtain the morphologies of 

precipitates present in non-breakaway and post-breakaway samples, for comparison. 

4.2.2 Carbide precipitates identification  

All the autoclave HRA samples plus A-virgin were examined with XeF2-assisted FIB imaging 

and precipitates with four different morphologies were observed. As shown in Figure 4-27, 

carbides with different morphologies formed in different stages of oxidation were observed: 

fine needles, large needles, coarse carbide, and cored carbides. Coarse precipitates (diameter > 

1 µm) were observed at grain boundaries as well as in the grains. Additionally, intragranular 

fine needle precipitates (length < 700 nm) were present in samples in the early stage of 

non-breakaway oxidation, e.g. A-580-2542. Cored coarse precipitates and intragranular large 

needle precipitates (length > 1 µm) were present in samples entering breakaway initiation, e.g. 

A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245). Cored coarse precipitates were observed in samples entering 

the post-breakaway oxidation regime, e.g. A-640-3883. It can be inferred that the carbon 

diffused both along grain boundaries and within grains to form both intergranular and 

intragranular precipitates. 
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Figure 4-27: FIB XeF2 images from sample (a) A-virgin; (b) A-580-2542; (c) A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) 

and (d) A-640-3883. 

Figure 4-28 shows results from XRD analysis using Cu Kα x-radiation. Mounting materials 

were examined separately and the corresponding peaks were identified in the resulting spectra. 

The only phase present in A-virgin was identified as α-Fe. This phase was also detected in the 

other examined samples. Additionally, oxide M3O4 (including magnetite and spinel) was 

detected in sample A-580-2542. However, there was no signal from precipitates, probably due 

to their low volume fractions. The spectrum from sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) 

indicated the presence of MC, M23C6, and M2C carbides plus α-Fe and M3O4. It appears that 

MC and M23C6 were also present in sample A-640-3883, plus α-Fe and oxide. Though it shows 

the phases seen in the micrographs in Figure 4-27, XRD is incapable of identifying the specific 

precipitates. Therefore, TEM was adopted to identify the precipitates with different 

morphologies, including coarse, fine needle, large needle and cored coarse. 
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Figure 4-28: XRD results of the four examined samples (a) A-virgin; (b) A-580-2542; (c) A-640-1495 (400 to 

800 @ 245); (d) A-640-3883. 
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Thin foils 15 × 6 × 0.1 µm in size were prepared using the ion milling, lift-out method in a FEI 

Helios NanoLab 600i combined FIB/SEM system (see Section 3.7.4) from four samples in 

different stages of oxidation, and examined with TEM and STEM-EDS for precipitate 

identification and the elemental distribution analysis of carbides of different morphologies.  

A Philips EM430 operated at 200 kV (see Section 3.5.1) was used to obtain the diffraction 

patterns of the phases examined. Precipitates with four different morphologies and 

corresponding adjacent parent metal were evaluated using electron diffraction patterns to 

identify the crystal structures and lattice parameters. A TEM image from sample A-580-2542 

of the evaluated fine needle precipitate, the corresponding selected area diffraction (SAD) 

pattern and the equivalent from the adjacent parent matrix are shown in Figure 4-29. It appears 

that the fine needle precipitate has a hexagonal (HCP) structure with lattice parameters a and c 

of 2.510 Å and 4.199 Å, respectively. According to ref [195], the fine needle is identified as 

M2C (M represents Fe and Cr) and is in the [011] zone axis. Since there is no evidence of N 

present in the metal chemical composition given in Table 3-1 exposure environment 

(comprised of H2O, H2, CH4, CO and balance CO2), it is more reasonable to identify the 

precipitates as carbides, M2C, rather than nitrides, M2N, which has a similar crystal structure 

and lattice parameters. Furthermore, from SAD, the adjacent matrix is α-Fe with a body-centred 

cubic (BCC) structure and in the [011] zone axis. The lattice parameter a is 3.161 Å, which is 

larger than the theoretical value 2.866 Å [195]. Slater investigated the atomic radius of 

elements, which demonstrates that the atomic radius of Fe, Cr and Mo are 1.40, 1.40 and 1.45 Å 

respectively [196]. Ref [197] shows that the atomic radius of Fe, Cr and Mo cations is 1.72, 

1.85 and 2.01 Å respectively, Therefore, the larger lattice parameter from our analysis is likely 

to be a result of the alloying elements Cr and Mo in the steel. The orientation relationship 

between fine needle M2C and matrix is (101̅)M2C‖(011̅)α−Fe and [011]M2C‖[011]α−Fe. 

a 
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Figure 4-29: (a) The dark field TEM image of sample A-580-2542; (b) corresponding SAD of the small needle 

marked in TEM image and (c) corresponding SAD of matrix adjacent to the small needle. 
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Figure 4-30: (a) TEM dark field image from sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245); (b) corresponding SAD of 

the large needle marked in TEM image and (c) corresponding SAD of matrix adjacent to the small needle. (d) 

TEM image from another grain including a coarse carbide; (e) corresponding SAD of the coarse carbide marked 

in TEM image and (f) corresponding SAD of matrix adjacent to the coarse carbide. 

TEM images and SADs from a large needle and adjacent matrix for sample A-640-1495 (400 

to 800 @ 245) are shown in Figure 4-30a, b and c. From SAD, the large needle is identified as 

MC, which has a body-centred cubic (BCC) structure in the [001] zone axis, while the adjacent 

metal is α-Fe in the [1̅11] zone axis. The lattice parameter of the former is 4.714 Å and the 

latter 2.673 Å. A coarse carbide in another grain from the same thin foil was also analysed and 

the TEM image and SADs of the carbide and adjacent metal are shown in Figure 4-30d, e and 

f. The coarse carbide is identified as M23C6 with a lattice parameter of 10.230 Å, which is close 

to the theoretical value of 10.621 Å, with a face-centred cubic (FCC) structure in the [011] 

zone axis, while the adjacent metal is α-Fe with lattice parameter of 2.727 Å in the [011] zone 

axis in the analysed grain. Therefore, the orientation relationship between the large needle MC 

and the matrix is (110)MC‖(101)α−Fe  and [001]MC‖[1̅11]α−Fe , while the relationship 

between the coarse carbide M23C6 and the matrix is (111̅)M23C6
‖(211̅)α−Fe  and 

[011]M23C6
‖[011]α−Fe. 
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Figure 4-31: (a) TEM image from sample A-640-3883; (b) corresponding SAD of the inner core from cored coarse 

carbide marked in TEM image; (c) corresponding SAD of the outer layer from cored coarse carbide and (d) 

corresponding SAD of matrix adjacent to the cored coarse carbide. 

Figure 4-31 shows that cored coarse carbides were present in sample A-640-3883. SADs of 

inner core and outer layer carbide were evaluated, together with the adjacent matrix. The results 

show that the core and the outer layer carbide have grown in the same orientation with the [001] 

zone axis. However, a small difference is present in the lattice parameters of the two, with the 

former being 9.86 Å and the latter 10.07 Å. Though the atomic radius of Cr (0.130 nm) [198] 

is larger than that of Fe (0.126 nm) [199], both Fe2+ (0.076 nm) and Fe3+ (0.064 nm) have larger 

ionic radius than Cr3+ (0.062 nm) [200]. Therefore, the difference in lattice parameter between 

the inner core and surrounding carbide is very likely a result of the different Fe/Cr ratio. 

Diffraction patterns of the adjacent parent metal identified it as α-Fe in the [1̅11] zone axis, 

with lattice parameter 3.071 Å. Therefore, the orientation relationship between cored coarse 

carbide M23C6 and matrix is (200)M23C6
‖(01̅1)α−Fe and [001]M23C6

‖[1̅11]α−Fe. 

Since carbides with different morphologies had been identified with TEM, their chemical 

compositions were analysed using STEM-EDS to obtain the elemental profiles. 
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4.2.3 Carbide composition 

The thin foils were analysed in the STEM mode using an Oxford Instruments AztecTEM 

advanced EDS system with X-Max 80 detector and STEM-EDS Kα1 maps of elements were 

obtained. Bearden and Burr evaluated X-ray atomic energy levels and results showed that the 

Kα1 energy of Fe, Cr, Mo, Mn and S are 7.11, 5.99, 2.00, 6.54 and 2.47 keV, respectively [201]. 

The composition of carbides and the surrounding matrices were analysed using STEM with 

EDS analysis. Line scan analyses followed the direction shown by the arrows in STEM images 

and ended at the point of the arrows. From the FIB images in Figure 4-27, it appears that only 

coarse carbides were present both at grain boundaries and within the grains in the A-virgin 

sample. A thin foil sample was examined using STEM-EDS, as shown in Figure 4-32 based on 

line scan results. The Cr concentration of intergranular carbide is approximately 80 wt.% with 

a very low Fe content, while the Cr and Fe concentrations of the intragranular carbide are 

approximately 50 wt.% and 30 wt.%, respectively. Chromium concentration in the surrounding 

matrix is around 9 wt.%, consistent with the Cr content of 9Cr-1Mo steels. Peaks from Mn and 

S confirm the presence of MnS inclusions. 

  

  
Figure 4-32: (a) STEM image of an intergranular coarse carbide in A-virgin sample; (b) EDS line scan profile 

from the line in (a); (c) STEM image of an intragranular carbide in A-virgin sample; (d) EDS line scan profile 

from the line in (c). 
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Figure 4-33: (a) STEM image of an intergranular coarse carbide in A-virgin sample; EDS maps of (b) Fe; (c) Cr; 

(d) Mo and (e) S. 

The EDS maps in Figure 4-33 examined the same area evaluated in Figure 4-32a, showing 

elemental distributions. Obviously, the carbide is mainly composed of Cr. The dark precipitate 

in the micrograph on the side of the carbide shows a higher concentration in S, corresponding 

to the elemental profiles in Figure 4-32b. It confirms that this dark feature is an MnS inclusion. 

Images obtained by FIB XeF2 imaging and presented in Figure 4-27 show that coarse carbides 

and fine needles are present in the region close to the oxide in sample A-580-2542. Coarse 

carbides are present both at grain boundaries and within the grains while fine needles are 

distributed within the grains. In order to identify these two types of carbides with different 

morphologies, a thin foil was extracted using dualbeam and analysed with STEM to obtain the 

elemental distribution of these two types of carbides, as shown in Figure 4-34. A cross-section 

perpendicular to the c axis of a fine needle was selected to minimise any contribution from the 

matrix. EDS line scan results of the examined small needle and coarse carbide are shown in 

Figure 4-34b and d, respectively. The concentration profiles show that the fine needle is mainly 

comprised of Cr (50-90 wt. %) and Fe (less than 5 wt. %), whereas the Cr and Fe concentrations 

in the coarse carbide are approximately 50 and 30 wt. %, respectively. 

Figure 4-35 shows an area including cross-sections of two fine needle precipitates and the 

matrix between. The fine needles are Cr-rich, with the concentration profiles shown in Figure 

4-34d.  
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Figure 4-34: (a) STEM image of a coarse carbide in sample A-580-2542; (b) EDS line scan profile from the line 

in (a); (c) STEM image of needle carbides in sample A-580-2542; (d) EDS line scan profile from the line in (c). 
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Figure 4-35: (a) STEM image of a fine needle cross-section in A-580-2542; EDS maps of (b) Fe; (c) Cr and (d) 

Mo. 

Cores are present in the coarse carbide formed in sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245), 

which has entered breakaway initiation. Concentration profiles of elements from cored coarse 

carbide and a large needle are shown in Figure 4-36. These show that the Cr concentration in 
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the core is as high as 80 wt. %, but reduced to around 50 wt. % in the outer layer carbide. The 

profiles also indicate that Cr is depleted in the surrounding matrix (less than 5 wt. %). The 

concentration profiles of large needles show Cr and Fe concentrations of 40-60 wt. % and 

20-40 wt. %, respectively. The Fe concentration is roughly equal to that of Cr in the outer layer 

carbide, while the Cr concentration is higher than that of Fe in the cores. 

  

  
Figure 4-36: (a) STEM image of an fine needle cross-section in A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245); (b) EDS line 

scan profile from the line in (a); (c) STEM image of an intragranular carbide in A-virgin sample; (d) EDS line 

scan profile from the line in (c). 

Figure 4-37 shows the elemental distribution of the area evaluated in Figure 4-36a. The EDS 

maps demonstrate that the cored coarse carbide is mainly composed of Cr and Fe, accompanied 

with some Mo and S. However, the difference between core and surrounding carbide is difficult 

to observe in the EDS maps.   

An area including both coarse carbides and large needles was evaluated by STEM, and the 

EDS maps are shown in Figure 4-38. Large needles are Cr-rich carbides based on the Cr 

distribution, corresponding to the elemental profiles shown in Figure 4-36d. 
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Figure 4-37: (a) STEM image of an intergranular cored coarse carbide in A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245); EDS 

maps of (b) Fe; (c) Cr and (d) Mo. 
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Figure 4-38: (a) STEM image of both coarse carbides and large needles in A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245); EDS 

maps of (b) Fe; (c) Cr and (d) Mo. 
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Figure 4-39: (a) STEM image of an intergranular carbide in A-640-3883; (b) EDS line scan profile from the line 

in (a); (c) STEM image of an intragranular carbide in A-virgin sample; (d) EDS line scan profile from the line in 

(c). 
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Figure 4-40: (a) STEM image of coarse carbides with an MnS inclusion in A-640-3883; EDS maps of (b) Fe; (c) 

Cr; (d) Mo; (e) S and (f) Mn. 
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Figure 4-41: (a) STEM image of a cored coarse carbide in A-640-3883; EDS maps of (b) Fe; (c) Cr and (d) Mo. 

Figure 4-39 shows STEM images of coarse carbide and cored carbide, and the corresponding 

concentration profiles from EDS line scans obtained from sample A-640-3883. It shows that 

the Cr and Fe concentrations in coarse carbide are around 30 and 55 wt. %, respectively. 

However, a dark feature in the STEM image is present in the carbide examined, as shown in 

Figure 4-39a. The profiles (Figure 4-39b) indicate that it is mainly comprised of Mn and S, 

indicating the presence of an MnS inclusion, which can be formed together with carbides 

occasionally. The outer layer of cored coarse carbide in Figure 4-39c has a similar elemental 

distribution (Figure 4-39d) as the coarse carbide in Figure 4-39b. However, both Cr and Fe 

concentrations in the core are around 40 wt. %. In addition, there is an obvious Cr depletion in 

the surrounding parent matrix down to around 1 wt. %. Therefore, the Fe concentration is 

higher than the Cr concentration in the coarse carbide and cored carbide in general, apart from 

the inner core in which the Fe concentration is roughly equal to that of Cr.  

It is evident that an accompanying MnS inclusion was formed together with carbide, according 

to the EDS maps in Figure 4-40. The coarse carbide is mainly comprised of Fe and Cr, 

accompanied with some Mo and S. A cored coarse carbide was also examined in Figure 4-41. 

A heavy Fe-depleted region corresponds to the Cr, Mo-rich region in the examined carbide. 

4.2.4 Carbide area fraction calculation using FIB and HS-AFM 

The types of carbides, their corresponding morphologies and elemental distributions have been 

identified using XRD, TEM and STEM-EDS techniques. However, it is also important to 

understand the distribution of carbides in the matrix, which can be described by the carbide 

area fractions. Here, profiles of carbide area fractions will be plotted on each HRA autoclave 
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sample plus A-virgin using FIB/XeF2 imaging. A comparison of carbide area fractions obtained 

from HS-AFM and FIB/XeF2 for the same locations will also be made. Images from HS-AFM 

provide information on height of examined features. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, high quality sample surface preparation is required to ensure a 

deformation-free surface for HS-AFM analysis. A suitable protocol has been described 

previously [136]. Carbides and other features were identified by their height following sample 

polishing and utilising the difference in carbide hardness compared with the parent material to 

leave them proud of the surface [202]. Custom software was used to extract the carbide 

precipitate features and characterise them according to their area, height and aspect ratio. An 

optical micrograph of a polished sample is shown in Figure 4-42a, with the three paths across 

the fin and one path from the fin tip centre down through the fin for FIB imaging, while a FIB 

image of the central fin is shown in Figure 4-42b. The marked area in Figure 4-42b shows a 

region that was analysed with both HS-AFM and FIB imaging at high resolution for direct 

comparison. Figure 4-43a and b show FIB and XeF2 images, respectively, of the region marked 

in Figure 4-42b. The carbide area fraction as a function of position across the middle part of 

the central fin in Figure 4-42a was obtained by acquiring a series of HS-AFM images of 

4.5 × 4.5 µm in size. Twenty such images were obtained and the carbide area fractions plotted 

as a function of position from the centre of the fin to the oxide/metal interface. Carbide area 

fractions were extracted from these and colour coded to indicate the area fraction as a function 

of position. Finally, a FIB XeF2 image (Figure 4-43c) from the outlined region close to the 

oxide/metal interface, as shown in Figure 4-42b, was used to compare with the high-resolution 

HS-AFM image provided by stitching a set of 1600 overlapping HS-AFM images (Figure 

4-43d). 

The focused ion beam instrument used for this work was a FEI FIB-201 single gallium ion 

beam instrument, operating at 30keV beam energy. FIB images were obtained by initially 

cleaning regions of the sample by sputtering an area of 120 × 100 µm at 11nA beam current 

for about 10s to remove surface contamination and oxide. Ion-induced secondary electron 

images were then obtained at 150 or 90pA beam current showing topographical and ion 

channelling contrast. Following acquisition of the initial image, XeF2 gas was introduced into 

the system for a few seconds to functionalise the surface, and further images were obtained at 

low and high magnification. The resulting images have reduced ion channelling contrast but 

show carbide precipitates as darker regions. The centre fin of the sample was analysed by FIB 

imaging following three horizontal paths at 500, 1000 and 1500 µm from the fin tip, as shown 

in Figure 4-42a. Five images were obtained at each position, and carbide area fractions were 

obtained using standard image processing software (ImageJ) to threshold the images according 

to greyscale and pixel counts. A further set of images was obtained from the tip of the fin 
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travelling down through the centre, as shown in Figure 4-42a. The image used for comparison 

with HS-AFM was obtained in the same way. 
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Figure 4-42: (a) Optical image of the prepared sample and the paths for FIB imaging. (b) FIB image of the middle 

fin showing an area analysed using HS-AFM and FIB imaging. 

Figure 4-43: (a) Initial FIB micrograph of the area marked in Figure 4-42b from sample A-580-2542. (b) The 

corresponding FIB XeF2 image. (c) Detailed FIB XeF2 image; (d) Composite HS-AFM image from same area 

showing 31 nm height range. 

A focused ion beam induced secondary electron image after surface cleaning producing 

channelling contrast is shown in Figure 4-43a. The corresponding image of the same area after 

exposure to XeF2 gas is shown in Figure 4-43b. The channelling contrast is now suppressed 

and the carbides are visible as darker regions in the image.  It is evident that larger carbides are 
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present at the grain boundaries, together with smaller intragranular carbide precipitates. A 

section of the same image at higher magnification is displayed in Figure 4-43c, together with 

the corresponding HS-AFM image in Figure 4-43d. Clearly the FIB XeF2 image and the 

HS-AFM image are in general agreement regarding the morphology and distribution of 

carbides which are shown as dark areas in the FIB image and as brighter raised areas in the 

HS-AFM image. From the previous work described, the larger carbides at the grain boundaries 

are assumed to be M23C6, and both FIB and HS-AFM images show a similar distribution. The 

smaller needle-like intragranular carbide distribution is also in general agreement between the 

two images, although there are small differences at high magnification. The reason for this is 

not clear, but there are some estimations. This difference may be caused by the software 

threshold. Considering that the HS-AFM images were based on the height of the features, those 

with low height may be neglected during processing by the image software. Another reason 

may be due to the sharpness of the tip which is used for the measurement of the height. Some 

material was removed due to the sputtering phase to remove oxide before FIB imaging. This is 

the most likely reason for the slightly different heights in the sample. However, it can be seen 

that the HS-AFM image reveals additional height changes from grain to grain.  
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Figure 4-44: (a) FIB XeF2 micrograph of the examined area in sample A-640-3883; (b) Composite HS-AFM 

image from same area; (c) FIB XeF2 image with the cores marked and (d) HS-AFM image of the area marked in 

red box shown in (a) and (b). The brightness represents the height of the feature.  

Figure 4-44a and b show a FIB XeF2 micrograph from post breakaway sample A-640-3883 

with a corresponding HS-AFM image. A small area was selected to show details of a cored 
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coarse carbide, as shown in Figure 4-44c and d. The features with high brightness are consistent 

with cores in dark colour shown in the FIB XeF2 image; the brightness in the HS AFM image 

indicates the height of the feature. Therefore, the core is higher than the surrounding outer layer 

carbide, whose height is greater than the matrix. 

Thresholding based on the brightness of FIB XeF2 images and the height of the features in 

HS-AFM images (Figure 4-45) was used to obtain carbide area fraction. The results are 

presented in Figure 4-46. FIB images were obtained along the direction of the arrows and from 

the fin tip downwards through the middle of the fin as shown in Figure 4-42a. Figure 4-46 

shows that the carbide area fraction at the edge of the fin is higher than that at the fin centre. 

However, there are small differences between the three profiles at different distances from the 

fin tip. A carbide area fraction map of the right-hand side of the middle fin obtained from sparse 

HS-AFM images is shown in Figure 4-45. The map shows that most carbides are distributed in 

the region about 200 µm from the fin side and 570 µm from the fin tip. As described in the 

experimental section, the area fraction from the FIB images was extracted from an area of 

120 × 100 µm, while for the HS-AFM images extracts were obtained from an area of 

4.5 × 1.5 µm. The plots from the HS-AFM measurements, have more spatial detail, and show 

that the carbide area fraction in the region next to the oxide is lower than that obtained from 

the FIB, which can be also observed from Figure 4-46b.  

 
Figure 4-45: Optical image of middle fin overlaid with HS-AFM map of measured carbide percentage using 

thresholding software on a sparse data set of frames from sample A-580-2542. 
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Figure 4-46: Carbide area fraction of sample A-580-2542 from both FIB and HS-AFM images against distance 

from oxide/metal interface (a) across the fin; (b) From the fin tip downwards through the centre of the fin. 

An image in Figure 4-45 shows the carbide percent image from HS-AFM results overlaid on 

the optical image. To characterise the carbide coverage further, a sparse matrix of images, each 

of 4.5×1.5 µm in size and spaced at 25 µm intervals, was obtained, covering the entire 

right-hand side of the central fin. It is seen that carbides were mainly distributed beneath the 

oxide scale. It can be seen that the highest carbide percent from the HS-AFM map is 

approximately 20 %, consistent with the 19 % obtained from FIB, as shown in Figure 4-46. 

Furthermore, the carbide percentage decreases with increase of distance from the oxide/metal 

interface and reaches its lowest percentage at the fin centre, following the three paths across 

the fin and the path from the fin tip centre down through the fin, as with previous observations 

of the carbide area fraction obtained by processing FIB XeF2 images with ImageJ software. 

Carbide area fractions were obtained following the three horizontal paths shown in Figure 

4-42a from the samples listed in Table 4-1 and plotted as a function of distance to the 

oxide/metal interface by processing FIB XeF2 images with ImageJ software. The carbide area 

fraction results from the A-virgin sample together with samples exposed at 600 C, are shown 

in Figure 4-47, while those exposed at 640 C are shown in Figure 4-48. According to these 

plots, the carbide area fractions in the fin centre from those samples exposed at low temperature 

or with a short time are consistent with those from the virgin sample. The area fractions from 

these samples are high at the fin side, but low at the fin centre. Samples exposed at high 

temperature or for long time exhibit a saturation state, where the carbide area fraction is roughly 

equal from the fin side and the fin centre. In addition, the Cr concentration in the carbide is 

approximately 50 wt. % in the coarse carbide without the presence of cored carbides. The 

absence of an area fraction from path 1 in breakaway samples A-600-17065 (1200) and 

A-640-3334 results from the conversion from metal to oxide at this location during oxidation. 

Figure 4-47d shows that the area fraction on the fin side of sample A-600-17065 (1200) is less 

than that from sample A-640-3334, as shown in Figure 4-48e, following the same path 

1500 µm from the fin tip. Area fractions from sample A-580-2542 in Figure 4-46a and 

A-640-2526 in Figure 4-48, which were exposed for similar times and at the same moisture 
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level show that the former obtained a lower area fraction than the latter due to the lower 

exposure temperature of the former sample. 
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Figure 4-47: The plots of carbide area fraction against the distance to oxide/metal interface of (a) A-virgin and 

samples exposed at 600 C: (b) A-600-1510; (c) A-600-1520 (1200) and (d) A-600-17065 (1200). 

The carbide area fraction results from autoclave HRA samples exposed at 640 C are shown in 

Figure 4-48. The lowest area fraction present in sample A-640-245 is similar to that from 

samples A-580-2542, A-600-1510, A-600-1520 (1200) and A-virgin, as shown in Figure 4-47. 

These plots show a high area fraction on the fin side and low at the fin centre. Moreover, the 

saturated carbide area fraction is present at 17-20 % for breakaway initiation sample 

A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @245) (Figure 4-48b) and then increases with time and temperature 

until the metal is converted into the oxide. It is also observed that the carbide area fraction 

keeps increasing with the increase of temperature and time after saturation state is observed, 

resulting from the formation of cored carbide with more Fe introduced into the carbides. During 

this process, the carbide area fraction at the fin side beneath the fan-shaped laminated oxide 

grows faster than that in the fin centre, leading to higher area fractions at the fin side and lower 

at the fin centre, as shown following path 2 in Figure 4-47d and Figure 4-48d, path 3 in Figure 

4-48e and path 1 in Figure 4-48f.  
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Figure 4-48: The plots of carbide area fraction against the distance to oxide/metal interface of samples exposed at 

640 C: (a) A-640-245; (b) A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245); (c) A-640-2526; (d) A-640-3074; (e) A-640-3334; 

(f) A-640-3639 and (g) A-640-3883; 
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Table 4-7: Carbide area fractions at fin side and fin centre of experimental HRA samples exposed in simulant coolant gas 

following three paths described in Figure 4-3. 

Sample ID 

Carbide area fraction (%) 

Fin side Fin centre 

Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 

A-virgin ~3 3-3.3 3-3.3 ~3 ~2.6 ~2.8 

A-580-2542 15-19 17-19 14-15 ~3 ~3 ~3 

A-600-1510 13-15 11-13 11-13 ~8 ~4 ~3 

A-600-1520 (1200) 12-16 12-13 11-13 ~7 ~3.5 ~3 

A-600-17065 (1200) / 45-48 33-37 / ~38 ~35 

A-640-245 13-15 11-13 11-13 ~5 ~3 ~2.5 

A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) 18-20 15-17 14-16 ~17 ~13 ~10 

A-640-2526 26-32 24-26 20-26 ~25 ~25 ~28 

A-640-3074 / 38-42 20-24 / ~26 ~20 

A-640-3334 / / 36-42 / / ~24 

A-640-3639 34-40 26-28 20-22 ~32 ~24 ~18 

A-640-3883 28-37 23-27 18-27 ~30 ~27 ~25 

 

Table 4-7 shows the carbide area fractions obtained from fin side and fin centre following the 

three paths described in Figure 4-26. The area fractions at the fin side are often higher than 

those from fin centre, excluding samples which exhibit a saturation state and the virgin sample. 

When a saturation state occurs, the carbide area fractions increase with the decrease of distance 

from fin tip. This phenomenon indicates that differences in carbide area fraction are mainly 

determined by carbon diffusing in from the fin side before the presence of the saturation state 

and fin tip after saturation state. The area fractions following path 1 show a higher value than 

path 2 followed by path 3, indicating the influence of carbon diffusing in from the fin tip. The 

saturation state was observed following path 1 in sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) 

which shows that the saturation area fraction begins from approximately 17 %. Furthermore, 

since granular M23C6 is considered as the dominant carbide, the carbide area fraction can also 

be considered as carbide volume fraction. According to Table 4-7 and Table 4-2, the saturation 

state is mainly present in samples with multi-layered and laminated oxides, which indicates a 

potential relationship between saturation state and breakaway oxidation. In ferritic 9Cr-1Mo 

steels, breakaway may initiate when the saturation state occurs at around 17 % carbide area 

fraction.  

The carbide area fractions from sample A-580-2542 and A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) were 

also obtained by analysing FIB XeF2 images using Labview software, which distinguished the 

needle carbides from coarse carbides. As observed from Figure 4-27, sample A-580-2542 

contains fine needle and coarse carbides while sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) contains 

large needle and coarse carbides. The needle carbides and coarse carbides in these two samples 

were separated and plotted as a function of distance to the oxide/matrix following the three 

paths shown in Figure 4-26, together with the total carbide area fraction, as shown in Figure 

4-49 and Figure 4-50. A slight difference in total area fraction between the result from ImageJ 

and Labview was caused by a difference in thresholding.  
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Figure 4-49: Carbide area fraction of sample A-580-2542 obtained from FIB imaging following the three paths 

shown in Figure 4-26. 

The plots in Figure 4-49 show that there was a higher area fraction of fine needles close to the 

oxide/metal interface in sample A-580-2542 but this reduced quickly to a very low level close 

to the fin centre (0 in some regions). Therefore, the carbide area fraction in the fin centre mainly 

arises from the coarse carbides. 
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Figure 4-50: Carbide area fraction of sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) obtained from FIB imaging 

following the three paths shown in Figure 4-26. 

Figure 4-50 shows the carbide area fractions obtained from sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 

245). The plots following path 1 and 2 for FIB imaging exhibit the saturation state, which is 

consistent with the results processed by ImageJ. It appears that the levels of large needles and 
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coarse carbides remain stable when the saturation state is present. The area fraction of coarse 

carbides is always higher than that from large needles in this sample. 

FIB images in Figure 4-27 show that fine needles were present after exposure at a lower 

temperature (580 C) in a non-breakaway sample and dissolved into the metal with the increase 

of temperature and time. Large needles were formed in the sample which had entered 

breakaway initiation oxidation at a higher temperature (640 C). Coarse carbides were formed 

in both samples. Area fractions were higher in the sample exposed at 640 C for 1495 h than 

in the sample exposed at 580 C for 2542. 

4.3 Discussion 

4.3.1 Oxidation 

Optical micrographs show that non-breakaway samples have a duplex oxide without the 

presence of any cracks at the fin tip corners. Multi-layered oxide and small cracks extending 

from oxide to fin tip corner were present in breakaway initiation samples. Laminated oxide 

with large cracks at the fin tip corner indicates post-breakaway oxidation, and laminated oxide 

is often in the form of a fan shape. The oxide from non-breakaway fin sides exhibit a duplex 

layer. Continuous IOZ was mainly present in non-breakaway samples, with discontinuous IOZ 

being observed in breakaway initiation but disappearing in post-breakaway samples, as shown 

in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5. 

Cracks initiated in oxide at the fin tip corner according to observations from optical 

micrographs, indicating the influence of geometry on the process of oxidation. The oxide at 

this location is thicker than that at the fin side, indicating a two-dimensional diffusion of Fe 

cations and alloying elements, e.g. Cr, Mo and Si, at the fin tip corner, as analysed in Chapter 4 

by Equation 4.1. Angell et al. proposed that oxide spallation is based on oxide scale thickness 

and stored strain [36]. As shown in Figure 4-6, the oxide at the fin tip corner grows faster than 

at other locations because it is influenced by oxide growth from both fin side and fin tip. Thus, 

oxide spallation at the fin tip corner is more likely than at other locations, leading to more 

stored stress and strain which can drive a crack along a plane of weakness. This plane may be 

in the oxide or along the oxide/metal interface. The former was observed in most breakaway 

initiation samples, in the oxide extending radially to the fin tip corner, while the latter may 

result in oxide exfoliation. 

It is also found that the oxide thickness is influenced by the exposure conditions. There is a 

positive correlation with exposure temperature and time, but the influence of moisture is 

unclear. The similar oxide thicknesses of samples A-600-1510 and A-600-1520 (1200) indicate 
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that the influence of moisture is unclear based on the results from these two samples. A 

comparison between samples A-580-2542 and A-640-2526, which were exposed for a similar 

time but at different temperatures, shows that the oxide thickness of the former is less than the 

latter, indicating the positive correlation of temperature. It takes a very long time ( > 80 kh) for 

samples exposed at 580 C to enter breakaway initiation, while the TTB for samples exposed 

at 600, 620 and 640 C is around 20 kh, 3 kh and 2 kh (in agreement with the result from this 

work ~1500 h) respectively according to ref [85]. The plot of oxide thickness obtained from 

fin side versus exposure time at 640 C with 400 vppm moisture shows sub-parabolic kinetics 

before 3500 h in which TTB is larger than that determined from the plot of weight gain versus 

time, probably due to the non-breakaway oxidation in this location. The plot of weight gain 

versus time of samples exposed at 640 C with 400 vppm moisture exhibits sub-parabolic 

kinetics against time at the early stage of oxidation and linear kinetics after breakaway initiation 

when exposed at the same temperature and moisture. 

Duplex oxide was formed in non-breakaway samples or at non-breakaway locations in 

breakaway samples. Oxide thickness increases following sub-parabolic kinetics as shown in 

Figure 2-5b. The weight gain plot as a function of time shows linear kinetics for 

post-breakaway oxidation. Breakaway initiates during the transition from sub-parabolic to 

linear kinetics. The growth of magnetite and spinel occur simultaneously for the duplex oxide, 

inferred from the increase of both magnetite and spinel thickness which are roughly equal as 

shown in Table 4-4 which is in agreement with the void-induced duplex oxide formation model 

proposed by Rouillard et al. [39]. Voids in the oxide resulted from vacancy condensation, 

formed by the outward diffusion of Fe at the oxide/metal interface, and provided the space for 

spinel formation. This indicates that oxide grows at the gas/oxide interface via the outward 

diffusion of Fe across the oxide while spinel grows at the oxide/metal interface by the inward 

diffusion of CO2 [112], in agreement with the investigations in ref [40] and [74]. Multi-layered 

oxide was formed around the breakaway initiation point. It can be observed that the magnetite 

stops growing and a few thin layers of magnetite form in the spinel layer, indicating that the 

site of oxide growth is at the oxide/metal interface by the inward diffusing of CO2 through 

nano-channels and small cracks, consistent with the model proposed in ref [40]. In 

post-breakaway oxidation, the laminated oxide was formed, as shown by the EDS maps: 

Cr-rich and Cr-depleted oxide was formed alternately beneath the multi-layered oxide. It can 

be seen that the magnetite and multi-layered oxide stop growing while a laminated oxide has 

fast growth to eventually form a fan-shaped oxide, as observed from optical micrographs of 

the post-breakaway samples. This is consistent with the model proposed in ref [40]. Large 

cracks were formed in this process, which is the main diffusing method in post-breakaway 

oxidation.  
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Figure 4-51: Models explaining the formation of (a) duplex oxide; (b) multi-layered oxide and (c) laminated oxide, 

and the carbides observed from FIB images. 

It is feasible that the growth of oxide is determined by the diffusion rate of iron, and the 

presence of nano-channels in the oxide. The growth rate of spinel depends on the available 

space created by the outward diffusion of Fe ions, which diffuse along the nano-channels to 

cross the whole oxide scale and read the gas/oxide interface to form magnetite. A model 

explaining the growth of duplex oxide is shown in Figure 4-51, based on the above discussion, 

which demonstrates the inward flux of CO2 and outward Fe diffusion through the 

nano-channels. The inward CO2 diffusion provides oxidant for oxide formation and carbon for 

carburisation, as shown in Equations 4.2 and 4.3, which also explains the deposition of carbon 

in the oxide during this process. The outward diffusion of Fe provides spaces for spinel 

formation and Fe cations for magnetite formation, as illustrated by Equation 4.4. As discussed 

previously, fresh magnetite and spinel are formed at the gas/oxide interface and oxide/metal 

interface respectively. The original metal surface before exposure converts into a 

magnetite/spinel interface. Carbon formed from Equations 4.2 and 4.3 reacts with Fe and Cr, 

leading to the formation of carbides with different morphologies and compositions. The EDS 

map of Cr also shows a higher Cr concentration at the oxide/metal interface, consistent with 

the model on the formation of fresh spinel. 
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Raman spectra demonstrate that the IOZ is comprised of Cr2O3 and spinel. The presence of a 

small peak at 610 cm-1 is indicative of the presence of Cr2O3. The peaks at 541 and 667 cm-1 

are evidence for the presence of spinel [203][95]. The position of the main A1g mode peak from 

Cr2O3 at 554 cm-1 suggests a compressive stress of 3 kbar (300 MPa) based on the investigation 

and calibration undertaken by Birnie et al. [102]. But this indicative stress assumes that there 

is no relative stress within the reference sample and, more importantly, that there are no 

compositional effects present. A few dark spots present in the oxide are comprised of magnetite, 

spinel and carbon. The presence of A1g mode at 668 cm-1, T2g at 550 cm-1 and Eg at 307 cm-1 is 

evidences for the existence of magnetite and/or spinel. The presence of D and G peaks at 1352 

and 1589 cm-1 is indicative of carbon with a low-degree of order. The identification of some of 

the oxide types present within the oxide, however, confirms the value of scanning LRS for 

investigating these complex oxidation processes that occur within ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steel 

components. 

 𝐶𝑂2 = 𝐶𝑂 + 1
2⁄ 𝑂2 4.2 

 2𝐶𝑂 = 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐶 ↓ 4.3 

 4𝐶𝑂2 + 3𝑀 = 𝑀3𝑂4 + 4𝐶𝑂 4.4 

A multi-layered oxide is formed at the fin corner of sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) 

which had entered breakaway initiation inferred from the crack present at the fin tip corner 

shown in Figure 4-12. The Cr concentration in multi-layered oxide is as low as 2 wt. %, which 

indicates the alternative formation of Cr-rich and Cr-depleted zones due to the slow mobility 

of Cr [37]. It is also found that the carbides consume Cr in the matrix, which may lead to the 

Cr depletion. Therefore, the formation of multi-layered oxide results from slow Cr mobility, 

consumption of Cr by carbides, or a combination of them. The conversion from metal to oxide 

allows volume spallation in the sample due to the differences in lattice parameter. Previous 

investigations describe the lattice parameter of ferrite (2.890 Å [204]), magnetite (~8.397 Å 

[205]) and spinel (8.350-8.410 Å [206][207]). When matching three Fe (8.670 Å) with one unit 

of oxide cell (8.350-8.410), the oxide will be stretched while Fe is compressed at the 

oxide/metal interface. Therefore, a relative tensile stress in oxide and compressive stress in 

metal were expected at the two sides of the oxide/metal interface, as shown in Figure 4-52. In 

optical micrographs, it is observed that the oxide grows separately at the fin tip centre, which 

is the symmetric boundary in geometry from other parts of fan-shaped oxide in post-breakaway 

samples [208]. The schematic of Figure 4-52 can be used to explain this phenomenon. Tensile 

stress in the oxide results from the growth of oxide toward two sides of the fin, leading to the 

quicker growth of oxide at the fin tip corner and eventually to the formation of fan-shaped 

oxide. However, oxide following the symmetric boundary experiences a tensile stress, resulting 
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in oxide growth at the fin tip centre, as observed with optical micrographs of Figure 4-4d and 

Figure 4-5e.  

 

Figure 4-52: Schematic drawing of a fin illustrating the direction of stress at the two side of oxide/metal interface 

and the position of symmetric boundary of the fin.  

Furthermore, the difference in lattice parameter of oxide and metal increases the possibility of 

the formation of crystal defects, e.g. dislocations, which eventually lead to the formation of 

cracks parallel to or at the oxide/metal interface, as observed in the optical micrographs in 

Figure 4-4c. In this case, the Cr depletes after oxidation is underway and then a Cr-depleted 

oxide layer is formed beneath the Cr-rich spinel layer. Cr-rich spinel will be formed again 

beneath the Cr-depleted oxide layer after Cr accumulation. This process repeats to eventually 

form the oxide in a multi-layered morphology, as shown in Figure 4-51b. The EDS maps of 

Figure 4-13 show that the spinel close to the oxide/metal interface keeps the grain boundary 

structure before being oxidised in the breakaway initiation sample. It appears that the oxidation 

follows grain boundaries, inferred from the higher Cr content along grain boundaries compared 

with other locations in the EDS map. The prior intergranular carbides were not completely 

converted into oxide, although prior intragranular carbides which cannot be observed in EDS 

maps were completely dissolved to provide Cr for fresh spinel formation. There is no evidence 

of magnetite growth in this model. Raman spectra show that the oxide close to the oxide/metal 

interface is comprised of spinel confirmed by the presence of a peak at 671 cm-1. The single 

peak at 1575 cm-1 indicates the presence of single crystal graphite or highly ordered graphite 

[106][104]. The spectrum from the dark band show it to be comprised of spinel and graphite, 

inferred from the peaks at 676, 1352 and 1573 cm-1. 

The presence of cracks and fan-shaped oxide are evidence that sample A-640-3883 has entered 

a post breakaway oxidation regime which follows linear kinetics. The fast growth of oxide 
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results in the formation of fan-shaped oxide which shows a laminated morphology, as shown 

in Figure 4-14. A model for post-breakaway oxidation is established in Figure 4-51c. The main 

diffusion paths of CO2 are cracks giving it easier access to the matrix. The metal was therefore 

oxidised and carburised quickly in this process resulting in the depletion of Cr. Since the 

oxidation is proceeding much quicker than during the formation of the duplex and 

multi-layered oxide, Cr-rich and Cr-depleted oxide were formed alternately to generate a 

laminated morphology. The EDS map of Cr from Figure 4-15 shows that Cr-rich and 

Cr-depleted oxide are present in the form of clots in the evaluated region, including the 

oxide/metal interface, where the fresh spinel is formed. There is no evidence for the growth of 

outer layer magnetite in this model. The types of Cr-rich and Cr-depleted oxide in the evaluated 

region were identified by Raman spectra. The Cr-rich oxide is comprised of spinel, confirmed 

by the presence of peaks at 675 cm-1, while the presence of A1g mode at 671 cm-1, T2g at 

548 cm-1, and Eg at 309 cm-1, indicative of the presence of magnetite, and D and G peaks at 

1351 and 1592 cm-1 respectively demonstrates that Cr-depleted oxide is mainly comprised of 

magnetite and a low-degree of order carbon. The carbon is distributed in most evaluated regions.  

Disregarding compositional changes in the oxide, the peak position maps show relative 

compressive stress in the IOZ layer compared with the adjacent oxide in the non-breakaway 

and breakaway initiation samples. Some spots with relative compressive stress were present in 

the oxide scale in the post-breakaway sample. 

 

Figure 4-53: The initiation of crack at fin tip corner. 

The reason for crack initiation is as shown in Figure 4-53, based on the above discussion. At 

the early stage of oxidation, a duplex oxide forms as well as stress due to the growth of oxide. 

At the outer side of the neutral plane, a tensile stress is generated while a compressive stress is 

generated at the inner side of the neutral plane. According to Raman results, the IOZ layer has 

a larger compressive stress than the oxide further away from the IOZ. Cracks then propagate 

through the oxide scale extending radially to the metal.  
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4.3.2 Carburisation 

Figure 4-27 shows that coarse carbides were present in all four examined samples, additionally, 

fine needles were present in A-580-2542, large needles and cored coarse precipitates in 

A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and cored coarse precipitates in A-640-3883. X-ray diffraction 

and TEM were adopted for carbide identification. The results show that the coarse precipitate 

is M23C6, fine needle M2C, large needle MC and cored coarse precipitate M23C6.  

In A-virgin sample, there is only one type of carbides present in the matrix: M23C6. The 

intergranular M23C6 is comprised of approximately 80 wt.% and a very low Fe content, while 

the Cr and Fe concentrations of the intragranular M23C6 are approximately 50 wt.% and 

30 wt.%, respectively. The chromium concentration of the surrounding matrix is around 9 wt.% 

which is consistent with the chemical composition of 9Cr-1Mo steel.  

Fine needle carbides M2C were formed together with M23C6 carbides in the non-breakaway 

samples in the early stages of oxidation. M2C has a hexagonal structure and lattice parameters 

a = 2.510 Å and c = 4.199 Å. The orientation relationship between M2C and matrix α-Fe, which 

has a BCC structure and lattice constant a = 3.161 Å, is (10. 1̅)M2C‖(011̅)α−Fe  and 

[01.1]M2C‖[011]α−Fe. According to STEM-EDS analysis, M2C is mainly comprised of Cr 

(50-90 wt. %) and Fe (less than 5 wt. %). Coarse carbide M23C6 is comprised of Cr and Fe, 

which are approximately 50 and 30 wt. % respectively. The chromium concentration of the 

surrounding matrix is less than 6 wt.%. 

Large needle carbides MC were formed in breakaway initiation samples. These have a cubic 

structure (BCC) and lattice parameter a = 4.714 Å, while the surrounding α-Fe metal has a 

BCC structure with a = 2.673 Å. The orientation relationship between MC and matrix α-Fe is 

(110)MC‖(101)α−Fe and [001]MC‖[1̅11]α−Fe. The coarse carbide M23C6 was also examined 

in this sample and the results show that it has an FCC structure with a = 10.230 Å. For its 

surrounding α-Fe metal a = 2.727 Å. The relationship between coarse carbide M23C6 and matrix 

is (111̅)M23C6
‖(211̅)α−Fe and [011]M23C6

‖[011]α−Fe. STEM-EDS results show that Cr and 

Fe concentrations of large needle MC are 40 ~ 60 wt. % and 20 ~ 40 wt. %, respectively. The 

coarse carbide M23C6 evaluated in this sample has a Cr-rich core. The Cr concentration in the 

core is as high as 80 wt. % (Fe as low as 10 wt. %) but reduced immediately to around 50 wt. % 

(Fe is around 50 wt. %) in the outer layer coarse carbide. Cr depletion occurs in the surrounding 

matrix (less than 5 wt. %).  

In post-breakaway samples, it is found that both fine needles and large needles dissolved into 

the metal, providing Cr for M23C6 formation. Most of carbides are cored M23C6. The inner core 

and outer layer carbide were both evaluated with TEM and found to have a FCC structures. 

However, slight differences in lattice parameter were found. For the inner core, a = 9.86 Å and 
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for the outer layer M23C6, a = 10.07 Å. The lattice parameter for α-Fe in this case is 3.071 Å. 

The orientations of cored M23C6 and α-Fe are exactly the same, and the orientation relationship 

between cored coarse carbide M23C6 and matrix is (200)M23C6
‖(01̅1)α−Fe  and 

[001]M23C6
‖[1̅11]α−Fe. STEM-EDS results show that Cr and Fe concentrations in the inner 

core M23C6 are both around 40 wt. %, while Cr and Fe concentrations for the outer layer M23C6 

is around 30 and 55 wt. %, respectively. It is observed that Cr is depleted in the surrounding 

matrix (around 1 wt. %). 

Therefore, it appears that the Cr concentration in the matrix reduces with the increase of 

oxidation and carburisation. In post-breakaway samples, the metal is sensitised because the Cr 

concentration is almost 0, indicating conversion to mild steel in breakaway samples. The Cr 

concentration in M23C6 reduces from 50 wt. % in A-virgin to 40 wt. % in post-breakaway 

samples. Fine needle M2C was only present in the early stage of oxidation and mainly 

distributed at locations close to the oxide/metal interface and dissolved to provide Cr for other 

types of carbide formation, e.g. MC and M23C6.  

It is also found that there is an abrupt change of key elements, e.g. Cr, Fe, between carbides 

and matrix, as well as the inner core and the outer layer carbide M23C6. This phenomenon 

indicates that M23C6 is a stable carbide formed in ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steels. The formation of 

M23C6 ties up free chromium in the matrix. It has been discussed that the Cr concentration of 

some M23C6 in A-virgin is as high as 80 wt. %, which is the core observed in breakaway 

samples. With the depletion of Cr in the matrix, M23C6 carbides with lower Cr concentration 

were formed surrounding the core and in the same orientation. The Cr concentration changes 

from 80 to 40 wt. % in the core and from 50 to 30 wt. % for the normal coarse carbides from 

A-virgin to post-breakaway sample due to the stable characteristic of M23C6. 

The Cr concentration in the matrix is important to the corrosion resistance of 9Cr-1Mo steels, 

which reduces with the process of oxidation. Cr concentration in the matrix of A-virgin is 

around 9 wt. %, obtained from STEM-EDS analysis, and reduces to around 5 wt. % in 

non-breakaway sample A-580-2542 and breakaway initiation sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 

@ 245). An obvious Cr-depletion was observed in the matrix of post-breakaway sample 

A-640-3883, in which the Cr concentration is around 1 wt. %, indicating the parent metal now 

being a mild steel. The depletion of Cr indicates that the metal is very susceptible to breakaway 

oxidation. 
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Figure 4-54: The depletion regions (black dashed line) surround the carbides (black solid line) in sample (a) no 

depletion; (b) beginning of depletion and (c) joining of depletion regions, as well as the corresponding Cr 

concentration (red solid line).  

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 4-55: The corresponding Cr concentration (red solid line) of (a) coarse carbides M23C6 and surrounding 

matrix; (b) cored coarse carbides M23C6 and corresponding matrix.  

Figure 4-54 shows the development of depletion regions. Figure 4-54a shows M23C6 carbides 

formed in the virgin sample which were in equilibrium, the Cr concentration in the surrounding 

matrix here is 9 wt. %. However, during the process of oxidation, the introduction of CO2 

breaks the equilibrium in the metal, exacerbating the growth of carbides. Thus, Cr was 

continuously tied up by carbides from the surrounding metal resulting in a depletion region in 

the surrounding area, as shown in Figure 4-54b. During the continuous carburisation process, 

the depletion regions join together eventually leading to Cr depletion in the whole matrix, as 

shown in Figure 4-54c, making the metal sensitised and breakaway initiation to occur. The Cr 
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concentration at breakaway initiation was observed to be 5 wt. %, as shown in Figure 4-36, 

which indicates that a Cr concentration of 5 wt. % in the matrix is the threshold of breakaway. 

The sample enters breakaway oxidation when the Cr concentration in the matrix is less than 

5 wt. %. 

Figure 4-55 shows the transformation from M23C6 to cored M23C6 and the corresponding Cr 

changes. In the virgin sample, the Cr concentration of the matrix is 9 wt. %, as discussed 

previously in relation to Figure 4-54a, without Cr depletion in the surrounding areas of carbides. 

When exposure to the CO2-based gas, the carbides tie up the key element Cr in the matrix 

leading to Cr depletion (the decrease of Cr concentration) in the surrounding metal. Therefore, 

Fe-rich carbides form surrounding the Cr-rich carbides, as shown in Figure 4-55b. Cored 

carbides may form in the depletion regions shown in Figure 4-54b and c. 

In the early stage of oxidation, carbon diffuses into the metal from nano-channels, following 

the duplex oxide model shown in Figure 4-51a at a low speed, which leads to a low 

carburisation rate in sample A-580-2542. Fine needles were present in the region close to oxide 

in this case. FIB images were processed to obtain the ratio between the area of carbides and the 

whole evaluated area, defined as the carbide area fraction. Area fractions were plotted against 

the distance to the oxide/metal interface, following the three paths shown in Figure 4-3. These 

plots demonstrate that area fraction decreases quickly from 19 % to 5 % within 200 µm beneath 

the oxide in sample A-580-2542, indicating a low rate of carburisation. A crack at the fin tip 

corner of sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and the multi-layered oxide formed are 

evidence that it has entered breakaway initiation following the model shown in Figure 4-51b. 

The carburisation rate increases compared with the duplex model, which explains the oxidation 

behaviour in the early stage. Large needles are present (length > 1 µm) as well as fine needles 

(length < 1 µm). Cored carbides formed during carburisation of this sample, converted from 

coarse carbides. SEM images show that cracks were present in the post-breakaway sample 

A-640-3883, providing easier access for CO2 to the matrix. Crack extension and expansion 

lead to direct contact between oxidant and matrix, which exacerbates the oxidation and 

carburisation processes. Depletion of Cr was present due to the high carburisation rate. Thus, 

a lot of cored carbides were formed which contained a lower Cr concentration of the outer layer 

carbides.  

The oxidised samples A-580-2542 and A-640-3883 were analysed using FIB and HS-AFM 

imaging for carbide observation. HS-AFM is capable of imaging small precipitates under 

10 nm in size within a region of 4.5 × 4.5 µm at a high resolution of 4.5 nm and many such 

images may be stitched together to cover large areas, as shown in Figure 4-43d and Figure 

4-44b. Both the FIB and HS-AFM images confirm that the fine needle carbides are found only 

intragranularly while the coarse carbide precipitates are at grain boundaries and within grains. 
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HS-AFM images of sample A-640-3883 include cored carbides that show a higher hardness of 

the inner core than the outer layer carbide. The plots in Figure 4-46a display a high area fraction 

at the edge and low in the centre of the fin, demonstrating that the process of carburisation is 

affected by carbon diffusing from the surfaces of the fin. In addition, the plots in Figure 4-46a 

display a high area fraction at the edge and low in the centre of the fin demonstrating that the 

process of carburisation is affected by carbon diffusing from the surfaces of the fin. In addition, 

Figure 4-46b provides evidence of the carbide distribution from the fin tip, which is in 

accordance with the HS-AFM intensity map shown in Figure 4-45. The explanation of a lower 

area fraction at the fin edge in HS-AFM plots compared with FIB results may be differences 

in areas sampled, image processing or depletion of Cr in the process of oxidation. These effects 

will be the subject of further study. The similar trend obtained for carbide area fraction 

distribution from FIB and HS-AFM results and the finer spatial detail displayed by HS-AFM 

confirms the value of the technique for carburisation characterisation. Furthermore, HS-AFM 

imaging of cored carbides shows the relative hardness as of these three features: inner core > 

outer layer carbide > matrix. Additionally, the Vickers hardness of Cr23C6 is around 15 GPa 

[209], and of Fe3.8Cr19.5C6 is around 22.9 GPa [210]. Based on the line profiles obtained from 

STEM-EDS analysis of sample A-640-3883, the weight percentage of both Fe and Cr from the 

inner core of the examined carbide is approximately 40 wt. %, indicating the composition to 

be Fe12Cr11C6. The outer layered carbide composition can be obtained in the same way and the 

result is Fe15.3Cr7.7C6 (Fe: 55 wt. % and Cr: 30 wt %). The HS-AFM result shows clearly that 

the hardness of Fe12Cr11C6 is higher than that of Fe15.3Cr7.7C6. Thus, the hardness of carbide 

M23C6 changes with the Cr content in the way as shown in Figure 4-56. Further investigation 

is required to establish the precise changing tendency between carbide hardness and Cr content 

in carbide. 

The difference in carbide area fractions obtained from FIB and HS-AFM is mainly due to the 

different thresholding operated by different software. Since the intensity of the precipitates 

shown in HS-AFM images were determined by the height of carbides, the precipitates with a 

lower height may be neglected; area fractions obtained from FIB XeF2 images are more reliable. 
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Figure 4-56: Estimated trend of hardness changes as a function of Cr content in carbide. 

Figure 4-47 and Figure 4-48 show plots of carbide area fraction obtained from autoclave HRA 

samples. These illustrate that the area fraction has a positive correlation with exposure 

temperature, time and moisture. The area fraction from pre-carburised regions is in the range 

of area fractions obtained from the A-virgin sample. The saturation state begins from 17 % 

based on observation of the breakaway initiation samples. Oxidant CO2 continues providing 

further carbon for carburisation. Therefore, carburisation is determined by the limit content of 

Cr, which is 9.2 wt. %. Assuming M compromises 50 wt. % Cr, as STEM line scans show in 

the coarse carbides from non-breakaway and breakaway initiation samples, the following 

Equation 4.5 can be used for saturated carbide area fraction calculation, assuming that all the 

chromium in the metal became incorporated into carbides. 

 𝐶𝑟 𝑤𝑡. % × 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 9.2 𝑤𝑡. % 4.5 

Cr wt. % represents Cr concentration in coarse carbides. This equation is based on the 

observation that M23C6 is the predominant carbide. Thus, the other types of carbides were 

ignored and the assumption made that there is no compositional change in carbides during the 

process of oxidation and carburisation. Then, the theoretical value of saturation carbide area 

fraction is 18.4 % by calculation, which is close to the observation from experimental results 

of 17 %. In some cases, the plot following path 1 is not shown due to excessive carburisation 

leading to the conversion from metal to oxide at this location.  

In Chapter 2, we discussed modelling work on 9Cr-1Mo steel from Gong et al. [85]. Here, 

comparison between our experimental work and their modelling work will be discussed. In 

ref [85], an oxide growth model was proposed for the duplex oxide with several physical 

parameters, e.g. the flux balance at the gas/magnetite and spinel /alloy interfaces, which 

illustrated the growth direction of magnetite and spinel. It can be seen that the spinel/alloy 

moves toward the metal matrix, which is consistent with our models in Figure 4-51a. However, 

the formation of multi-layered oxide and laminated oxide was not taken into consideration. Our 

experimental work may provide more information for future modelling work. There are a few 

conditions which should also be taken into consideration in the modelling work: 

1. Oxidation rate depends on the Cr level. The Cr level decreases during the process of 

oxidation. 

2. Carburisation rate depends on oxide thickness during non-breakaway oxidation. Carbon 

needs to diffuse through the whole oxide scale to react with Cr and Fe cations in the metal 

matrix for carbide formation. 

3. The influence of geometry was not taken into consideration in the modelling work. As 

discussed in this thesis, oxide thickness is obviously affected by the geometry. Oxide at the 

fin tip corner is thicker than the fin side.  
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4. The carbide types examined in our experimental work provide more information for 

modelling work akin to that in ref [85], e.g. M2C carbides were not included in Gong’s 

modelling work while they were detected in our experimental work. 

5. The modelling work was based on the assumption of no compositional changes. However, 

our experimental work demonstrates that the compositions of spinel, carbides and metal 

change with time during oxidation and carburisation. 

6. Stress and strain were not taken into consideration in the modelling work. However, our 

experimental work provides evidence of the presence of stress in the oxide. 

Therefore, this experimental work provides further information for future modelling work and 

the possibility for model optimisation. 

4.4 Conclusions 

It can be easy to draw the conclusion that the TTB decreases significantly with increase of 

temperature when samples are oxidised with the same moisture. It takes more than 80 kh for 

samples exposed at 580 C to reach the point of breakaway initiation, while the TTB for 

samples exposed at 600, 620 and 640 C is around 20 kh, 3 kh and 2 kh, respectively. The 

temperature is obviously the dominant influencing parameter for oxidation. The oxide 

thickness exhibits sub-parabolic kinetics against exposure time before 3500 h (𝑦 = 5.94𝑥0.40) 

and linear kinetics afterwards (𝑦 = 0.078𝑥 − 115). In the plot of weight gain as a function of 

exposure time, early stage oxidation follows sub-parabolic kinetics 𝑦 = 𝑥0.43 and breakaway 

initiates at approximately 2000 h. It follows linear kinetics 𝑦 = 0.028𝑥 − 27  in post-

breakaway oxidation. Therefore, the TTB from the plot of oxide thickness versus time is 

delayed compared with that from weight gain versus time. This may be due to the influence of 

geometry. The oxide thickness was obtained from the non-breakaway locations. Furthermore, 

weight gain was affected by both oxidation and carburisation while oxide thickness was only 

affected by oxidation. 

The three stages of oxidation form oxide in three morphologies. A duplex oxide was formed in 

the first stage which follows sub-parabolic kinetics in non-breakaway samples; multi-layered 

oxide was formed in the second stage close to the TTB in the breakaway initiation samples and 

laminated oxide was formed in the third stage which follows linear kinetics in samples in the 

post-breakaway oxidation regime. The concentration profiles illustrate that the changes in the 

levels of Cr and Mo are indicative of the presence of Cr and Mo-rich carbide precipitates in the 

metal. It is worth noting that Cr concentration is stable in spinel from duplex oxide but 

fluctuates significantly in the spinel layer from multi-layered and laminated oxide. The 

distribution of Mo follows a similar tendency with Cr, but opposite to Fe in oxide with the three 

morphologies duplex, multi-layered and laminated.  
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The composition of spinel was calculated from the EDS line scan results from the three samples. 

The composition of spinel in the oxide from fin side in the non-breakaway sample ranges from 

Fe2.60Cr0.40O4 to Fe1.91Cr1.09O4. The composition of spinel in the oxide from fin tip obtained 

from three samples ranges from Fe2.73Cr0.27O4 to Fe1.91Cr1.09O4 in the non-breakaway sample, 

from Fe2.78Cr0.22O4 to Fe1.91Cr1.09O4 in the breakaway initiation sample and from Fe2.65Cr0.35O4 

to Fe1.86Cr1.14O4 in the post-breakaway sample.  

The spinel was identified in three samples, in non-breakaway, breakaway initiation and 

post-breakaway oxidation. In the early stage of oxidation, oxide is comprised of a mixture of 

Cr2O3 and spinel in the IOZ (which has a relative compressive stress compared with adjacent 

oxide), spinel and deposited low-degree of order carbon in the oxide region. In the breakaway 

initiation sample, the oxide is comprised of spinel and crystallised carbon. The oxide evaluated 

the grain boundary and residual carbides. In the post-breakaway oxidation stage, the oxide is 

comprised of spinel, which is identified as Cr-rich oxide and magnetite as Cr-depleted oxide, 

as well as the deposited low-degree of order carbon. 

FIB XeF2 images show that precipitates in the matrix exhibit different morphologies. The 

phases present in the sample were examined using XRD. Crystal structure and lattice 

parameters were identified using TEM. Elemental distribution was analysed using STEM-EDS. 

The fine needle carbides were comprised mainly of Cr, Mo and C with an HCP structure, and 

the lattice parameters a and c were 2.510 Å and 4.199 Å, respectively, which is consistent with 

M2C in ref [211], where they measured a = 2.85 Å and c = 4.49 Å, respectively. The coarse 

carbides were composed of Fe, Cr, Mo and C with an FCC structure and lattice constant of 

10.230Å, which is a bit smaller than the literature lattice parameter of M23C6 (10.621 Å) [195], 

indicating the coarse carbide to be M23C6. Large needles were mainly comprised of Cr, Fe, Mo 

and C with a BCC structure and lattice parameter a of 4.714 Å, which is close to the 4.01 Å for 

CrC obtained from the study in [212], indicating this type of precipitate to be MC. The inner 

core and the outer layer carbide from cored coarse carbide were both mainly comprised of Cr, 

Fe, Mo and C with an FCC structure but different ratio between Cr and Fe. The former 

contained more Cr than the latter. Furthermore, the lattice constant of the former was 9.86 Å, 

which was slightly less than that of the latter, 10.07 Å. However, both of the inner core and 

outer layer carbide were identified to be M23C6 with FCC structure, growing in the same 

orientation. The adjacent matrix was identified as α-Fe with BCC structure, with the lattice 

constant ranging from 2.673 Å to 3.161 Å. 

Diffraction patterns from sample A-580-2542 illustrate that the orientation relationship 

between M2C and α-Fe within the examined grain in Figure 4-29a is:  
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 (10. 1̅)𝑀2𝐶‖(011̅)𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

 [01.1]𝑀2𝐶‖[011]𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

The orientation relationship between MC and α-Fe from sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 

245) within the examined grain in Figure 4-30a is: 

 (110)𝑀𝐶‖(101)𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

 [001]𝑀𝐶‖[1̅11]𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

The orientation relationship between M23C6 and α-Fe from sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 

245) within the examined grain in Figure 4-30d is: 

 (111̅)𝑀23𝐶6
‖(211̅)𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

 [011]𝑀23𝐶6
‖[011]𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

The orientation relationship between cored M23C6 and α-Fe from sample A-640-3883 within 

the examined grain in Figure 4-31a is: 

 (200)𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑀23𝐶6
‖(01̅1)𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

 [001]𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑀23𝐶6
‖[1̅11]𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

Carbide precipitates were formed by the reaction between the deposited carbon and elements 

in parent metal Fe, Cr and Mo. For this non-equilibrium diffusion process, Cr would be 

consumed, resulting in less protection for the parent metal which would eventually lead to 

breakaway oxidation. STEM line scan results showed that the Cr concentration in the 

surrounding parent metal decreased with the increase of oxidation and carburisation, which 

was 9 wt. % in sample A-virgin, but depleted to different levels in the carburised samples, and 

even decreased to approximately 1 wt. % in sample A-640-3883, which had entered the 

post-breakaway oxidation regime. 

The key element Cr level changes during carburisation not only in the matrix but also in the 

carbides formed. The Cr concentration was approximately 50 wt. % in the coarse carbide from 

A-virgin sample and samples had not entered the post-breakaway oxidation regime. It reduced 

to 40 wt.% and 25 wt.% in the core and outer layer carbide, respectively, in the cored carbide 

from post-breakaway samples. This reduction resulted from the quick consumption of Cr and 

the limitation of Cr content in the steel.  
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Figure 4-57: Weight gain versus exposure time accompanied with the oxide and carbides formed in each regime. 

As shown in Figure 4-57, carbide precipitates with different morphologies were present at 

different stages of oxidation. Coarse carbides were present in all the analysed HRA samples, 

including A-virgin sample. In the early stage of oxidation, fine needles were present in the 

region close to oxide and disappeared with the increase of depth. Large needles were observed 

in the breakaway initiation sample, and the cored coarse carbides were present as well in this 

case. In the post-breakaway stage, needles were not observed, having either dissolved or 

converted into cored coarse carbides.  

Both FIB and HS-AFM imaging confirm that the fine needle carbides are found only 

intragranularly while coarse carbides are both intergranular and intragranular precipitates. 

Images from HS-AFM indicate that the hardness of the inner core is higher than that of the 

surrounding outer layer carbide, illustrating that the hardness of carbides increases with the 

increase of Cr concentration. There is a similar tendency of the carbide area fraction plots from 

FIB and HS-AFM results, but more spatial details are revealed by HS-AFM, e.g. the height of 

the analysed features. These are evidence that HS-AFM is capable of providing spatial 

information for the examined samples. However, the area fractions obtained from FIB XeF2 

images are more reliable. The saturation state was present in some of the examined samples. 

The carbide area fraction for the saturation state from observation is consistent with that from 
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calculation, both of which indicate 17% as the saturated carbide area fraction for ferritic 

9Cr-1Mo steels. 

The oxide thicknesses of magnetite and spinel, and oxide type identification, provide more data 

for the future modelling work on oxidation, e.g. the modelling work from Larsson et al. on 

oxide thickness versus exposure time [213]. Carbide types and area fractions following 

different paths from samples oxidised at different temperatures and times provide more 

information, such as oxide types, carbide types and stress for the modelling optimisation from 

Larsson et al. [213] and Gong et al. [85]. 
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Chapter 5: Comparative studies on ferritic 9Cr-

1Mo steel oxidised within AGR coolant gas 

The oxidation part of this chapter is mainly based on my first author paper published in “A 

study of breakaway oxidation of 9Cr–1Mo steel in a Hot CO2 atmosphere using Raman 

spectroscopy” Mater. High Temp. 35 (2018) 50–55. © Materials at High Temperatures 

In this chapter, we will discuss the process of oxidation and carburisation with experimental 

ferritic OMS samples that have been oxidised within HRA AGR. Optical microscopy, SEM 

and EDS were used for oxide morphology observation and elemental distribution analysis 

while scanning laser Raman spectroscopy was used for oxide identification in the same region 

examined with EDS. X-ray diffraction was used to identity the phases present in the evaluated 

samples. Carbides were observed using FIB imaging and carbide area fractions were calculated 

by processing FIB XeF2 images. This investigation aims to make a comparison between ferritic 

HRA samples exposed to AGR coolant gas and a simulant coolant gas discussed in Chapter 4. 

5.1 Oxide observation and oxidation characterisation 

5.1.1 Samples used for oxidation analysis and techniques used 

Experimental oxidation monitoring scheme (OMS) ferritic HRA finned samples M92M02-

580-146760 and M96M01-580-146760, provided by Wood PLC, were mechanically polished 

for oxide observation and characterisation. The samples were exposed in electrically heated 

autoclaves, located within the HRA AGR containing flowing gas directed from the reactor core. 

The exposure conditions are shown in Table 3-2. These samples are described as sample 

ID-temperature-time, e.g. M92M02-580-146760 represents sample M92M02-580 C-146760 

h (Variable) because the moisture for all the OMS samples was described as variable based on 

the data provided by Wood PLC. The techniques used for each OMS sample are shown in 

Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1: Techniques used for selected OMS samples. 

Sample ID 
Oxidation Carburisation 

OM SEM Raman XRD FIB 

T01M26-495-171888      

M92M02-580-146760      

M96M01-580 -146760      
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5.1.2 Oxide observation 

Figure 5-1 shows the optical images recorded from cross sections prepared from samples 

M92M02-580-146760 and M96M01-580-146760. The marked fins illustrate that both samples 

are in the breakaway oxidation condition. Examples of optical micrographs recorded from the 

fin tip corner and fin side are shown in Figure 5-2.  

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 5-1: Optical images of samples (a) M92M02-580-146760 (© Materials at High temperatures) and (b) 

M96M01-580-146760. The fin marked by a red circle is an example of breakaway oxidation.  

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

d 

 
Figure 5-2: Optical micrographs of (a) fin tip in sample M92M02-580-146760 (© Materials at High temperatures); 

(b) fin side in sample M92M02-580-146760; (c) fin tip in sample M96M01-580-146760; (d) fin side in sample 

M96M01-580-146760. 

It can be seen that these two OMS samples exposed to AGR coolant gas have multi-layered 

oxides at the fin tip corner, which are similar to samples in breakaway initiation: A-600-1520 

(1200), A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and A-640-2526 shown in Figures 4-4 and 4-5, but 

with thicker oxide at the examined locations, presumably resulting from the long-term exposure. 

Samples M92M02-580-146760 and M96M01-580-146760 are therefore breakaway initiation 

samples with cracks present in the oxide and extending radially to the fin tip corner. The oxide 

at the fin sides in these two samples has duplex structures. Similar observations were made for 
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the autoclave HRA samples discussed in Chapter 4. A continuous IOZ layer was observed in 

both OMS samples at the fin tip corner. However, M96M01-580-146760 showed a 

discontinuous IOZ layer while in M92M02-580-146760 showed a continuous IOZ layer at the 

fin side. It appears that both of the examined OMS samples were in the transition from 

non-breakaway to post-breakaway. This was also observed in autoclave HRA samples 

A-600-1520 (1200) in Figure 4-4 and A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) in Figure 4-5, which 

have multi-layered oxide at the fin tip corner and discontinuous IOZ layers beneath. 

The average thickness of oxide scale at the fin tip corner and fin side of the two OMS samples 

were measured in each case as shown in Table 5-2, using the method described in Chapter 4 

(Section 4.1.2) to obtain the mean value of thickness from the measurement at twelve positions.  

Table 5-2: Average thickness (in µm) of magnetite, spinel, the continuous IOZ and total oxide scale. 

 

 

The results obtained with optical micrographs indicate that the oxide scale formed at the fin tip 

for the two samples are similar. However, the oxide thickness at the fin tip corner is roughly 

twice that at the fin side for a given sample. This influence is due to the geometry at the fin tip 

and 2D diffusion of key elements, e.g. Cr and Fe, at the fin tip corner. Oxide at the fin tip and 

fin side of M92M02-580-146760 and M96M01-580-146760 is thicker than that for breakaway 

initiation samples A-600-1520 (1200), A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and A-640-2526, as 

shown in Table 4-3. The reason for this phenomenon is the long-term exposure at low 

temperature which provides time for Cr diffusion. Cr has slow mobility, as discussed in ref 

[37]. Therefore, more Cr diffused to the oxide/metal interface during long-term 

low-temperature exposure to form thicker oxide before the breakaway initiation. As 

investigated in ref [85], the TTB at 600, 620 and 640 C is around 20 kh, 3 kh and 2 kh, 

respectively, which is less than the 147 kh exposure at 580 C for the AGR samples examined 

in this investigation. The plot of weight gain as a function of exposure time in Figure 4-7b in 

Chapter 4 also demonstrated that the TTB at 640 C was close to 2 kh. The plot of exposure 

time versus temperature in Figure 5-3 shows the TTB as a function of temperature between 

580 and 640 C, providing the possibility for the estimation of TTB at other temperatures. The 

TTB decreases with the increase of diffusion of cations. Therefore, 𝑇𝑇𝐵 ∝  1 𝐷⁄ , where D is 

the diffusion coefficient (in m2/s), which can be obtained by the Arrhenius equation, as shown 

in Equation 5.1: 

 𝐷 = 𝐷0 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝐸𝐴

𝑅𝑇
) 5.1 

 

Samples M92M02-580-146760 M96M01-580-146760 

Oxide type Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ Total Fe3O4 Spinel IOZ Total 

Fin tip / / / 449 / / 10.3 ± 2.5 446 

Fin side 116 ± 7 103 ± 6 / 219 ± 18 156 ± 4 112 ± 3 9.4 ± 2.1 286 ± 7 
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where 𝐷0  is the maximal diffusion coefficient (in m2/s), 𝐸𝐴  is the activation energy for 

diffusion (in J/mol), T is the absolute temperature (in K) and R is the universal gas constant 

which is 8.31 J/(mol·K). Putting TTB = 147 kh at 853 K, and TTB = 20 kh at 873 K into 

Equation 5.1, results show that D0 and EA are approximately 4.15×1034 m2/s and 6×105 J/mol, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 5-3: The time to breakaway (TTB) as a function of exposure temperature. The spots (orange) were fitted 

with a logarithm asymptotic to one function, as shown with the blue fitted curve. 

5.1.3 Oxide observation and elemental distribution from SEM-EDS 

Following observation of oxide with optical microscopy, SEM-EDS was used to determine the 

elemental distribution within the oxide, as discussed in the following context.  

Figure 5-4 shows examples of the concentration profiles of the detected elements at the fin side 

in both M92M02-580-146760 and M96M01-580-146760. The EDS line scan has been adopted 

at the fin side in autoclave HRA samples in chapter 4, therefore, the oxide at the fin side was 

examined with the average concentration obtained from an area 20 × 10 µm in size for 

comparison. The profiles were made on adjacent areas in this size at 500 µm from fin tip, 

following path 1 marked in Figure 4-26. Oxygen was only taken into consideration in analysis 

of the oxide scale and the IOZ. 
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a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

d 

 
Figure 5-4: (a) SEM image of the examined area at 500 µm from the fin tip of sample M92M02-580-146760 and 

(b) the corresponding elemental distribution; (c)  SEM image of the examined area at 500 µm from the fin tip of 

sample M96M01-580-146760 and (d) the corresponding elemental distribution. 

The Cr and O concentration profiles displayed in Figure 5-4 show the presence of magnetite 

and spinel in the outer layer and inner layer of oxide respectively. It also indicates the presence 

of Cr and Mo-rich precipitates in the metal bulk. According to the concentration profiles shown 

in Figure 5-4b and d, the outer layer oxide is identified to be magnetite, Fe3O4 (weight 

percentage of Fe and O is 72.4 wt.% and 27.6 wt.%, respectively), consistent with the 

observation from the line scan at the fin side of sample A-580-2542, and the inner layer oxide 

to be spinel, Fe3-xCrxO4. The spinel exhibits a more complex composition, depending on the 

ratio between Fe and Cr. In sample M92M02-580-146760, the Cr level in the outer layer oxide 

is less than 1 wt.%, reaching approximately 14 wt.% in the inner oxide layer and 22 wt. % in 

the spinel. The x in the formula Fe3-xCrxO4 ranged from 0.62 to 0.97. In sample 

M96M01-580-146760, the Cr concentration ranged from 14 wt. % to 18 wt. %, indicating x to 

be in the range 0.62 to 0.79. The Cr concentrations in spinel from the two examined OMS 

samples are similar due to the similar exposure conditions. 

The level of Mo was observed to exhibit a similar trend with Cr in both oxide and metal bulk, 

indicating the presence of Cr and Mo-rich precipitates in the bulk metal and and Mo exhibits a 

similar tendency with Cr in both oxide and bulk metal. The elemental distributions of the two 

examined samples are similar due to the similar exposure conditions. 
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Although the samples M92M02-580-146760 and M96M01-580-146760 were marked as 

breakaway and breakaway initiation, respectively from the data provided by EDF Energy, as 

shown in Table 3-2. This investigation illustrates that both of the samples were in breakaway 

initiation, in the transition from non-breakaway to breakaway oxidation. 

5.1.4 Oxide identification using SEM-EDS and scanning laser Raman spectroscopy 

For the autoclave HRA samples discussed in Chapter 4 Section 4.1.3, the spinel and IOZ in 

sample M92M02-580-146760 was identified with scanning laser Raman spectroscopy. An 

optical micrograph of a region at the fin tip corner of sample M92M02-580-146760 is shown 

in Figure 5-2a. As discussed previously, the morphology of the oxide on the fin corner is 

multi-layered, and a crack is present in the oxide, extending radially to the fin corner. The 

thickness of the oxide, together with the presence of multi-layering and cracking, provides 

evidence that the sample has entered the breakaway oxidation regime. 

Scanning electron micrographs and EDS composition maps of a region at the fin tip close to 

the oxide/metal interface are shown in Figure 5-5. Metal, IOZ and oxide regions are marked in 

the SEM image of Figure 5-5a. Chromium and molybdenum are present as filamentary 

structures throughout the oxide and IOZ and extend into the metal, where it is associated with 

carbide precipitates. The Fe map shows the opposite contrast and, therefore, composition 

distribution. The O map shows the filamentary structures in the IOZ to contain oxygen, while 

some depleted regions in the oxide layer are shown to contain carbon. The outlined regions in 

the images indicate an area that was mapped by scanning LRS. 

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

d 

 

e 

 

 

 
Figure 5-5: (a) Scanning electron micrograph of examined area. EDS maps of elements (b) O; (c) Fe; (d) Cr; (e) 

Mo and (f) C from sample M92M02-580-146760. The marked area was mapped using scanning laser Raman 

spectroscopy [63] (© Materials at High Temperatures). 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the magnetite and spinel are formed at an oxide/gas and oxide/metal 

interface, respectively, in the outlined region containing oxide/metal interface. A white light 
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illuminated optical micrograph of sample M92M02-580-146760 obtained from the Raman 

instrument is shown in Figure 5-6a. The outline box shows the area mapped by Raman 

spectroscopy. Spectra obtained from two positions, A and B, are shown in Figure 5-6b and c, 

respectively. These are shown after baseline removal using Wire 4.3 software. 

 

a 

 

 

b 

 

c 

 
Figure 5-6: (a) White light optical micrograph of sample M92M02-580-146760 showing region mapped by Raman 

spectroscopy (© Materials at High Temperatures). (b) Raman spectrum from point A. (c) Raman spectrum from 

point B [63]. 

The Raman spectra for both Cr2O3 and FeCr2O4 contain peaks at around 553 cm-1, but for the 

former the peak is much narrower, corresponding to the A1g mode and accompanied by a 

smaller peak at 610 cm-1 which corresponds to T2g mode of Cr2O3 [62]. This is similar to the 

results from sample A-580-2542 shown in Figure 4-16. For the FeCr2O4 reference spectrum 

shown in Figure 4-17b, the peak at 554 cm-1 is broad, and there is a further peak at 684 cm-1. 

Both of these specific oxides are present within the complex oxide of the 9Cr-1Mo sample 

analysed here. The spectrum from position A (Figure 5-6a) contains a narrow peak at 555 cm-1 

accompanied by a smaller peak at 610 cm-1 (Figure 5-6b), consistent with Cr2O3. At position 

B (Figure 5-6c), there is a broad peak at 555 cm-1, with a further peak at 684 cm-1, consistent 

with FeCr2O4. It is apparent that at many positions, the Raman spectra are mixtures of the two, 

presumably because of the limited spatial resolution of the technique. Two further main peaks 

are present in spectra observed from the oxide: (i) at 1356 cm-1 (D peak of graphite, A1g mode) 

and (ii) at 1588 cm-1 (G peak of graphite, E2g mode) [104][106] in Figure 5-6b. These are 

consistent with spectra from carbon in the form of graphite with a low-degree of order [214].  

A 
B 
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The spectrum from position B in Figure 5-6a contains peaks at 309, 548, and 674 cm-1, 

indicating the presence of Fe3O4 [190][95] and/or spinel M3O4 [94]. However, the absence of 

a peak at around 610 cm-1 reveals the absence of Cr2O3, as shown in Figure 5-6c. Two further 

peaks at 1351 and 1589 cm-1 are corresponding to D peak (A1g mode) and G peak (E2g mode) 

from graphite with the low-degree of order [214]. 

 

Table 5-3:The Raman peak positions for each location examined in the selected experimental HRA within AGR sample 

M92M02-580-146760. 

Sample ID and examined locations Eg (cm-1) 
T2g(spinel) 

/A1g(Cr2O3) (cm-1) 

Eg 

(cm-1) 
A1g (cm-1) 

A1g D 

(cm-1) 

E2g G 

(cm-1) 

M92M02-580-146760 
Spot A / 555 603 684 1356 1588 

Spot B 309 548 / 674 1351 1589 

Table 5-3 shows the positions of peaks present in spots A and B and corresponding vibrational 

modes. The position of the A1g mode peak from Cr2O3 at 555 and 548 cm-1 suggests the 

presence of a compressive stress of 500 MPa and 300 MPa respectively based on the 

investigation and calibration undertaken by Birnie et al [102]. But this indicative stress assumes 

that there is no relative stress within the reference sample and no compositional effects present. 

A positive shift in the Raman peak position indicates a compressive stress while tensile stress 

produces a negative shift [194]. Assuming there are no compositional changes and thermal 

stress in sample M92M02-580-146760, the A1g mode from spinel in the IOZ has a larger 

Raman shift than the oxide close to the oxide/metal interface, indicating a relative compressive 

stress in the IOZ and tensile stress in the oxide. To generate the cracks in the oxide in 

breakaway samples as shown in Figure 5-2, a tensile stress is required in the oxide compared 

with the matrix, consistent with the result of this investigation.  

Table 5-4: D and G peak intensity, their ratio and crystallite size of graphite for each location examined in the selected 

experimental HRA within AGR sample M92M02-580-146760. 

Sample ID Location 
Intensity 

I(D)/I(G) ratio Graphite crystallite size (nm) 
D G 

M92M02-580-

146760 

Spot A 198 119 1.66 3 

Spot B 2187 2050 1.07 8 

Table 5-4 shows the intensities of the graphite D and G peaks and their ratios [106]. The 

graphite crystallite sizes from spots A and B are 3 and 8 nm respectively. Raman intensity 

distribution maps of the area marked in Figure 5-5 were obtained from the 555 (Fe3-xCrxO4 and 

Cr2O3), 684 (Fe3-xCrxO4) and 1350 cm-1 (graphite) peaks by extracting local peak intensity 

values and plotting them as a function of position (Figure 5-7). 

By observing the Raman spectra at each position in the maps, it can be demonstrated that the 

bright regions in the 555 cm-1 intensity map of Figure 5-7a correspond to the narrower peaks 
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at 555 and 610 cm-1 associated with Cr2O3, while the diffuse regions at the lower part of the 

image are consistent with the spectrum for chromite, FeCr2O4. The intensity map for the 

684cm-1 peak is shown in Figure 5-7b, revealing the presence of chromite in the majority of 

the oxide, extending into the filamentary structures of the IOZ. The bright regions in the lower 

part of the 1350 cm-1 map of Figure 5-7c indicates the presence of graphite with a low-degree 

of order. It can be noted that while the peak intensity maps are consistent with the EDS element 

maps, the Raman spectra reveal further information about the types of oxide present within the 

scale. 

a 

  

b 

  

c 

  

d 

  

Figure 5-7: Raman peak intensity maps of sample M92M02-580-146760 for peaks at (a) 555 cm-1, (b) 684 cm-1 

and (c) 1350 cm-1. The intensity scale markers in counts per pixel are shown for each map [63] (© Materials at 

High Temperatures). 

 
Figure 5-8: Raman peak position map at around 675 cm-1 from sample M92M02-580-146760. 

Figure 5-8 shows a Raman peak position map in the range of 665-688 cm-1 in the examined 

region A. Higher intensity shifts were observed in the oxide close to the oxide/metal interface 
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and a relatively lower intensity shift at the bottom of the map. According to ref [194], a positive 

area shift indicates a compressive stress while tensile stress produces a negative shift. 

Assuming that there are no compositional changes in the examined regions, Figure 5-8 

indicates a relative compressive stress in the oxide close to the oxide/metal interface compared 

with the oxide in the bottom region.  

5.2 Carbide observation and carburisation characterisation 

5.2.1 Samples used for carburisation analysis 

The four experimental OMS samples were examined with FIB and XRD for carbide 

observation and identification, including A-virgin for comparison, T01M26-495-171888 

oxidised at 495 C, and M92M02-580-146760. Carbide area fractions were calculated by 

processing FIB XeF2 images from sample M92M02-580-146760 and M96M01-580-146760 

exposed at 580 C. The two samples oxidised at 495 C were non-breakaway while samples 

exposed at 580 C were breakaway. 

5.2.2 Carbide observations 

A-virgin, non-breakaway sample T01M26-495-171888 and breakaway initiation sample 

M92M02-580-146760 were examined with FIB imaging with XeF2 gas to reveal precipitates 

which have been identified as carbides in Chapter 4.  

However, it should be noted that these three selected samples were from a different cast which 

indicating a slight difference in chemical composition as shown in Table 3-1. The Cr contents 

of the samples A-virgin, T01M26-495-171888 and M92M02-580-146760 were found to be 9.2, 

8.9 and 9.1 wt. % respectively, while the Mo content of these three samples were 1.04, 1.00 

and 0.94 wt. % respectively. 

Figure 5-9 shows the four morphologies of carbides based on the FIB XeF2 images: coarse 

precipitates, cored coarse precipitates, fine needle (< 1 µm) and large needle (> 1 µm) 

precipitates. Coarse carbides were present in all the examined samples. Figure 5-9a shows that 

the A-virgin sample only contains coarse precipitates and the long side of the coarse 

precipitates ranges from 1 to 2 µm. The fine needle precipitates (length < 1 µm) were present 

at the fin tip close to oxide in non-breakaway sample T01M26-495-171888, as shown in Figure 

5-9b. This is similar to the observation from non-breakaway autoclave HRA samples, e.g. 

A-580-2542 shown in Figure 4-27b. Figure 5-9c shows that sample M92M02-580-146760 

contained cored precipitates (long side > 2 µm) and large needle precipitates (length > 1 µm) 

as well as the coarse precipitates (long side > 2 µm) observed in all four examined samples. 

This is similar to the breakaway initiation sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) analysed in 
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Figure 4-27c. The coarse precipitates in M92M02-580-146760 were bigger compared with 

those present in the other three samples. These precipitates with will be examined with XRD 

in the following section. 

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

  

Figure 5-9: FIB XeF2 images showing the distribution of carbide precipitates at fin centre with 500 µm from the 

fin tip for (a) A-virgin and (c) M92M02-580-146760; 160 µm from the fin tip for (b) T01M26-495-171888. 

5.2.3 Carbide identification using XRD 

The A-virgin sample was analysed using XRD in Section 4.2.2 Chapter 4. The two OMS 

samples, T01M26-495-171888 and M92M02-580~147000, were examined using XRD to 

identify the phases present and the results are shown in Figure 5-10. The mounting material 

was analysed separately and the diffraction peaks identified in the resulting spectra. The sizes 

of the examined area and parameters used were consistent with those used for the samples 

discussed in Section 4.2.2 Chapter 4. 
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a 

 

b 

 
Figure 5-10: XRD results of the four examined samples (a) T01M26-495-171888 and (b) M92M02-580-146760. 

Omitting peaks from the mounting material, ferrite and Fe3O4 were identified in all the 

evaluated samples, as shown in Figure 5-10. Figure 5-10a show that ferrite and oxide were 
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identified in sample T01M26-495-171888. More phases were identified in sample 

M92M02-580-146760, as shown in Figure 5-10b, including ferrite, oxide, M23C6, and MC. 

Although these samples were not examined by TEM, considering the similar morphologies of 

the carbides formed in the same oxidation stage, it is very likely that the coarse carbides (either 

with or without cores) formed in OMS samples are M23C6, fine needle M2C and large needle 

MC. 

5.2.4 Carbide area fraction 

The identified carbides were quantified by area fraction using FIB XeF2 images. The FIB XeF2 

images were processed using image processing software ImageJ and Labview. The results from 

ImageJ of samples M92M02-580-146760 and M96M01-580-146760 are shown in Figure 5-11 

to compare with autoclave HRA samples analysed in Chapter 4 section 4.2.4, as shown in 

Figure 4-46a, Figure 4-47 and Figure 4-48. The carbide area fractions from the two samples 

exposed at 580 C for approximately 147 kh were similar, ranging from 18 to 26 %. The 

carbides from both samples have a similar area fraction at the fin side and fin centre. Comparing 

the carbide area fractions obtained from these two samples exposed within AGR and the HRA 

samples exposed in simulant coolant gas, a similarity was found between two discussed 

samples (ranging from 20 to 26 %) and A-640-2526 (ranging from 20 to 32 %). The carbide 

area fractions are summarised in Table 5-5, showing that the area fraction decreases with 

increasing distance from the fin tip. 

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 5-11: Plot of carbide area fraction as a function of distance to oxide/metal interface following three paths 

across the fin in Figure 4-3 from samples (a) M92M02-580-146760; (b) M96M01-580-146760. 

Table 5-5: Carbide area fractions at fin side and fin centre of experimental HRA samples exposed within AGR following three 

paths described in Figure 4-26. 

Sample ID 
Carbide area fraction at fin side (%) Carbide area fraction at fin centre (%) 

Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 

M92M02-580-146760 22-24 20-22 18-20 ~23 ~22 ~19 

M96M01-580-146760 23-26 22-25 20-21 ~24 ~22 ~19 
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c 

 

  

Figure 5-12: Carbide area fraction of sample M92M02-580-146760 obtained from FIB imaging following the 

three paths around 500, 1000 and 1500 µm from fin tip across the fin.  

FIB XeF2 images from samples M92M02-580-146760 and M96M01-580-146760 were also 

processed to determine the area fractions of needle and coarse carbide precipitates. The results 

are shown in Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13. Following the three paths shown in Figure 4-26 

analysed using FIB technology, it can be seen that the area fraction of the large needles 

following path 1 in sample M92M02-580-146760 (around 5 %) was higher than that from paths 

2 and 3. Both were similar to those obtained from sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245), at 

around 2 %. The area fractions of the large needles in sample M96M01-580-146760 following 

the three paths are all around 2 %. The area fractions of coarse carbides in both samples are 

much higher than from the needles.  

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

  

Figure 5-13: Carbide area fraction of sample M96M01-580-146760 obtained from FIB imaging following the 

three paths around 500, 1000 and 1500 µm from fin tip across the fin. 
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5.3 Discussion 

5.3.1 Oxidation 

The presence of cracks extending radially from oxide to the fin tip corner and multi-layered 

oxide are evidence that samples M92M02-580-146760 and M96M01-580-146760 are in 

breakaway initiation (optical micrographs in Figure 5-2). The oxide at the fin tip corner is much 

thicker than at the fin side which can be explained by the two-dimensional diffusion discussed 

in Section 4.1.2 Chapter 4 (Equation 4.1 and Figure 4-6). The IOZ from M92M02-580-146760 

is discontinuous while M96M01-580-146760 contains a continuous IOZ layer. This is possibly 

because they were close to breakaway, at which stage the IOZ layer disappears. The thickness 

of magnetite and spinel are roughly the same at the fin side, consistent with observations from 

the autoclave HRA samples discussed in Section 4.1.2 Chapter 4.  

Micrographs and elemental concentration profiles obtained from SEM-EDS showed the 

existence of Fe3O4 and spinel M3O4 (M represents Fe and Cr). The composition of the spinel 

gave a value of x in Fe3-xCrxO4 as 0.62-0.97 in the examined regions in sample 

M92M02-580-146760 and 0.62-0.79 in sample M96M01-580-146760. The elemental profiles 

illustrate a positive correlation between Mo and Cr, and a negative correlation between Cr and 

Fe. SEM-EDS data obtained close to the oxide/metal interface are consistent with those found 

previously in breakaway oxidised samples [38], indicating a spinel layer containing some 

deposited carbon, an IOZ layer with filamentary oxide structures and chromium-rich carbides 

within the metal.  

Scanning laser Raman spectroscopy provided further information on the types of oxide present 

in sample M92M02-580-146760, confirming the presence of the spinel chromite (FeCr2O4) 

and also chromia (Cr2O3), which appeared in small areas close to the IOZ layer. The IOZ layer, 

therefore, comprised of chromia and spinel embedded in the matrix. The technique also 

identified graphite with a low-degree of order present in patches within the spinel [104]. 

Disregarding stress in the oxide, the oxide composition is determined by the A1g mode spinel 

peak position of around 684 cm-1. Results show that the oxide in spot A within the IOZ is 

comprised of Fe1.08Cr1.92O4 while spot B within the spinel is comprised of Fe2.92Cr0.08O4 [83].  

Ignoring the influence from compositional change, there is a relative tensile stress within the 

spinel compared with the oxide within IOZ from the Raman peak position map in Figure 5-8. 

The crystallite size of graphite can be obtained from I(D)/I(G) ratio, which indicated a 3 nm 

crystallite size graphite at spot A within the IOZ and 8 nm at spot B within the spinel [106]. 

The intensity of D and G peaks at spot B is higher than of spot A, indicating the presence of 

more graphite at spot B.  
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The oxidised region evaluated in Figure 5-5 has a complex morphology and, while the onset 

of breakaway oxidation is clearly linked to sample geometry, it is not clear whether the cracking 

that often occurs within the oxide scale is the cause of breakaway by allowing ingress of gas to 

the oxide/metal interface, or whether breakaway is triggered by the high carbide content within 

the metal which gives rise to a rapidly moving oxidation front, with cracking occurring as a 

result of this rapid growth. Moreover, the process is potentially exacerbated by the 

multi-layering of spinel and magnetite. The complexity of the oxide system complicates the 

measurement of strain because any shift in the position of a specific Raman peak may be due 

to strain, a change in oxide type, the presence of an impurity element or a combination of these 

[94][83][215]. The position of the main peak from Cr2O3 for the reference sample was 553 cm-

1, while that obtained from the chromia within the M92M02-580-146760 sample was 555 cm-

1 from spot A (IOZ) and 548 cm-1 from spot B (spinel). This preliminary work would suggest 

a compressive stress of 500 MPa for the former and 300 MPa for the latter, following the 

investigation and calibration undertaken by Birnie et al [102]. But this indicative stress assumes 

that there are no stresses within the reference sample and, more importantly, that there are no 

compositional effects present. The identification of some of the oxide types confirms the value 

of scanning LRS for investigating oxidation processes and identifying oxide types within the 

ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steel components. 

5.3.2 Carburisation 

X-ray diffraction was used to identify the phases present in two OMS samples: 

T01M26-495-171888 and M92M02-580-146760. The results demonstrate that the precipitates 

observed with different morphologies, including coarse precipitates, fine needles and large 

needles, were carbides, as for the autoclave HRA samples. Carbides beneath the oxide scale 

were quantified using FIB XeF2 images to give with carbide area fraction. It was found that the 

carbide area fractions from the two OMS samples exposed at 580 C (M92M02-580-146760 

and M96M01-580-146760) exhibited a saturation state, indicating that the Cr was tied up in 

carbides during the long-term exposure. Considering the limited Cr content (approximately 

9 wt. %) in the matrix, the carbide area fraction achieves an equilibrium at around 18.4 %, as 

calculated by Equation 4.5 in Chapter 4, where a saturation state was present.  

The carbide area fraction of the fine needles following path 1 (5 %) at 500 µm from the fin tip 

was higher than that from paths 2 at 1000 µm and 3 at 1500 µm (2 %) in sample 

M92M02-580-146760. The fine needle carbide area fraction following all the three paths in 

sample M96M01-580-146760 was around 2 %, consistent with the result from the sample in 

breakaway initiation from autoclave HRA sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245). The 

saturation state was present in both M92M02-580-146760 and M96M01-580-146760, and the 

carbide area fraction following three paths was higher than the saturated carbide area fraction 
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~17 % obtained from Section 4.2.4 Chapter 4, indicating the formation of cored carbide, with 

an outer layered carbide with lower Cr concentration than in the core. 

Though coarse carbides were present in all three OMS samples and the A-virgin sample, the 

quantity and size increased with exposure temperature and time. Fine needle carbides were 

present in the OMS samples oxidised at lower temperature (495 C) while large needles were 

present at higher temperature (580 C). The disappearance of fine needles can be explained by 

either their dissolution in the metal or their growth into large needles. The cores formed in the 

coarse carbides in sample M92M02-580-146760 indicate the depletion of Cr in the matrix, 

leading to breakaway of the examined sample, following the mechanism discussed in Section 

4.3.2 Chapter 4. 

5.4 Conclusions 

Based on the above discussion, the oxide thicknesses and morphologies are determined by the 

exposure conditions: temperature and time. The internal oxidation zone (IOZ) layer is mainly 

present in the non-breakaway and breakaway initiation oxidation stage. The presence of cracks 

extending radially from oxide to the fin tip and the presence of multi-layered oxide indicate 

that the two OMS samples exposed at 580 C have entered the breakaway oxidation regime. 

Optical microscopy, SEM-EDS and scanning LRS have been combined for evaluation of the 

spinel and IOZ formed close to the oxide/metal interface and various types of oxide have been 

identified, indicating that the oxide is comprised of spinel (Fe3-xCrxO4), chromia (Cr2O3) or a 

combination of both. EDS results show that the x in Fe3-xCrxO4 is in the range 0.62-0.97, from 

average concentrations in a small region 20 × 10 µm in size, which is in the range of the line 

scan results from sample A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) 0.22-1.09, which is a breakaway 

initiation sample oxidised at higher temperature. 

Meanwhile, the spinel exhibits a relative tensile stress compared with oxide in the IOZ. The 

distribution of Cr and Mo are similar, however opposite to that from Fe in both oxide and metal. 

Graphite with a low-degree of order was identified by Raman spectroscopy and peak intensity 

maps were used to show its location with a spatial resolution of approximately 1 µm. The 

graphite crystallite sizes are 3 and 8 nm at spots A and B, respectively, in sample 

M92M02-580-146760. The complexity of the oxide structure present complicated the 

measurement of strain in the material.  

X-ray diffraction results demonstrated that the oxide formed is either Fe3O4 or M3O4 and that 

the precipitates embedded in the matrix are carbides. The presence of a saturation state in the 

carbide area fraction is determined by the exposure temperature and time, which also 

exacerbate the growth of carbides. FIB XeF2 imaging illustrates the evolution of carbides. 
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Equilibrium coarse precipitates M23C6 were present in the virgin sample. The size of M23C6 

increases during long-term low-temperature exposure (compared samples A-virgin and 

T01M26-495-171888) and there is evidence for the presence of fine needle M2C in sample 

T01M26-495-171888. However, fine needles were absent while large needles were present. 

The large needles were then coarsened during exposure at higher temperature (580 C), e.g. 

sample M92M02-580-146760, in which cored coarse carbide was present. Fine needle carbides 

were either dissolved in the parent metal to provide Cr for the growth of other precipitates or 

converted into large needles during the processes of oxidation and carburisation. The changes 

of carbides in OMS samples are the same as carbide evolution in autoclave HRA samples, 

indicating the same mechanism of carburisation for both OMS and autoclave HRA samples. 

Therefore, the fundamental mechanisms of oxidation and carburisation of OMS ferritic 

9Cr-1Mo steels are consistent with those of autoclave HRA 9Cr-1Mo steels examined in 

Chapter 4, based on the types of oxide and carbides identified and their similar morphologies. 
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Chapter 6: Comparison studies on martensitic 

9Cr-1Mo steel exposed to a simulant AGR 

coolant gas 

The oxidation and carburisation of experimental DNB martensitic 9Cr-1Mo steels (exposed to 

simulant coolant gas) will be discussed in this chapter. Unlike ferrite, which has a body-centred 

cubic structure, martensite has a body-centred tetragonal lattice structure. Optical microscopy 

and SEM-EDS were used for oxide observation and characterisation while scanning laser 

Raman spectroscopy (LRS) was used for oxide identification. Carbides were observed using 

FIB XeF2 imaging. Carbide area fractions were measured and carbides were identified using 

XRD. One of the main purposes of this chapter is to make a comparison between autoclave 

exposure for HRA ferritic and DNB martensitic 9Cr-1Mo steel.  

6.1 Oxide observation and oxidation characterisation 

6.1.1 Samples used for oxidation analysis  

Table 6-1 shows the experimental autoclave martensitic DNB samples used for oxide 

observation and identification and the corresponding techniques used for analysis. 

Experimental DNB samples in this chapter are marked as B-temperature-time, e.g. B-580-5000 

represents sample DNB 8104-580 C-5000 h (400 vppm). However, moistures apart from 

400vppm are highlighted in brackets, e.g. B-600-3020 (1200) represents sample 

DNB 8666-600 C-3020 h (1200 vppm). Two samples, B-640-245 in the early stages of 

oxidation and B-640-4887 in post-breakaway oxidation regime, were examined for elemental 

distribution (using optical microscopy and SEM-EDS) and oxide identification (using scanning 

laser Raman spectroscopy). Unlike the ferritic samples, the oxide from a pre-heat treatment, to 

which these martensitic samples were subjected, complicated the interpretation of the 

observations. 

Table 6-1: Techniques used for all the autoclave DNB samples selected. 

Sample ID 
Oxidation Carburisation 

OM SEM Raman XRD FIB 

B-Virgin      

B-580-5000      

B-600-3020 (1200)      

B-600-3835      

B-620-3736      

B-640-245      

B-640-4887      
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6.1.2 Oxide observation and thickness measurement using optical microscopy 

Figure 6-1 shows optical micrographs recorded at fin tip corners and fin sides for the autoclave 

DNB samples listed in Table 6-1. Unlike experimental autoclave HRA samples, the oxide at 

the fin sides of martensitic DNB samples exhibited a duplex morphology in the initiation of 

breakaway oxidation, disregarding the oxide formed from the pre-heat treatment, e.g. 

B-580-5000, B-600-3020 (1200) and B-640-245. In experimental DNB steels, it is known that 

a Cr-depletion layer exists beneath the oxide prior to exposure, according to the information 

provided from EDF Energy Ltd, which leads to a thin layer of oxide outside of the duplex oxide.  

Samples B-580-5000, B-600-3020 (1200) and B-640-245 show duplex layer oxide at the fin 

sides, in which the thickness of the magnetite and spinel are roughly the same disregarding the 

thin layer of oxide formed outside in B-580-5000. The other examined DNB samples show a 

multi-layered oxide at the fin sides.  

The oxide formed at the fin tip corner was analysed separately as follows: 

1. Samples B-580-5000 and B-640-245 have duplex oxide at the fin tip corners. The presence 

of duplex oxide and the absence of cracks are indicative of non-breakaway oxidation of 

these two samples.  

2. Multi-layered oxide was formed at the fin tip corner of samples B-600-3835 and 

B-620-3736. The presence of this morphology of oxide and cracks in the oxide extending 

radially to the fin tip corner are indicative of breakaway initiation in these samples.  

3. A laminated fan-shaped oxide was present at the fin tip corner of samples B-600-3020 

(1200) and B-640-4887. The presence of cracks allows gas to access the inner oxide and 

exacerbate the oxidation rate. These samples have entered the post-breakaway oxidation 

regime. 
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Figure 6-1: Optical micrographs at the fin tip (left) and fin side (right) of sample (a) B-580-5000; (b) B-600-3020 

(1200); (c) B-600-3835; (d) B-620-3736; (e) B-640-245 and (f) B-640-4887. 
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The morphology of oxide formed at the fin tip corner for each sample and the corresponding 

oxidation regime are shown in Table 6-2. The crack present between oxide and matrix at the 

fin tip of sample B-620-3736 may have resulted from the mounting process. The average 

thickness of oxide scale at fin tip and fin side was measured in each case with the method 

discussed in Chapter 4. The results obtained are listed in Table 6-3. In general, the oxide 

thickness at the fin corner is higher than that from the fin side. A continuous IOZ layer was 

observed in non-breakaway (B-580-5000) and breakaway initiation (B-600-3835 and 

B-620-3736) samples. 

Table 6-2: Oxide morphology and oxidation regime of each DNB samples. 

Sample ID Oxide morphology at fin tip corner Oxidation regime 

B-580-5000 Duplex Non-breakaway 

B-600-3020 (1200) Laminated fan-shaped Post-breakaway 

B-600-3835 Multi-layered Non-breakaway 

B-620-3736 Multi-layered Breakaway initiation 

B-640-245 Duplex Non-breakaway 

B-640-4887 Laminated fan-shaped Post-breakaway 

Table 6-3: Average thickness (in µm) of oxide scales and the continuous IOZ layer in martensitic 9Cr-1Mo steel samples. 

Samples B-Virgin B-580-5000 B-600-3020 (1200) B-600-3835 B-620-3736 B-640-245 B-640-4887 

Fin tip / 153 / 187 211 98 / 

Fin side / 151 ± 4 166 ± 5 160 ± 8 179 ± 5 88 ± 5 203 ± 8 

IOZ / 5.8 ± 0.9 / 4.5 ± 0.6 5.9 ± 0.9 / / 

The discussion in Chapter 4 showed that the influence of 800 vppm moisture on the processes 

of oxidation and carburisation was not clear.  The comparison between samples B-600-3020 

(1200) and B-600-3835 shown in Figure 6-1 indicated an acceleration of oxidation with high 

moisture level (1200 vppm) due to the similar oxide thickness on the fin side of these two 

samples, despite the exposure time of B-600-3020 (1200) being about 800 h less than 

B-600-3835. Oxide on the fin tip of samples B-600-3020 (1200) and B-640-4887 was not 

measured due to the difficulty in defining the thickness of a fan-shaped oxide. 

6.1.3 Oxide observation and elemental distribution from SEM-EDS 

The elemental distribution of the oxide at the fin tip corner with different morphologies was 

determined using SEM-EDS. Samples B-640-245 and A-640-245 were exposed under the same 

conditions and exhibited a similar oxide thickness at the fin tip corner, as shown in Table 6-3. 

However, oxide at the fin side of sample B-640-245 was about 30 µm thicker than with sample 

A-640-245, Different production heat treatment, alloy composition and Cr-depletion may 

contribute to this. Therefore, an SEM-EDS line scan was used for oxide analysis at the fin tip 

corner of sample B-640-245 for comparison, as well as of sample B-640-4887 to compare with 

the laminated oxide formed in sample A-640-3883. 
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Figure 6-2: (a) SEM image on the fin tip and line scan trace; (b) concentration of elements as a function of distance 

from gas/oxide interface from EDS line scan from sample B-580-5000. 
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Figure 6-3: (a) SEM image on the fin tip and marked area for EDS mapping; EDS map of (b) O; (c) Fe; (d) Cr; 

(e) Mo; (f) C from sample B-640-245. 

The oxide scale from the fin tip for the non-breakaway sample B-640-245 was examined with 

EDS line scanning and mapping, and the results are shown in Figure 6-2b and Figure 6-3, 

respectively. As discussed in Section 6.1.2, unlike the observation from ferritic HRA samples, 

a thin Cr-rich band was present just beneath the outermost Fe3O4 layer, following by a 

Cr-depleted layer about 10 µm thick located above the spinel layer, as shown in the Cr profile 

in Figure 6-2b. A 20 µm thick layer depleted in oxygen, in which Fe increased, was observed 

in the spinel which was not observed in HRA samples. This may result from the presence of 

the oxide with a higher Fe concentration, e.g. FeO, the influence from deposited carbon or a 

combination of them. Concentration plots of Mo in HRA samples showed a similar tendency 

with Cr. Locations with high levels of Cr and Mo in the matrix are indicative of the presence 

of carbides. The oxygen map confirmed the presence of an oxygen depletion band in the spinel 

layer. The Cr map (Figure 6-3d) shows that the spinel close to the oxide/metal interface keeps 

the structure of metal before being oxidised, in which the prior-austenite grain boundaries as 
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well as lath boundaries can be observed. Due to the complexity of the oxide in this sample, the 

spinel composition was not determined. However, the EDS map of carbon showed that there 

was a C,Fe-rich region in the O-depleted band, indicating that the deposited carbon led to 

oxygen depletion in the spinel layer. 

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 6-4: (a) SEM image on the fin tip and line scan trace; (b) concentration of elements as a function of distance 

from gas/oxide interface from EDS line scan from sample B-640-4887. 
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Figure 6-5: (a) SEM image on the fin tip and marked area for EDS mapping; EDS map of (b) O; (c) Fe; (d) Cr; 

(e) Mo; (f) Si from sample B-640-4887. 

The EDS line scans and maps from the post breakaway sample B-640-4887 are shown in Figure 

6-4 and Figure 6-5, respectively. The line scan result shows that a thin layer of magnetite 

formed at the outermost part of the examined oxide, as shown in Figure 6-4a, followed by a 

spinel layer beneath. A laminated oxide was inferred from the fluctuating Cr concentration. 

However, no Cr-rich band was observed beneath the magnetite layer in this case. The EDS map 

of Cr shows that the oxide close to the oxide/metal is present in a clot form comprised of Cr-rich 

and Cr-depleted oxide formed alternately. It is also observed from EDS maps shown in Figure 

6-5 that the distribution of Mo and Si are similar to Cr but opposite to Fe. The Cr,Mo-rich 
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particles in the matrix correspond to carbides formed on the prior austenitic grain boundaries 

and lath boundaries (see section 6.2.2).  

As shown in the concentration profiles in Figure 6-4b, the highest Cr level in the spinel is 

around 19 wt. %, which corresponds to x = 0.84 in the formula Fe3-xCrxO4. The bands with low 

Cr concentration correspond to Fe3O4, which will be further investigated with scanning laser 

Raman spectroscopy in the following section. 

6.1.4 Oxide identification using scanning laser Raman spectroscopy 

As discussed in Chapter 2, spinel is formed at the oxide/metal interface. Therefore, the oxide 

at this location was evaluated using scanning LRS with two samples: B-640-245 and 

B-640-4887. A white light image of the fin tip corner from sample B-640-245 is shown in 

Figure 6-6 and the evaluated region is marked as shown in Figure 6-6a. The Raman spectra of 

two positions A and B are shown in Figure 6-6b and c. The baseline was removed using Wire 

4.3 software [106]. Two peaks present at 547 and 673 cm-1 in the spectrum from spot A are 

indicative of the presence of spinel. However, there is no evidence for the presence of deposited 

carbon. The spectrum from spot B contains two peaks at 557 and 671 cm-1 which indicates the 

presence of spinel. Additionally, two peaks corresponding to D and G peak from graphite are 

present at 1340 and 1588 cm-1 indicating the presence of graphite with a low-degree of order. 

a 

 
 

b 

 

c 

 

Figure 6-6: (a) White light optical micrograph of sample B-640-245 showing region mapped by Raman 

spectroscopy. (b) Raman spectrum from point A. (c) Raman spectrum from point B. 
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The intensities of the D and G peaks present in the spectrum of spot B are 921 and 1612, 

respectively. The crystallite size was determined via the I(D)/I(G) ratio which was 0.57, 

indicating a crystallite size of 7.7 nm [104][106]. 

Raman peak intensity maps were extracted from three peaks at 547, 670 and 1564 cm-1 as 

shown in Figure 6-7. It appears that the intensity map at 547 cm-1 (Figure 6-7a) has a similar 

distribution as to the map at 670 cm-1 (Figure 6-7b), both of which represent spinel. These two 

maps show that spinel is distributed in the whole evaluated region in the oxide. The Raman 

intensity map at 1564 cm-1 (Figure 6-7c) shows that graphite is mainly deposited in the oxide 

band, shown in dark in Figure 6-6a, which also corresponds to the low oxygen layer in Figure 

6-2b. 
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Figure 6-7: (a) Raman peak intensity map of sample B-640-245 for peaks at (a) 547 cm-1; (b) 670 cm-1; and (c) 

1564 cm-1. The intensity scale markers in counts per pixel are shown for each map. 

The white light image and spectra for two positions A and B in sample B-640-4887 are shown 

in Figure 6-8. The spectrum from spot A shows that the oxide is mainly spinel due to the 

presence of a peak at 670 cm-1. Two peaks which are consistent with D and G graphite are 

present at 1351 and 1590 cm-1, indicating the presence of carbon with a low-degree of order. 

The presence of three peaks at 671 (A1g), 540 (T2g) and 307 cm-1 (Eg mode) in the spectrum 

from spot B is indicative of either magnetite or a mixture of magnetite and spinel, which 

corresponds to the Cr-depleted regions in the EDS map in Figure 6-5.  

The D and G peaks of spot A are present at 1351 and 1590 cm-1, respectively, and their 

intensities are 624 and 802, respectively. For spot B, the D and G peaks are present at 1350 and 
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1589 cm-1, respectively, and their intensities are 231 and 266, respectively. The derived 

crystallite sizes of graphite at spots A and B are 10 and 9.1 nm, respectively. 

a 

 
- 

b 

 

c 

 
Figure 6-8: (a) White light optical micrograph of sample B-640-245 showing region mapped by Raman 

spectroscopy. (b) Raman spectrum from point A. (c) Raman spectrum from point B. 
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Figure 6-9: (a) Raman peak intensity map of sample B-640-4887 for peaks at (a) 306 cm-1; (b) 670 cm-1; and (c) 

1355 cm-1; and (d) 1583 cm-1. The intensity scale markers in counts per pixel are shown for each map. 

Raman peak intensity maps at 306, 670, 1355 and 1583 cm-1 are shown in Figure 6-9. The map 

at 306 cm-1 is not very clear due to the weak signal at this peak. However, a few local regions 

with high intensity are observed in the oxide, indicating the presence of magnetite in the spinel 
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layer. Graphite with a low-degree of order is distributed in the oxide, especially in those regions 

corresponding to the low oxygen positions.   

Table 6-4 shows the Raman shift of peaks from spectra for the two locations in the two 

examined experimental DNB samples B-640-245 and B-640-4887. The obtained D and G peak 

intensities and their ratio are shown in Table 6-5.  

Table 6-4: The Raman peak positions for each location examined in two selected experimental DNB samples: B-640-245 and 

B-640-4887. 

Sample ID and examined 

locations 
Eg (cm-1) 

T2g(spinel) /A1g(Cr2O3) 

(cm-1) 

Eg 

(cm-1) 

A1g 

(spinel) 

(cm-1) 

A1g D 

(graphite) 

(cm-1) 

E2g G 

(cm-1) 

B-640-245 
Spot A / 547 / 673 / / 

Spot B / 557 / 671 1340 1588 

B-640-4887 
Spot A / / / 670 1351 1590 

Spot B 307 540 / 671 1350 1589 

Table 6-5: The D and G peak intensity, their ratio and crystallite size of graphite for each location examined in two selected 

experimental DNB samples: B-640-245 and B-640-4887. 

Sample ID Location 
Intensity 

I(D)/I(G) ratio Graphite crystallite size (nm) 
D G 

B-640-245 
Spot A / / / / 

Spot B 921 1612 0.57 7.7 

B-640-4887 
Spot A 624 802 0.78 10 

Spot B 231 266 0.87 9.1 

According to Wolf [194], a positive Raman peak shift indicates a compressive stress while 

tensile stress produces a negative shift. However, the peak position with A1g (spinel) mode at 

approximately 680 cm-1 changes from spot A to B, caused by the change in composition, stress 

or a combination of both.  

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 6-10: Raman peak position map at around 675 cm-1 from sample (a) B-640-245 and (b) B-640-4887. 

Figure 6-10 shows a Raman peak position map in the range of 665-688 cm-1 in the examined 

regions from two samples: B-640-245 and B-640-4887. A higher Raman shift was observed in 

the oxide close to the oxide/metal interface compared with other locations in the oxide scale in 

sample B-640-245, as shown in Figure 6-10a, which indicates a relative compressive stress in 

the oxide close to the interface [194]. In some regions of oxide in sample B-640-4887, the 
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Raman shift is higher than other regions in the oxide scale, as shown in Figure 6-10b, indicating 

a relative compressive stress in these regions. 

6.2 Carbide observation and carburisation characterisation 

6.2.1 Samples used for carburisation analysis 

Samples B-virgin, B-640-245 and B-640-4887 were analysed using FIB for carbide 

observation and XRD for carbide identification. The FIB XeF2 images were processed with 

ImageJ software to obtain the carbide area fraction, defined as the ratio between the total area 

of carbide and the whole examined region. The carbide area fractions were measured from all 

the samples listed in Table 6-1.  

6.2.2 Carbide observation and area fraction calculation 

The three evaluated DNB samples, B-virgin, B-640-245 and B-640-4887, were analysed using 

the FIB XeF2 imaging technique and the results are given in Figure 6-11, which shows clearly 

that the precipitates embedded in the matrix were mainly formed along the prior austenitic 

grain boundaries and lath boundaries.  

a 

 

b 

 

c 
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Figure 6-11: FIB XeF2 images close to oxide at the fin sides about 500 µm from the fin tips in samples (a) B-

virgin; (b) B-640-245 and (c) B-640-4887. 

Coarse precipitates were observed in all three examined samples. Needle-like precipitates were 

also observed in the matrix, mainly distributed along lath boundaries and between laths as 

shown in Figure 6-11b and c, and it is difficult to distinguish them from each other. Cored 

coarse precipitates were observed in the breakaway sample B-640-4887 and showed different 

contrast between the inner core and the outer layer precipitate, as in Figure 6-11c. These 

precipitates can be identified with XRD, as well as other phases present in the matrix. 

6.2.3 Carbide identification using XRD 

The results from XRD shows phases present in the samples analysed. The results are shown in 

Figure 6-12. The only phase detected in B-virgin is α-Fe, which is also the main phase in 

9Cr-1Mo steels. This phase was also detected in the other two samples, B-640-245 and 

B-640-4887. Omitting peaks from α-Fe, a peak from M23C6 was detected overlapping with the 

peak from α-Fe (110) in sample B-640-245. However, no peaks were present from oxide, 

probably due to its thin layer nature. In the XRD spectrum from sample B-640-4887, M23C6 

was detected, together with oxide (Fe3O4 and M3O4). Luo [216] studied martensite with XRD 

and found that the peaks of planes (200) and (211) were present at 64  and 84 , respectively. 

However, the peaks in this investigation were present at about 65  and 82 , which correspond 

to the (200) and (211) planes of ferrite, respectively. 
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Figure 6-12: XRD results of the three examined samples (a) B-virgin; (b) B-640-245; (c) B-640-4887. 

The reason for the unexpected absence of peaks from martensite may be that the martensite 

converted into ferrite during the pre-heat treatment and exposure to the simulant coolant gas. 

Therefore, the observed microstructure of samples from DNB can be summarised as ferrite 

with lath boundaries in the grains. 

From XRD analysis, M23C6 is the predominant carbide. Therefore, most carbides formed along 

prior-austenitic grain boundaries and lath boundaries are M23C6 in the breakaway sample 

B-640-4887.  

6.2.4 Carbide area fraction calculation 

Carbides identified using XRD have been quantified by carbide area fraction. Plots of carbide 

area fraction versus distance from oxide/metal interface following the three paths of FIB 

imaging (Figure 4-26) are shown in Figure 6-13.  

The area fractions from B-virgin sample range from 3.5 to 6.5 %, which is the lowest carbide 

area fraction that can be obtained from an un-carburised region in exposed DNB samples. A 

saturation state in which there is a similar area fraction at the fin side and fin centre was present 

in the samples exposed at high temperature and/or with long time. It appears that the saturation 
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area fraction was ~19 % see Figure 6-13. Sample B-580-5000 exhibits lower area fractions 

than B-600-3835, especially at the fin centre, due to the lower temperature.  

 

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

d 
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g 

 

  

Figure 6-13: Carbide area fraction vs distance following three paths from sample (a) B-virgin; (b) B-580-5000; 

(c) B-600-3020 (1200); (d) B-600-3835; (e) B-620-3736; (f) B-640-245; and (g) B-640-4887. 
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The plots in Figure 6-13 show that the area fraction at the fin side following path 1 in sample 

B-600-3020 (1200) is higher than that from B-600-3835 exposed with 400 vppm moisture. 

This indicates that high moisture accelerates the process of carburisation. Ehlers’ et al. [217] 

found that higher water content enhanced the oxidation rate, which means that the higher water 

content reduces the TTB as well as the time for crack formation, which provides the access for 

CO2 to the inner oxide and metal, thereby exacerbating the diffusion of carbon (produced by 

the Boudouard reaction) to the bulk metal. This indicates that the higher water content 

exacerbates the process of carburisation. 

The carbide area fractions at the fin side following path 1, as shown in Figure 4-26, from 

samples B-640-245 (Figure 6-13f) and A-640-245 (Figure 4-48a) ranged from 16 to 19 % and 

13 to 15 %, respectively. A higher area fraction was obtained in the martensitic steel, indicating 

easier penetration of CO2 into the matrix than with the ferritic steel. However, it may be also 

caused by the higher Cr concentration in the ferritic steel (9.2 wt. %) than the martensitic steel 

(8.6 wt. %), as shown in Table 3-1. 

6.3 Discussion 

6.3.1 Oxidation 

Optical micrographs show that duplex oxide was formed in the early stage of oxidation for 

these martensitic microstructure steel samples, apart from the oxide formed during pre-heat 

treatment at the fin side, as shown in Figure 6-1a b and e. However, multi-layered oxide was 

formed at the fin side of other samples shown in Figure 6-1. The oxide morphologies at the fin 

tip corner followed models of duplex, multi-layered and laminated oxide growth as discussed 

in Chapter 4: (1) The non-breakaway samples B-580-5000 and B-640-245, which are in the 

early stage of oxidation, showed a duplex oxide at this location; (2) samples B-600-3835 and 

B-620-3736 have entered breakaway initiation, inferred from the presence of cracks extending 

radially toward the fin corner, together with the multi-layered oxide; (3) oxide at the fin corner 

of samples B-600-3020 (1200) and B-640-4887, which had entered the post breakaway regime, 

exhibited a laminated morphology. These confirm the feasibility of the three models of oxide 

formation established with respect to the process of oxidation shown in Figure 4-52. Although 

the morphologies of oxide from martensitic 9Cr-1Mo DNB samples are more complicated than 

from HRA samples, the oxidation of martensitic steels should follow the same mechanisms as 

for ferritic steels from HRA as shown in Figure 4-51, due to the similar oxide types and 

morphologies, apart from those oxides formed during pre-heat treatment. The continuous IOZ 

observed in non-breakaway and breakaway initiation samples is consistent with the results 

from Chapter 4, which is also evidence that HRA and DNB samples follow the same 

mechanisms of oxidation. 
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Optical micrographs show that B-600-3020 (1200) has entered the post-breakaway regime 

while B-600-3835 is in breakaway initiation. This suggests that a very high moisture level, 

1200 vppm, exacerbates breakaway oxidation, which was not found from the HRA samples 

exposed to CO2-based gas with a moisture level of 1200 vppm. 

The two samples, B-640-245 subject to non-breakaway oxidation and B-640-4887 in the 

post-breakaway oxidation regime, were analysed with EDS line scan and mapping. The results 

show that sample B-640-245 which is in the early stage of oxidation has a complicated oxide. 

A thin layer of magnetite followed by a very thin Cr-rich band was formed possibly during 

pre-heat treatment. Then another thin layer of magnetite followed by spinel was formed during 

exposure to CO2 simulant coolant gas. The EDS map of Cr shows that prior-austenitic grain 

boundary and lath boundaries can be clearly observed in the spinel formed close to the 

oxide/metal interface. The Cr-rich locations in the matrix correspond to the carbides. 

According to the concentration profiles of sample B-640-4887, a multi-layered oxide was 

formed beneath a thin layer of magnetite, followed by a laminated oxide in which Cr-rich and 

Cr-depleted spinel were formed alternately due to the fast-growing oxide during breakaway 

oxidation. EDS maps show that the distribution of Mo and Si was similar to Cr but opposite to 

Fe.  

Scanning LRS was adopted to identify the type of spinel in the samples. The Raman peaks at 

673 and 547 cm-1 were assigned to A1g and T2g symmetries respectively in spinel [94]. Cr2O3 

was not detected in the non-breakaway DNB sample, probably due to the lack of an IOZ layer 

at the fin tip corner in sample B-640-245. There was no evidence of deposited carbon at spot 

A, about 10 µm from the oxide/metal interface. The Raman spectrum from spot B showed that 

the oxide in this location is comprised of magnetite, which is inferred from the peak at 671 cm-1 

in A1g mode [94][83], as well as deposited carbon with low-degree of order in the form of 

graphite. The crystallite size of graphite in spot B determined by I(D)/I(G) was 7.7 nm 

[104][106].The oxide was mainly comprised of spinel, based on Figure 6-7b. According to the 

peak intensity map at 1564 cm-1, the deposited carbon (graphite) is mainly distributed in the 

dark band in the white light image. 

The Raman spectrum from spot A in the post-breakaway sample B-640-4887 comprised 

Cr-rich oxide, and has been identified as spinel due to the presence of the peak at 670 cm-1 

corresponding to A1g symmetry [94] although the exact composition is difficult to confirm due 

to the influence of stress. The material at spot B is identified as magnetite due to the presence 

of peaks at 306, 543 and 670 cm-1, corresponding to A1g, T2g and Eg symmetries, respectively 

[95]. The Boudouard reaction occurs when CO2 diffuses into the oxide, leading to the formation 

of deposited carbon. Therefore, low-degree order carbon in the form of graphite was present in 
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both spots A and B. The crystallite size of graphite is 10 nm in spot A and 9.1 nm in spot B, as 

determined by I(D)/I(G) [104][106].  

6.3.2 Carburisation 

Precipitates embedded in the matrix were observed and identified using FIB and XRD. Coarse 

precipitates were present in all the examined samples from DNB including the virgin sample. 

Needle-shaped precipitates were present in the non-breakaway sample B-640-245 while both 

needles and cored coarse precipitates were present in the post-breakaway sample B-640-4887. 

The coarse precipitates were formed along both prior-austenite grain boundaries and lath 

boundaries. However, it was difficult to distinguish the needle-shaped precipitates along lath 

boundaries and in the regions between boundaries. To identify these precipitates, XRD was 

used to reveal the phases present. The coarse precipitates were expected to be M23C6, which is 

the predominant carbide in martensitic 9Cr1Mo steels [218][219]. The needle shaped carbides 

were expected to be either M2C, MC or M23C6 according to the results of the ferritic 9Cr-1Mo 

steel in Chapter 4. However, M2C and MC carbides were not detected in the XRD analysis. 

Therefore, the needle-shaped precipitates are thought to be M23C6 carbides formed along lath 

boundaries. There was no peak detected from carbide precipitates in sample B-virgin, probably 

due to the small size and low quantity of carbides. Considering the unlimited ingress of CO2 

and, hence, carbon provided from the Boudouard reaction, the lack of Cr is the main reason for 

the formation of cored precipitates during the process of carburisation. The formation of 

carbides tied up Cr in the matrix, leading to the reduction of Cr concentration. A saturation 

state was present in the plot of carbide area fraction as a function of distance to the oxide/metal 

interface. The reduction of Cr resulted in insufficient Cr for the formation of Cr-rich M23C6. 

Therefore, Fe-rich M23C6 formed surrounding the Cr-rich M23C6, resulting in the formation of 

the cored carbides. 

The carbide area fractions from the B-virgin sample were in the range of 3.5-6.5 %, which is 

consistent with the lowest value obtained from the fin centre of samples B-580-5000 and 

B-640-245. This represents the pre-carburised zone at the fin centre of these two samples. The 

carbide data illustrate that the area fraction increases with the increase of exposure temperature, 

time and moisture. A saturation state is present when the carbide area fraction at the fin centre 

achieves approximately 17 % and keeps increasing during breakaway oxidation due to the 

formation of cored carbides, based on the observation from experimental results. As shown in 

Table 3-1, the Cr concentration of the DNB virgin sample is 8.6 wt. %, which can be used in 

the Equation 6.1 to calculate the value of the saturation state. Assuming that the Cr content 

(Cr wt. %) of carbides in B-virgin is the same as that in A-virgin, which is approximately 

50 wt. %, the theoretical saturation area fraction is about 17.2 %, by Equation 6.1, which is 
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close to the experimental result of 17 %, as observed from the plots of carbide area fraction 

shown in Figure 6-13. The Cr content in B-virgin is about 8.6 wt. %, as shown in Table 3-1. 

 𝐶𝑟 𝑤𝑡. % × 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 8.6 𝑤𝑡. % 6.1 

6.4 Conclusions 

There is a consensus that exposure temperature and time exacerbate the processes of oxidation 

and carburisation. However, the influence of 800 vppm moisture was not clear, as discussed in 

Chapter 4. 1200 vppm moisture was found to accelerate the processes of oxidation and 

carburisation of martensitic material in this chapter. Disregarding the outer layer oxide formed 

in pre-heat treatment, the process of oxidation of DNB samples follows the same mechanism 

and models discussed in Figure 4-51. The oxide is identified as spinel from the non-breakaway 

sample and retains the microstructure from the metal being oxidised. The oxide from samples 

in post-breakaway is comprised of Cr-rich and Cr-depleted oxide, identified as spinel and 

magnetite respectively. Therefore, the fast-growing oxide resulting from breakaway is 

comprised of spinel and magnetite in a laminated morphology. The distribution of Mo and Si 

is found to correlate with Cr but to be opposite to Fe in both non-breakaway and 

post-breakaway stages. Furthermore, the deposited graphite is present in the duplex oxide from 

non-breakaway samples as well as the laminated oxide from post-breakaway samples.  

The exposure temperature, time and moisture are also found to have positive correlation with 

carburisation. The area fractions increase with the increase of these three factors. The carbide 

area saturation state is present at about 19 %.  Assuming the Cr concentration of the coarse 

carbides from DNB is also 50 wt. %, the saturation area fraction can be obtained following 

Equation 4.5, with the result being 17.2 %, which is close to the experimental observation. The 

comparison of area fraction between DNB and HRA samples exposed in the same condition 

suggests that the ferritic microstructure is more protective than the martensitic microstructure. 

The coarse carbides identified as M23C6 grow larger with the increase of carburisation. Cored 

carbides are formed in breakaway samples due to the limited Cr concentration in the steels.  

Based on the investigation in this chapter, the fundamental mechanisms of oxidation and 

carburisation of martensitic 9Cr-1Mo steels are consistent with those of HRA ferritic 9Cr-1Mo 

steels examined in Chapters 4 and 5, in terms of the morphologies and types of oxide (spinel) 

and carbides identified (M23C6). 
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Chapter 7: Discussion 

The aim of this chapter is to consider the mechanisms of oxidation and carburisation of 

9Cr-1Mo steels and explore the initiation of breakaway based on the results empirically 

obtained from Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Comparative experiments were performed on experimental 

ferritic 9Cr-1Mo samples oxidised in an autoclave with a simulant AGR coolant gas and within 

the AGR environment, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. Another comparison was 

made between experimental ferritic HRA 9Cr-1Mo samples and martensitic DNB samples, 

which were both exposed in an autoclave with a simulant AGR gas in Chapters 4 and 6, 

respectively. We will discuss: (1) the mechanism for multi-layered oxide formation; (2) the 

influence of other factors; (3) the identification of different types of oxide and carbides formed 

in different stages of oxidation and carburisation. 

7.1 Mechanisms of oxidation and carburisation 

Three morphologies of oxide formed during oxidation can be seen observed in Figure 4-51, 

illustrating oxide growth in non-breakaway, breakaway initiation and post-breakaway stages, 

as well as the carbides formed in each stage during exposure to a hot CO2-based gas. The 

Boudouard reaction provides both the oxidant for the process of oxidation and the carbon for 

the process of carburisation. The morphology of the oxide changes from duplex in the early 

stage, which follows sub-parabolic kinetics, to multi-layered in breakaway initiation samples, 

and eventually to laminated oxide in the post-breakaway samples, which follow linear kinetics 

in their plots of weight gain versus exposure time. The oxide thickness at the fin side of 

experimental HRA samples exposed within the simulant AGR environment at 640 C was 

plotted against exposure time in Figure 4-7b. It follows sub-parabolic kinetics in non-

breakaway oxidation and linear kinetics in post-breakaway oxidation, with a transition period 

for breakaway initiation oxidation.  

A comparison of experimental ferritic steels, as shown in Figure 4-5b and Figure 5-2a, 

illustrates that thicker and more layers of oxide were formed in the sample exposed at low 

temperature for a longer time. Figure 7-1 shows a schematic illustrating the evolution of oxide 

from the start of oxidation to multi-layered formation, together with the variation of local Cr 

concentration. It is proposed that multi-layered oxide is formed by the following five processes: 

1. A block of steel is initially surrounded by CO2-based gas. There is no oxide present at this 

stage, as shown in Figure 7-1a. However, equilibrium coarse M23C6 carbides produced by 

the pre-heat treatment were observed in the virgin sample. 
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2. At the early stage of non-breakaway oxidation, a thin layer of Cr-rich oxide, e.g. spinel, is 

formed in a CO2-based coolant gas, as shown in Figure 7-1b. Newcomb et al. [73] and 

Stobbs et. al. [74] studied the oxidation of Fe-Cr steels and found that this thin layer of 

Cr-rich oxide was present before the formation of duplex oxide. It leads to an Fe-rich 

(Cr-depleted) region beneath, producing a gradient of Fe between the metal and gas/oxide 

interface. The Fe therefore diffuses outward through the Cr-rich oxide, forming Kirkendall 

voids at the oxide/metal interface [220]. 

3. The Fe-rich oxide Fe3O4 is formed at the gas/metal interface by the reaction between Fe 

cations and CO2. Spinel is formed at the oxide/metal interface due to its lower mobility of 

Cr than Fe [221]. The fresh spinel is formed at cavities generated by the accumulation of 

Kirkendall voids formed by the outward diffusing of Fe, as shown in Figure 4-51a. This is 

the so-called Kirkendall diffusion effect in which voids are formed due to the difference in 

diffusion rates between the two metal (Fe and Cr) cations [222]. A duplex oxide is formed 

in this process as shown in Figure 7-1c. The original metal surface becomes the 

magnetite/spinel interface at this stage (non-breakaway oxidation), in which the oxide layer 

growth follows sub-parabolic kinetics, as shown in Figure 4-7a. A continuous IOZ layer 

can be observed beneath the duplex oxide in Figures 4-4a, b and Figure 4-5a, with a 

combined oxide thickness as given in Table 4-4. A Cr-depleted region is formed beneath 

the IOZ layer due to the consumption of Cr in the formation of spinel as well as carbides 

in the bulk metal. CO2 gas diffuses in during the process of oxidation and the carbon is 

produced by the Boudouard reaction, as described by Equation 2.3 which subsequently 

reacts with Fe and alloying elements, e.g. Cr, to form carbide precipitates. Fine needle M2C 

and coarse carbide M23C6 are formed with the carbon diffusing in the grains while only 

coarse carbide M23C6 is formed along the grain boundaries (see Figure 4-27 and Figure 4-

43). The formation of these carbides ties up Cr in the bulk metal leading to a decrease of 

Cr available, by comparing the Cr level in the matrix as shown in Figure 4-32, Figure 4-34, 

Figure 4-36 and Figure 4-39. The Cr content in the matrix below the Cr-depleted region is 

thereby reduced to < 9 wt. % (see Figure 4-34) due to the growth of duplex oxide and the 

formation of carbides. The graphite deposited in the oxide is also produced by the 

Boudouard reaction (see Equation 2.3). 

4. When Cr reduces to below a certain level, a new duplex oxide layer, including magnetite 

and spinel, is formed beneath the previous duplex oxide. The new pair of oxide layers is 

formed at the oxide/metal interface. The time for the beginning of the four-layered oxide 

formation (the end of duplex oxide) is defined here as time to breakaway (TTB). Breakaway 

initiation is a transition period between non-breakaway and post-breakaway with the 

formation of multi-layered oxide. Magnetite is formed in the Cr-depleted region while 

spinel is formed in the bulk metal beneath this region, as shown in Figure 7-1d. It is worth 

noting that a spinel layer is always present at the oxide/metal interface rather than 

magnetite, indicating that new layers are formed in pairs. The oxide growth still follows 

sub-parabolic kinetics. A discontinuous IOZ layer is present in this stage of oxidation, as 

shown in Figure 4-4c and Figures 4-5b, c. Fresh spinel is formed at the IOZ/metal interface. 

The Cr concentration in the bulk metal is further reduced compared with that beneath 
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duplex oxide. A Cr depleted region is also formed during the formation of this second two-

layer oxide but thinner than that beneath the duplex oxide. 

5. This process repeats to form a six-layer, eight-layer and multi-layer oxide until the Cr 

concentration reduces to 5 wt. % (see Figure 4-36) in the ferrite matrix below the 

Cr-depleted region, at which point breakaway occurs, as shown in Figure 7-1e, and after 

which the growth of oxide follows linear kinetics. Multi-layered oxide for samples oxidised 

at 580, 600, 620 and 640 C are formed at approximately 147, 20, 3 and 2 kh respectively. 

More cored carbide precipitates are formed beneath the multi-layered oxide. The size of 

the large needles increases while their quantity is reduced at the TTB. The IOZ disappears 

at this stage of oxidation due to the fast growth of oxide, which gives insufficient time for 

IOZ formation. Cored carbides M23C6 are observed, leading to Cr reduction in the bulk 

metal, as well as large needles MC. The carbides convert into spinel and metal converts 

into magnetite, as shown in Figure 4-13d and Figure 4-15d, during the transition from 

sub-parabolic kinetics to linear kinetics after TTB, as well as the stage following linear 

kinetics. 

Martensitic 9Cr-1Mo steel samples follow the same mechanism for the multi-layered oxide 

formation in general. There may be some difference in the time for layer formation and the 

thickness of layers due to the different microstructure between ferrite and martensite.  

It is interesting to note that the layer pairs become thinner and thinner as the oxidation process 

progresses. Take M92M02-580-146760 for example. Figure 5-2a shows that the thickness of 

the oxide layer pairs decrease from the outermost magnetite layer to the inner oxide layer. This 

observation indicates that new pairs of oxide are formed faster but the thickness becomes 

thinner, thereby the time for the new duplex oxide formation becomes shorter than the previous 

ones during the process of multi-layered oxide formation. It is seen that the Cr concentration 

in the matrix from virgin experimental steel (9 wt. %, as shown in Figure 4-32) reduces in the 

steel with multi-layered oxide formed at TTB (5 wt. %, as shown in Figure 4-36). It is assumed 

that a new pair of layers formed when the Cr concentration in the Cr-depleted region reached 

5 wt. %, which is considered as the critical Cr concentration for the new pair of oxide formation. 

The time decreases for the Cr concentration in the depleted region to reduce to 5 wt. %, which 

leads to the thickness decreasing for the new pair of oxides. Therefore, when the Cr 

concentration reduces to less than 5 wt. %, post-breakaway oxidation occurs and there is a 

different mechanism of oxide formation.  
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Figure 7-1: Schematic drawings illustrating the formation of multi-layered oxide and the Cr concentration in the 

location beneath the oxide: (a) no oxidation occurs; (b) the formation of a thin layer of spinel; (c) the formation 

of duplex oxide; (d) the formation of four-layered oxide and (e) the formation of multi-layered oxide. 

Concentration profiles from EDS line scans and maps showing the distribution of elements 

illustrate that the outer layer oxide is mainly comprised of Fe3O4 and the inner layer Fe3-xCrxO4 

in ferritic and martensitic 9Cr-1Mo samples.  

The peak positions from each Raman spectrum obtained from experimental HRA (Table 4-5), 

OMS HRA (Table 5-3) and DNB (Table 6-4) samples suggest that the IOZ is comprised of 

spinel and chromia embedded within the matrix. The oxide close to the oxide/metal interface 

is mainly comprised of spinel and graphite with a low-degree of order (nanocrystalline graphite) 

before post-breakaway oxidation. Highly ordered graphite was only observed in the ferritic 
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steel exposed at a higher temperature (640 C) in the breakaway initiation stage, which is 

probably caused by the Boudouard reaction proceeding at a certain speed. The oxide close to 

the oxide/metal interface from post-breakaway samples was mainly comprised of spinel and 

magnetite, as well as graphite with a low-degree of order. The Raman peak position maps 

indicate a relative compressive stress in the IOZ and tensile stress of the oxide in the spinel 

layer in the non-breakaway and breakaway initiation samples. The stress situation is 

unpredictable in the post-breakaway samples. The oxide composition in the examined samples 

obtained from EDS analysis (see Section 4.1.3 in Chapter 4, Section 5.1.3 in Chapter 5 and 

Section 6.1.3 in Chapter 6) and scanning laser Raman spectroscopy (see Section 4.1.4 in 

Chapter 4, Section 5.1.4 in Chapter 5 and Section 6.1.4 in Chapter 6) are given in Table 7-1. 

Due to the complex situation present during the process of oxidation, it is impossible to obtain 

the oxide composition in sample B-640-245 from the EDS line scan results (see Section 6.1.3 

in Chapter 6). However, the oxide in sample A-640-3883 contains more Cr than B-640-4887, 

according to Table 7-1, and both are in post-breakaway oxidation. This may be due to the 

higher Cr content in 9Cr-1Mo steels from reactor A (9.2 wt. %) than from reactor B (8.6 wt. %) 

as shown in Table 3-1.  

Table 7-1: The value of x in the formula Fe3-xCrxO4 for the spinel examined with both EDS and Raman in the examined 

experimental HRA, OMS and DNB samples. 

A-580-2542 
EDS 

Raman 

Spot A Spot B 

0.27-1.09 0.4 or 0.17 0 

A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) 
EDS 

Raman 

Spot A Spot B 

0.22-1.09 0 0.16, 1.04 or 1.44 

A-640-3883 
EDS 

Raman 

Spot A Spot B 

0.35-1.14 0.12, 1.12 or 1.44 0 

M92M02-580-146760 
EDS 

Raman  

Spot A Spot B 

0.62-0.97 1.92 0.08 

B-640-245 
EDS 

Raman 

Spot A Spot B 

/ 0.08 0 

B-640-4887 
EDS 

Raman 

Spot A Spot B 

 0.84 0 0 

The Raman peak position maps in Figure 4-25, Figure 5-8 and Figure 6-10 suggest a relative 

compressive stress in the IOZ during non-breakaway and breakaway initiation oxidation. 

However, the regions with compressive stress are unpredictable in post-breakaway oxide. 

Results from TEM diffraction pattern analysis show that the orientation relationships between 

the carbides of different types and their parent metal are as follows: 
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M2C (10. 1̅)𝑀2𝐶‖(011̅)𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

 [01.1]𝑀2𝐶‖[011]𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

   

MC (110)𝑀𝐶‖(101)𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

 [001]𝑀𝐶‖[1̅11]𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

   

M23C6 (111̅)𝑀23𝐶6
‖(211̅)𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

 [011]𝑀23𝐶6
‖[011]𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

   

Cored M23C6 (200)𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑀23𝐶6
‖(01̅1)𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

 [001]𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑀23𝐶6
‖[1̅11]𝛼−𝐹𝑒  

The relationship between coarse carbides and matrix is different from that between cored 

coarse carbides and matrix. Since the results are based on a measurement of only one carbide 

in the sample, this difference may not be representative. However, if the relationships work on 

all the coarse carbides and cored coarse carbides with respect to their matrix, this difference 

indicates a changing of the orientation between carbides and matrix in the post-breakaway 

oxidation stage. Strain may be formed due to the rapid oxidation rate, which leads to less 

coherency between the carbides and matrix. Another possible reason for this difference is that 

one grain could grow large and take the space of a neighbouring grain which is in a different 

orientation. However, the carbides forming in the neighbouring grain keeping the original 

orientation, leading to a different orientation relationship between these carbides and the 

coarsened grain, as shown in Figure 7-2. 

a 

 

b 

 

Figure 7-2: The schematic drawings of the grain growth: (a) two grains with the carbides formed in each in 

different orientations; (b) the growth of one grain leads to the disappearance of the other grain while the carbides 

keep the original orientations. 

The Cr EDS maps of breakaway initiation and post-breakaway oxidation samples from both 

ferritic and martensitic steels show filamentary structures, indicating that Cr-rich oxide is very 

likely to be formed by the oxidation of carbides (see Figure 4-13, Figure 4-15, Figure 5-5 and 

Figure 6-5). A structure of grain boundaries was observed in the oxide from the EDS map of 

Cr, confirming the conversion of carbides to Cr-rich oxide (spinel) during the process of 
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oxidation. Figure 4-15 shows EDS maps of post-breakaway sample A-640-3883. The 

distribution of Cr shows a residual core from a cored coarse carbide, which is supporting 

evidence for this conversion. According to the analysis in Section 4.2.3 in Chapter 4, the Cr 

concentration in the matrix in sample A-640-3883 is approximately 1 wt. %, which converted 

into magnetite during the rapid oxidation process. As discussed in Section 4.1.2 in Chapter 4 

and Section 5.1.2 in Chapter 5, breakaway oxidation has initiated in these two samples and 

similar carbide area fractions were obtained from them, as shown in Figure 4-48b and 

Figure 5-11a respectively. This suggests that breakaway is triggered when the carbides reach a 

certain volume fraction and, therefore, the matrix Cr level reaches a critical value, rather than 

when the oxide reaches a certain thickness.  

Carbides with different morphologies were present in the samples entering different oxidation 

stages. As proposed in the above discussion, the process of oxidation is linked to the process 

of carburisation, which occurs at the same time. In the early stages of oxidation, the fast-growth 

and most of the period of steady growth, fine needles M2C were present in non-breakaway 

ferritic 9Cr-1Mo samples. Large needles of MC were mainly present in the period close to TTB. 

It is proposed that this type of carbide dissolves into the metal or gradually converts into M23C6 

in the next period following linear kinetics in which cored coarse carbides are formed. The Cr 

concentration in the inner core was higher than the outer layer of the cored coarse carbides, 

which were formed due to the depletion of Cr in the matrix. The metal was no longer protective 

in this period. Thus, both processes of oxidation and carburisation were exacerbated. The Cr 

and Fe concentration in the carbide with different morphologies and Cr concentration in the 

surrounding matrix are important for the analysis of oxidation and carburisation and are 

summarised in Table 7-2. This shows that the Cr concentration in the coarse carbide decreases 

from the early stage to the stage following linear kinetics while the Fe concentration follows 

the opposite trend. The Cr concentration in the surrounding matrix is important to the properties 

of the steel. It is approximately 9 wt. % in A-virgin, which subsequently reduces to almost 

1 wt. % in post-breakaway samples. 

Table 7-2:  Concentration of Cr and Fe in the carbide precipitates and Cr concentration in the surrounding ferrite matrix obtained 

from experimental samples A-virgin, A-580-2542, A-640-1495 (400 to 800 @ 245) and A-640-3883. 

Key Elements 
Small needles 

(M2C) 

Large needles 

(MC) 

Coarse carbides 

(M23C6) 

Cored coarse carbides 

(M23C6) 

Inner 

core 

Outer 

layer 

Cr in carbides (wt. %) 50-90 40-60 50 40-80 30-50 

Fe in carbides (wt. %) <5 20-40 30 15-40 50-55 

Cr in surrounding 

matrix (wt. %) 
~5 ~2 

1 (post-breakaway)-9 

(virgin) 
~1 
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7.2 Other factors 

7.2.1 Environment 

The oxide growth was affected by the exposure conditions. The process of oxidation is 

accelerated by the higher temperature and time obeying Arrhennius kinetics (see Equation 5.1). 

Moisture, however, also exacerbates the process of oxidation. With sample A-600-17065 

(1200), for example, Figure 4-4d shows a laminated oxide, which was formed at the fin tip 

corner, indicating that the sample has entered post-breakaway oxidation. However, the TTB 

(breakaway initiation oxidation) of samples exposed at 600 C was approximately 20 kh with 

a moisture level of 400 vppm. This phenomenon suggests acceleration of oxidation at a 

moisture level 1200 vppm. 

 

Figure 7-3: The plot of lg(TTB) against (1/T), where TTB represents time to breakaway (kh) and T represents 

temperature (in K). 

Considering experimental samples exposed within the AGR environment had just entered 

breakaway, we can assume that the TTB of samples exposed at 580 C with 400 vppm moisture 

is around 147 kh. As proposed by Gong et al., the TTB of samples exposed with 400 vppm 

moisture at 600, 620 and 640 C was 20, 3 and 2 kh, respectively [85]. The trend of TTB versus 

temperature in the range of 580-640 C can be obtained, as shown in Figure 5-3, which provides 

the possibility to obtain the estimated TTB at the working temperature within the reactor. 

Figure 7-3 shows a plot of lg(TTB) as a function of (1/T), in which the value of EA/R can be 

obtained from the slope of the plot to be approximately 7 × 104 and EA is about 600 kJ/mol. 

The activation energy for oxygen diffusion in BCC and FCC metal are 105-145 and 180-

220 kJ/mol, respectively [61]. The higher activation energy indicates a slower oxidation 

process. Therefore, the higher activation energy in this work suggests a slower process for 

multi-layered oxide formation. Moreover, the oxidant in this investigation is CO2 rather than 

O2, which also increases the activation energy. The intercept is -lgD0 and D0 is about 4.15 × 
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1034 (m2/s). The TTB at 560 C can be estimated from the plot to be approximately 1173 kh 

(about 134 years).  

It is also found that the oxide thickness increases sub-parabolically with time when exposed at 

the same temperature. Oxide morphologies from the experimental DNB samples are more 

complicated than those of the experimental HRA samples due to Cr-depletion of the DNB 

specimen surface prior to exposure. Due to the oxide from pre-heat treatments, the actual 

situation is more complex due to the interaction processes and moving boundaries during the 

process of oxidation.  

Multi-layered and laminated oxides were formed at the fin tip corner, as shown in Figure 4-4 

and Figure 4-5. The oxide in all the examined experimental HRA samples was obviously 

thicker at the fin tip corner than at the fin side, indicating the influence of geometry and 2D 

diffusion at the fin tip corner, as shown in Figure 4-6. The key alloying elements, e.g. Fe, Cr 

and Mo, diffuse from both horizontal and vertical directions for the growth of oxide at the fin 

tip corner, while at the fin side it is mainly affected by diffusion from one direction. Therefore, 

the onset of breakaway oxidation will tend to occur at corners. Cracks were also formed at the 

fin tip corners, allowing ingress of CO2-based gas to the matrix for further oxidation, 

exacerbating the oxide growth and eventually leading to breakaway oxidation.  

Compared with the bulk metal, breakaway oxidation is always present on the fins in the finned 

samples. It is ascribed to the smaller thickness of the fins. Furthermore, the oxidation and 

carburisation occur from both left and right sides of each fin. Therefore, the saturation state 

was present on the fins of samples rather than the bulk metal which always has plenty of 9 wt. % 

Cr left at a deeper level. 

7.2.2 Moisture 

The oxides from B-600-3020 (1200) and B-600-3835, as shown in Figures 6-1b and c, 

respectively demonstrate that a moisture content of 1200 vppm reduces the TTB. Cracks were 

present at the fin tip corners in both experimental HRA and DNB samples in breakaway 

initiation and post-breakaway oxidation, extending radially to the fin tip corner. The cracks in 

the breakaway initiation samples stopped before reaching the metal while the cracks extend to 

the metal in post-breakaway samples. The presence of cracks is indicative of the occurrence of 

breakaway, which appears to be a result of the high temperature, long exposure time, high 

moisture or a combination of them. Therefore, it can be inferred that the initiation of cracks in 

the oxide which extends almost to the metal is one of the signs of onset breakaway oxidation. 

Three morphologies of oxide were observed at the fin tip corner in the investigation of 

experimental ferritic and martensitic 9Cr-1Mo steel: duplex, multi-layered and laminated. 
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Disregarding the oxide formed due to rust or pre-heat treatment in the experimental DNB 

samples, the oxide from non-breakaway samples in the early stage of oxidation shows a duplex 

morphology, often with a continuous IOZ layer formed beneath the oxide, as shown in the 

optical micrographs in Figure 6-1. The oxide from samples in the stage close to breakaway 

exhibits a multi-layered structure. Laminated oxide, which was often in the form of a fan shape, 

was present in the post-breakaway oxidation samples. Samples with duplex oxide were exposed 

at low temperature, short exposure time or a combination of these. The oxide thickness 

increases with the increase of temperature, time and moisture. However, temperature had the 

most significant influence on the oxide growth, followed by exposure time. Only a very high 

moisture level (1200 vppm) was observed to have an effect on the oxidation process. An IOZ 

layer was present beneath the oxides with duplex morphology and it was sometimes present in 

the samples with multi-layered oxide. The thickness of IOZ decreased with increase of 

temperature and time, and at very high moisture levels. In general, a continuous IOZ layer was 

present in non-breakaway samples and in some breakaway initiation samples, while 

discontinuous IOZ was present in some breakaway initiation samples but disappeared in most 

post-breakaway samples.  

7.2.3 Geometry 

The oxide in all the examined experimental HRA samples was obviously thicker at the fin tip 

corner than at the fin side, indicating the influence of geometry and the 2D diffusion at the fin 

tip corner. The key alloying elements, e.g. Cr, Mo, diffuse from both horizontal and vertical 

directions for the growth of oxide at the fin tip corner while at the fin side it is mainly affected 

by diffusion from one direction. Therefore, the onset of breakaway oxidation will tend to occur 

at corners. 

7.2.4 Residual stress and strain 

The results from Raman peak position maps indicate that there is compressive stress in the IOZ 

and tensile stress in the neighbouring oxide of non-breakaway and breakaway initiation 

oxidation (see Figure 4-25). The existence of stress and strain is indicative of the possibility of 

crack initiation parallel to the oxide/metal interface, as shown in Figure 4-4c and Figure 4-5g. 

The tensile stress outside of the neutral plane in oxide at the fin tip corner leads to the initiation 

of cracks, as shown in Figure 4-52. Cracks initiated in the multi-layered oxide extend radially 

from the fin tip corner and become large, driving post-breakaway oxidation which follows 

linear kinetics as shown in the plot of weight gain vs exposure time in Figure 2-8b. Cracks 

allow ingress of CO2-based gas to the matrix for further oxidation, exacerbating the oxide 

growth and eventually leading to breakaway oxidation. The presence of multi-layered oxide 

was one of the signs of breakaway oxidation. The initiation and extension of these cracks 
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exacerbates the oxidation rate and reduces the TTB. Therefore, multi-layered oxide is formed 

earlier in the samples with strain in their oxides.  

7.2.5 Composition of the gas 

Carbide area fractions obtained across the examined fins following three paths at 500, 1000 

and 1500 µm from the fin tip are shown in Figure 4-46, Figure 4-47, and Figure 4-48. It can be 

seen that there are similar area fractions from samples A-600-1510, A-600-1520 (1200), 

A-640-245, which were oxidised at different temperatures, indicating the effect of temperature 

in the process of carburisation. A longer exposure time is required for samples oxidised at lower 

temperature to achieve a similar area fraction with those at higher temperature. The carbide 

area fraction results of samples A-600-1510 and A-600-1520 (1200) illustrate that a 1200 vppm 

moisture content accelerates the process of carburisation in experimental HRA samples. We 

see lower carbide area fractions of the former sample than the latter, following the path at 

500µm from the fin tip, in Figure 4-47. The plot in Figure 4-47d shows the carbide area 

fractions of sample A-600-17065 (1200), providing evidence that this sample has entered 

post-breakaway oxidation. This demonstrates that the moisture level of 1200 vppm exacerbates 

the processes of both oxidation and carburisation in ferritic steels. A comparison between 

samples B-600-3020 (1200) and B-600-3835 also suggests the exacerbating influence of 

moisture level at 1200 vppm in martensitic steels. The carbide area fraction is high at the fin 

side and low in the fin centre from samples in which oxide exhibits a duplex morphology. 

However, the carbide area fraction at the fin side of ferritic samples, e.g. A-640-245, was 

distributed by both coarse carbide M23C6 and fine needle carbide M2C, while it is mainly 

present as M23C6 in martensitic steels, as suggested by the XRD results as shown in Figure 6-12. 

A saturation state is used to describe the highest carbide area fraction that can be achieved 

without the formation of cored carbides. As obtained from Equations 4.5 and 6.1, the 

theoretical saturation states in samples from reactor A and B are 18.4 % and 17.2 %, 

respectively. A saturation state of approximately 17 % was observed in both experimental HRA 

and DNB samples which have multi-layered oxide. The area fractions are further increased in 

the post-breakaway samples which show a laminated morphology in the oxide. 

7.3 Triggers of breakaway 

The comparison of oxide thickness and carbide area fraction between A-640-1495 (400 to 800 

@ 245) and M92M02-580-146760 shows that these two breakaway initiation samples exhibit 

similar carbide area fractions (around 20 %) across the fin at 500 µm from the fin tip but 

different oxide thicknesses at the fin tip corner. This suggests that breakaway oxidation is 

triggered by carburisation rather than oxidation. Combined with the results obtained in Section 

4.2.3 in Chapter 4 and Table 7-2, the possible triggers of breakaway are as follows: 
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1. Breakaway oxidation may occur when a saturation state of carbide area fraction is present 

at around 18 %. 

2. Breakaway oxidation may occur when the Cr concentration in the matrix close to oxide is 

less than 5 wt. %, leading to the formation of cored carbides. 

3. Breakaway oxidation may occur when the Cr concentration in the core of the cored coarse 

carbides is less than 50 wt. %.  
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 

In this work, experimental finned 9Cr-1Mo steel tubes used as components in AGR were 

examined to study their oxidation and carburisation when exposed to the real or simulant AGR 

environment composed of CO2 with minor additions. Previous workers studied the protective 

and less protective oxide formation and carbide precipitates formed under certain 

circumstances. Here, the evolution of oxides and carbide precipitates formed at various 

temperatures and times was investigated to understand the mechanisms of oxidation and 

carburisation systematically. Some affecting factors, including exposure environment, sample 

geometry, moisture content of the CO2 gas, strain within the oxide and microstructure, were 

considered.  

In chapter 3, two techniques, FIB XeF2 imaging and HS-AFM, were used to study carbide 

precipitate distributions. FIB XeF2 imaging highlights carbide precipitates due to the different 

work function between carbides and the matrix metal. XeF2 gas reduces the work function of 

metal, but has less effect on carbides, leading to an obvious contrast between them. HS-AFM 

images carbide precipitates from the difference in height between precipitates and matrix metal. 

A strict polishing procedure produces an extremely high quality surface for the high-resolution 

HS-AFM imaging. The results of these two techniques are in general agreement. However, 

slight differences were observed due to the different thresholds of the image processing 

software. FIB XeF2 imaging is more reliable in carbide area fraction calculation, while 

HS-AFM provides more extensive spatial distribution detail due to its higher resolution. 

In chapter 4, the optical micrographs illustrate that cracks tend to be present in the oxide at the 

fin tip corners and edges extending radially into the matrix. The oxide thickness at the fin tip 

corner increases faster than at a planar surface, and this can be explained by 2D diffusion. The 

oxide thickness and the quantity and size of the carbide precipitates formed in the matrix 

increase with increase in the exposure temperature, time and moisture level (1200 vppm). A 

continuous IOZ layer is present in non-breakaway samples and its thickness reduces with the 

increase of temperature, time and moisture, resulting in a discontinuous IOZ layer where 

breakaway initiates in samples and the absence of IOZ in most samples in post-breakaway 

oxidation. 

In the early stages of oxidation, which follow sub-parabolic kinetics, a duplex oxide was 

developed and fine needles and coarse carbide precipitates were formed in the matrix beneath 

the oxide scale. In the stage close to the time to breakaway (TTB), a multi-layered oxide was 
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formed accompanied by the presence of cracks in the oxide at the fin tip corner, with these 

extending radially to the metal at the fin tip corners, Large needles and coarse carbides were 

present in the matrix at this stage of oxidation. In the post-breakaway oxidation stage, which 

follows linear kinetics, a laminated oxide, often in a fan shape, was formed, and most coarse 

carbide precipitates were formed with a Cr-rich inner core surrounded by an outer layer less 

rich in Cr. The needle carbides were dissolved in the matrix to provide Cr for the formation of 

(cored) coarse carbides in the post-breakaway oxidation. The spinel of duplex oxide was 

formed by the oxidation of metal beneath the oxide where there is Cr accumulation. However, 

the spinel in multi-layered and laminated oxide was mainly formed from the oxidation of 

carbides while the depleted matrix converted into magnetite during oxidation. Graphite in the 

oxide was formed via the Boudouard reaction.  

Raman spectra and peak position maps show that the duplex oxide was comprised of Fe3-xCrxO4 

and deposited carbon in the form of graphite, accompanied by the occasional presence of Fe3O4 

in the spinel layer. The IOZ layer is comprised of Cr2O3 and Fe3-xCrxO4 embedded in the matrix 

and, in some cases, with graphite. The multi-layered oxide is comprised of Fe3-xCrxO4 and 

deposited graphite, but thin layers of deposited carbon also formed in the spinel layer. The 

magnetite Fe3O4 was present occasionally in this type of oxide. The fast-growing laminated 

oxide is different from the previous two, and it is comprised of Cr-rich and Cr-depleted oxide. 

The Cr-rich oxide is Fe3-xCrxO4 and graphite while the Cr-depleted oxide consists of Fe3O4 or 

a combination of Fe3O4, Fe3-xCrxO4 and graphite. Results from scanning laser Raman 

spectroscopy show that the IOZ layer exhibits a compressive stress relative to the oxide scale 

close to the oxide/metal interface. This indicates that the oxide has a relative tensile stress 

compared with the metal close to the oxide/metal interface. 

Carbide precipitates formed in the early stages of oxidation are fine needles and coarse carbides, 

which were identified as M2C and M23C6 respectively. Large needles were identified as MC. 

Both inner core and surrounding carbides in cored coarse carbides were identified as M23C6 in 

the same orientation.  

Both FIB and HS-AFM images confirm that the fine needle carbides are intragranular while 

the coarse carbide precipitates are both intergranular and intragranular. The height images from 

HS-AFM indicate that the hardness of the inner core is greater than that of the surrounding 

outer layer carbide, illustrating that the hardness of carbides increases with the increase of Cr 

concentration. There is a similar trend to the carbide area (volume) fraction plots obtained from 

FIB and HS-AFM results, but more spatial details are reveal by HS-AFM, e.g. the height of the 

analysed features. This is evidence that HS-AFM is capable of providing spatial information 

for the examined samples. However, the area fractions obtained from FIB XeF2 images are 

more reliable. A saturation state was reached in some of the examined samples. The carbide 
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area fraction for the saturation state from observation is consistent with that from calculation; 

both indicate 17% as the saturated carbide area fraction for ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steels. 

In chapter 5, the TTB at different temperatures of the ferritic 9Cr-1Mo was obtained: 147, 20, 

3, 2 kh at 580, 600, 620 and 640 C respectively. The plot of TTB as a function of temperature 

can be fitted by 1/D, where D represents the diffusion coefficient which can be obtained by an 

Arrhenius equation. The TTB decreased with the increase of diffusion of key elements as well 

as exposure temperature by the equation 
1

𝑇𝑇𝐵
= 𝐷0 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝐸𝐴

𝑅𝑇
). The experimental 9Cr-1Mo 

steels exposed to a real coolant gas at AGR follow the same mechanisms of oxidation and 

carburisation to those samples exposed to a simulant coolant gas, based on observation of the 

same or similar types and morphologies of the oxide and carbides formed between these steels.   

In chapter 6, it was seen that the analysed martensitic steels follow a similar mechanism of 

oxidation to that observed from the ferritic 9Cr-1Mo steel. Oxides of the same type with only 

slight differences in composition were formed at the location of the IOZ and close to the 

oxide/metal interface. However, the observed difference in the TTB and oxidation rate is due 

to the different microstructures. Although the dominant carbides in both ferritic and martensitic 

steels are M23C6, there is no observation of the presence of M2C and MC carbides in martensitic 

steels. 

In chapter 7, the mechanisms of oxidation and carburisation during the transition from 

protective to post-breakaway oxidation were discussed. Five schematic stages illustrate the 

multi-layered oxide formation. Breakaway oxidation was enhanced at fin tip corners. The oxide 

at these locations grows faster than at the planar surfaces due to the 2D diffusion of key 

elements, Fe and Cr. It is also found that the higher moisture level (1200 vppm) exacerbates 

the process of oxidation. Breakaway oxidation is triggered by the Cr composition of ferritic 

matrix rather than the oxide thickness. Possible factors leading to breakaway oxidation are as 

follows: 

1. Breakaway oxidation occurs when a saturation state carbide area fraction is present at 

around 18 %. 

2. Breakaway oxidation occurs when the Cr concentration in the matrix close to oxide is less 

than 5 wt. %, which is associated to the formation of cored carbides. 

3. Breakaway oxidation occurs when the Cr concentration in the core of the cored coarse 

carbides is less than 50 wt. %. 
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Chapter 9: Future work 

The experimental finned 9Cr-1Mo steel tube samples exposed in a CO2 rich atmosphere have 

been investigated in this thesis to determine factors influencing oxide growth and breakaway 

oxidation, as well as the mechanisms of oxidation and carburisation. It is important to have a 

further understanding of the factors that influence the mechanisms during the processes of 

oxidation and carburisation of 9Cr-1Mo steel when exposed to a hot CO2 gas containing minor 

additions. Hence it is proposed that the following should be addressed: 

• Samples with different geometries, e.g. sharp corner, round, etc., should be studied after 

exposure to a CO2-based gas. However, since breakaway oxidation has been observed to 

occur at fin tip corners, the influence of curvature and sharpness of the surface should be 

investigated to establish the role of geometry on oxidation. 

• Samples with the same shape but oxidised in CO2 gases with different amounts of moisture, 

e.g. 900, 1000 and 1100 vppm can be studied to obtain the critical moisture content to have 

an obvious influence of the processes of oxidation and carburisation. It is known that a 

moisture level of 1200 vppm accelerates oxidation while 800 vppm has little influence. 

Therefore, the moisture level between 800 and 1200 vppm should be investigated to find 

the critical moisture level which starts to accelerate oxidation. Then, the moisture in AGRs 

could be controlled to be below this critical level. 

• Binary Fe-Cr steels with different Cr content, e.g. 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 wt. %, should be 

studied to obtain the critical Cr concentration in the matrix that triggers breakaway 

oxidation. It is found that breakaway occurs when the Cr level reaches approximately 

5 wt. % in the matrix in 9Cr-1Mo steels. Therefore, steels with different Cr content should 

be studied to observe if breakaway oxidation occurs at the very beginning of oxidation 

process where the Cr content is less than 5 wt. %. Steels with Cr content greater than 

12 wt. % are defined as stainless steel. Therefore, it is unnecessary to investigate steels with 

Cr content more than this level. 

• Samples removed from a plain tube can be bent and then oxidised in a CO2-based gas to 

investigate the influence of tensile and compressive stress and strain on the process of 

oxidation and carburisation. Strain was observed in the oxide and IOZ during the process 

of oxidation. It would be interesting to study the influence of both tensile and compressive 

stress on the oxide growth. 

• The microstructure of the steel (ferrite and martensite) and the formation of multi-layered 

oxide should be taken into account in future modelling work.  

• The work function of matrix metal and carbide precipitates of different types and 

composition should be evaluated using a NanoESCA II photoemission electron microscope 

(PEEM). It has an ultimate lateral resolution of 13 nm and is able to analyse the precipitates 

at the nanoscale. This may help to explain the contrast observed for different carbide 

precipitates when using XeF2 gas during FIB imaging. 
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